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MODERN Svviss POSAGE Du : 
 

by Dr. G. G. Ritchie  

(Editor's Note; In response to an enquiry from a member in Canada, on the origin 
and use of 'T' marks, Dr. Ritchie very kindly supplied the following information, 
which we feel sure will be of interest to other members.) 

In the past postage due stamps have not enjoyed popularity amongst 
)hectors and comparatively little has been written about their use. More inter-
t is now being shown, but the use of special postage due stamps ceased some years 

ago in Switzerland. Since the present method of dealing with underpaid mail in  
that country does not appear to be widely known the following notes are offered in 
explanation of the general procedure employed. 

The method of dealing with unpaid or underpaid mail differs in various 
countries, but the commonest method is for the item to be delivered normally and  

double the deficiency in postage collected from the addressee. 	Any insufficient  
franking will first be noticed at the office where the mail is sorted and cancelled.  

Here the letter or card is marked with the amount which has to be collected on del- 
ivery, usually together with either an explanatory mark or a T-mark. 	'T' stands  
for the French word 'Taxe', which has been internationally adopted to denote that a 
charge has to be levied. The amount to pay may be written in manuscript, stamped  
individually, incorporated in the explanatory sign (e.g. "6d. to pay, posted unpaid") 
or included in the T-mark. Two such marks from Britain and Canada respectively 
are shown. 

In Great Britain T-marks are not usually used on  
inland mail. They are intended for use on mail to be 
delivered abroad, and thus it would obviously be incon- 
venient for the charge in this case to be expressed in 
British currency. 	Equally it would be impracticable 	to 
convert, on the spot, the charge into any one of the 
world's many currencies. The charge is therefore, 

expressed in 'gold centimes'. This is a non-existent currency of arbitrary value 
used more or less as a code. The country-of-origin of the letter converts the 
charge into 'gold centimes' and the country-of-receipt re-converts to its Own 
currency. Thus the correct, or nearly correct, amount is levied. Since the con- 
version of small amounts can only be approximate, sometimes a cumulative error 
appears in the two conversions. For example, at present the postage from Britain 
to Switzerland is 6d. An unpaid letter should thus be charged in Switzerland the 
equivalent of 1/-; in fact one of my letters was recently stamped 'T 420' and an 
actual charge in Switzerland of 70 Rp. (=1/2d.) was made. On the other hand a 
letter to Norway, also levied 'T 42c', was reconverted to 85 ore, which is only lO*di 

Having been marked with the charge either in home currenoy (for inland 
letters) or gold centimes (for foreign mail) the letter is forwarded to the post 
office or sorting office of delivery. Here the practice varies in different 
countries. One of three methods may be employed: 

No adhesive stamps of any kind are added, but the postman collects the written 
or stamped amount due from the addressee. It is not clear how any accounting 
check is possible by this method, one used in Norway at present. 

Postage due stamps to the required amount are affixed and cancelled by the 
dated name stamp of the delivery office. The postman then has to pay for 
these and recover their cost from the addressee. Some countries using this 
system are Britain, France, Austria, Norway before 1927, and Switzerland 
before 1954.  



HELVETIA MEMBERS PLANNING TO 
GIVE DISPLAYS OR EXHIBITIONS 
DURING THIS SEASON ARE INS 
VITED TO CONTACT ME. 

WHATEVER SUBJECT YOU HAVE CHOSEN 
FROM CLASSICS TO MODERN, I SHALL 
BE PLEASED TO SUBMIT A WIDE RANGE 
OF APPROVALS TO MAKE YOUR TASK 
EASIER AND MORE INETERESTING. 
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PT  

H. L. KAT CHER 	ASDA 

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD. 

151, Park Road, 
St. John's Wood, 
London, N. W.8 . 

(Telephone: 	JUNiper 0616 ) 
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MODERN SWISS POSTAGE-DUE USAGE (Cont.) 

(c) A similar procedure is adopted but 
using ordinary postage stamps instead 

of the special postage dues. This provides 
equal security, but is more economical in 
that special dues do not have to be prov-
ided. Norway used this system from 1927 
until recently, and Switzerland and 
Liechtenstein have used it since 1956. 

The usual procedure in Switzerland at 
the present time is as follows: 

Letters from Abroad:  The gold centimes 
are converted to rappen, which are then 
marked in manuscript. Normal postage 
stamps to this value are affixed and 
cancelled with a T-mark. 

Inland Letters:  Whether unpaid or under-
paid, the letter receives the normal 
cancellation of the place of origin (when 
there is no stamp an excellent impression 
is obtained). The amount to be collected 
(double the deficiency) is written, usu-
ally in large pencil or ink fibres. At 
the delivery office normal postage stamps 
to this value are affixed and cancelled 
with a T-mark. 

The stamps most commonly used are 
naturally the definitive issue, but any 
stamps in current use may be employed. 
Thus many commemoratives have been used in 
this way, for example all the Europa 
issues. Stamps with a charity surcharge, 
e.g. the Pro-Juventutes, will not, of 
course, be used. Since the period of 
sale of the average commemoratives is only 
a few weeks to a few months, such stamps 
are comparatively difficult to find soused 

Two main 
types of the 
T-mark cancel-
lation can be 
found. The 
normal and most 
common is an 
ll mm. high T, 

with large serifs, enclosed in a circle 
18-19 mm. in diameter. Since 1931 this 
has been the only type issued to post-
offices by the P.T.T. I have this also 
on some 'Europas' with what appears to be 
a slightly thicker T, but I suspect these 
may be rather over-inked 'cancelled-to-
order' impressions. The other and older 
type is a larger unframed double-lined T. 

(To be continued)  

AMENDMENTS TO MEMBERSHIP LIST  
The following additions and changes 

should be noted: 

NEW MEMBERS  
SNELL, Mrs.E.A., 52, Salisbury Road, 

Berry, Glam. 
RGVEle,1  R.N.E., The School House, 

The Schools, Shrewsbury. 

CHANGES OF  ADDRESS 

DOVE,J.W.F.,'Woodland View',Highland Rd., 
Taversham, Norwich 53X. 

GOLTZ, Dr. G. E. , 52, Brighton Road, 
Banstead Surrey. 

TAYLOR, R.J., 'Brandy Wine', Hill Road, 
Beacon Hill, Hindhead, Surrey. 

WOIBLET, J . R. , PO_BoxjO, Walla Walla, 
Washington 99362, U.S.A. 

RESIGNATIONS:  

BROOKS, C.S. 	Frankfurt, Germany 
AUCKLAND, A.B. Currie, Midlothian 

CONGRATULATIONS . M . 

to Mr. & Mrs. Eric Lienhard of 
Chelmsford on the arrival of TWINY 
DAUGHTERS! A typical Lienhardian 
comment states: 'Strictly speaking 
they are neither TETE-BECHE nor SE- 
TENANT, but certainly two fine MINT 
specimens ... UNHINGED will probably 
apply to Father!' 

RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS  

Vergesst die Tiere nicht - tut Gutes an 
ihnen! B&ndner Tierschutzverein - 

7050 Arosa 

Vor 100 Jahren starb THEODOSIUM FLORENTINI 
Grander des Mutterhauses Ingenbohl -
6040 Brunnen - all year in alternate 
use with tourist cancel. 
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by Jos. 

Mr. Moore's report(H.N 
study of the "Nachnahme" marking 
detailed description of the actu 

Other collectors may o 
inscriptions and frankings, whit 
of the postal regulations at var 

BBhler, R.D.P., F. R.P. S.,L. (pf Zi'trich) 

L., Dec.1964) of the Yorks/Lanos Group's joint 
was to me most interesting, especially the 
1 covers examined. 

casionally find old letters bearing the "Naohnahm.©' 
are not clearly understood. Therefore, a review 

ous dates may be helpful. 

On 1st August 1849 the "Nachnahme" service was introduced and was-avail-
able by inland post for letters p to a collectable amount o.f 20 Francs and for 
parcels up to 200 Francs. Lette s for amounts above 20 Francs had to be treated 
as parcels. The official notice regarding this service indicated that in addition 
to the appropriate postage rate or distance and weight, a 'Provision'(commission) 
charge of 1% would be added., wit. a minimum of 5 Rappen. For collectable amounts • 
of over 4 Francs a 'Nachnahmschejn' (advice/receipt) was issued, for which a fee 
('Gebii.hr') of 5 Rappen was charge.. It was left to the option of the sender to 
add the cost of this receipt of anding-in to the total collectable amount, as well 
as the fees for postage and collecting commission. 

From 1st January 1852 
300 Francs for parcels, and alt 
rate of 1%, the minimum became 
were rounded off to the  next wh 
remained at 5 Rappen but for am 

Usually the charges f 
"Nachnahme" amount and only rar 
rsot conform to this arrangement 
notified that in addition to th 
for the handing-in advice/reoei 

In 1860 the letter po 
higher values had to be sent b 
"Nachnahme" up to 50 Francs was 

From 27th June 1862 
10 to 20 Fr. - 20 Rp., 20 to 
- 50 Hp.  

the limits were raised to 30 Francs for letters and 
ough the charge for 'Provision' remained at the 
0 Rappen in the new currency, and all fractions  
le 10 Ra •en. The charge' for the advice receipt 
unts of more than 6 Francs. 
r 'Porto' and 'Provision' were added to the 
ly are letters of the early period found which do 

From 20th August„1858 all post-offices were 
' Francotaiet and the 'Provision', the LImal fee 

t must also be shown by adhesive stamps: 

t "Nachnahme” limit was reduced to 20 Francs and 
parcel post, but by February - 1862 letter post 
accepted. 

he charge for 'Provision' was: up to 10 Fr. -- 10 Rp. ; 
 0 Fr. - 30 Rp., 30 to 40 Fr. 	40 Rp., 40 to 50 Fr , 

May I' now offer an- a 
December 'News Letter'. 

alysis of the covers listed on page 57 of the 

ed that the postal delivery charges-from 1849 were 
The basis of calculation was the 'Wegstunde' 

ale - was actually reckoned on 1 Wegstunde = 4800 met, 
harge, and the unit of weight was at first the 'Lot' 
unit became the gramme. I have provided the full 
from 1849 to 1925, and your Editor might consider it 

helpful to publish this in a later issue, but for the moment it may be sufficient 
to say that the local rate for letters up to 2 Lot was 2i Rappen (or 1 Kreutzer), 
and that according to the 'Wegstunde', charges to distant points were grouped 
the 'Rayons' (Zones) numbèred 1 to 4. 

Now to the covers listed: 

It should be remembe 
variable according to distance 
(journey hour), although the s 
res. Weight also affected the 
(or 'Loth'), but from 1862 the 
and complete scale of charges 

to 

Rayon) 
72 Hp. 

n 

12Rp. 

5 Rp. 

1. April 1851. BLiren-Thun (:0 6/8ths Wegstunden, so 3rd 
Printed rate, 3rd Rayon 
Naohnahm© foes 

Total correct 

2. July 1851. Bern-Goldbaci - Printed rate, 2nd Rayon 
Nachnahme fees 

(to end of 1851) ..• 
Total correct 

3. Juno 1853. 	Burgdoff-Kixchberj (18 Wegstunden) 
Letter rate, 1st Rayon 
Nachnahme fee (minimum 

from Jan.l, 1852 
Total correct 

.. . 

.. . 

... 

. • 
. 5.. Rp. 
10 Rp.(= 1 Batzen) 

5 Rp. 

10 Rp. 
Rp. 

Continued overleaf 



THE A. 	 C. 	 CATALOGUE 

Have you got your 1956 AMATEUR 
COLLECTOR CATALOGUE? The 11th Edition, 
with its new spiral binding, maintains 
the excellent tradition of earlier 
editions. Clearly printed on art paper, 
profusely illustrated, it lists all 
issues and gives full details of design- 
ers, printers, papers, perforations, 
major flaws, varieties, shades etc. A 
new feature is a list of numbers issued. 

If the rising prices shock you, then  
hurry and fill those vacant gaps before 
it is too late. If you have bought 
wisely, you will be gratified to see how 
your collection has appreciated. 

Either way you cannot afford to be 
without this invaluable catalogue. 

The Society has a small stocks get 
yours now from the Hon.Secretaryi Mrs. 
E.J.Rawnsley. Price 12/- 1/- post. 
and packing. 
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"' ACHNAHME" COVERS Cont. 
 

4 Aug. 1854. Le Pont-Chenit  - 

	

1st Rayon 	... 	5 Rp.  
Nachnahme fee.. 10 Rp.  

12. 4. 
 

(Note: The 20 Hp. franking means that  
either the letter was overweight, or the 

 

sender paid for an advice of receipt, which 
 

:s not obligatory under 6 Fr. collectable.  
See note at end.  

5. Oct. 1861.  Lugano-B^ ias ça - 10-- Weg- 
stunden, therefore, from 

st January 1852 in the 3rd Rayon. 

Printed rate 3rd Rayon .410 Rp. 
.Nachnahme fees 	,..10 Rp, 

	

Total correct 	20 Rp. 

. Nov. 1862. St. Gallen-Wallenstadt -  
( Franked 12 Rp. ) 

rinted rate for the whole of 
witzerland from Feb, 6th 1862, 
p to 15 frammes was ` 	 2 Rp, 

Nachnahme fees as per scale ..10 Rp., 
Rounded off to complete 5 Rp...1 Rp. 

11 Rp.  
HT. Oct.1883. Schc'Jnenberg-Hirzel  

Letter rate up to 10 Km. 5 Rp. 
Nachnahme fees 	.,10 Rp. 

Total correct 124.  

The N achnahmschein was issued so that 
it could be sent back as an advice to the  
office of issue immediately after the pay-
ment at the office of collection. In 
this case the total sum would immediately 
be paid to the sender. 

Without such a receipt, however, pay-
ment could not be made until 14 days after 
wards, because the addressee had a period 
of 7 days in which to pay for his letter.  
If payment was not made in that time, the 
letter was returned to the sender. 

(Editor's note; Vlre are very grateful to  
Herr BN.hler for this most helpful inform-
ation, which will, no doubt, cause the 
Yorks/Lanes Group - and other members- to 
re-examine their own 'Nachnahme' covers. 

The full scale of charges, referred  
to by Herr Buhler, will appear in a later 
issue, after translation). 

TANNER F.D.C. CATALOGUE  1965  
Through the kindness of one of our 

Members a copy of the latest Tanner First 
Day Catalogue has been presented to the 
Society's Library. 

Those interested in first day covers 
and their commemorative postmarks will 
find it very helpful. It lists in a clear  
way the special postmarks from 1900 and 
F.D.C. cancels from 1948. Included are  
cancels on service stamps, Day-of-the-
Stamp cards, folders .etc. 

The Catalogue is available on loan  
through the Secretary on the usual terms: 
6d. fee + postage both ways where 
necessary. 

HINTS TO COLLECTORS  

Watch the airmails, especially No. 
44c, 40 c. (changed colour) and special  
flight covers. Complete all Pro Juven-
tute series especially those between 
1918-1926, particularly with clear 
circular cancels. 

Collectors are warned in the S.B.Z.  
of December 1964, that a number, possibly  
up to 200, miniature sheets of the 1945 
Fund for War Disabled (Schweizer Spende) 
and Centenary of Basle Dove, have been 
put on the market with forged postmarks.  
These reads 'BERN BRIEFVERSAND 15.V.45-9'  

ZURICH TO  HAVE PHILATELIC BUREAU  

As forecast some time ago a new 
Philatelic Bureau will be opened on the 
first floor of the P.T.T. Building, 
Fraumunsterstrasse 16, Zurich 22, on 
19th January. 

This will be a service for personal 
callers only; post orders should be 
sent, as usual, to the P.T.T. in Bern, 

The only exception was for the open-
ing day when mail was cancelled 'ZURICH  
22 WERTZEICHEN' .  - 

The increasing number of visitors who 
pass through Zurich nowadays will, no 
doubt, find this new bureau of great 
interest. 

LONDON GROUP MEETING - 13th January 

Despite a stormy, blustery night, 
there was a larger than usual attendance 
to welcome Professor H.H. Landau and Mrs 
Landau to the meeting, which was also 
graced by the presence of Dr.K.Strauss. 

The talk and display on 'COMBINED 
POSTAGES & BISECTS' was full of interest  
and members were left dazed by the 
superb material which was passed round. 
A full account is being prepared and it 
is hoped to publishthis next month. 
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by E. J. Rawnsley  

Owing to the fact that the Stanley Gibbons catalogues continue to ignore  
miniature sheets, these are often by-passed by collectors as being purely speculat-
ive. As, however, in the case of Switzerland, all miniature sheets issued have  
been valid for postal purposes, they should be included, and the steep rise in the  
value of the early ones should convince us of their importance.  

The first Swiss miniature sheet, the now famous tNABA' was issued in  
1934 to mark the occasion of the National Philatelic Exhibition in Zurich. It  
was on sale for only 8 days, from 29th September to 7th October, and on was given  
free to each ticket holder. The sheet had a nominal value of 50 Rp. and a ticket  
cost Fr.l. 50,000 tore printed and were entirely sold out. 	With such a small  
number it is no wonder that it has become such a sought-after item. A forgery  
exists which is easily detectable since it was printed on smooth paper, whereas  
the genuine one was produced on grilled paper. One imperforate sheet is said to  
exist.  

In 1936 the 'PRO PATRIA' sheet was issued, also on grilled paper. The  
sheets were on sale for 5 weeks, from 23rd October, at a cost of Fr. 2. 	The total.  
number issued was 126,000, of which blocks of 4 sheets were also available to the  
extent of 13,000. 	An imperforate variety exists, but is very rarely found.  

The next to appear was the 'AARAU' sheet in 1938, again issued in connect- 

	

-- +.on with the National Philatelic Exhibition in Aarau in September of that year. 	As  
with the 'NASA' these sheets were available with the admission tickets to the  
exhibition at a cost of Fr.1.50. 	The face value of the stamps was 50 Rp. and  
204, 8 55 sheets were issued. 	The design consists of a pair of the 20 Rp. Landscape  
stamp of S. Salvatore, and the overprinted 10 on 65 c. airmail. The stamps were  
specially printed for the purpose on chalky paper and on the airmail the overprint  
is in grey and not the normal black.  

During the period of World War II several miniature sheets were issued.  
The first in July 1940 consisted of the 4 battle commemoratives of the 'Bundesfeier'  
issue, imperf. This was sold at Fr.5 and 75,300 were issued. Another in June  
1942 showed the pair af.'Burxd ?sfe5er'stamps imperf. Sold at Fr.2.- with a total of  

118,000, the profit was given to the Swiss National Fund.  

1943, however, was an important year for Switzerland in that it marked  
the centenary of the first postage stamps. 	Two sheets wore issued to commemorate  
the famous 'ZURICH 4 1  and 'ZURICH 6'. 	Tho first, a small eheet with a double  
stamp reproduction of the originals, was sold at a cost of Fr. 3.- each, the profit  
being donated to the Swiss National Fund. They wore sold from 26th February until  
31st March, in a series of 20 shoots, each numbered, and a total issue of 160,000.  

The so-called 'de-luxe' shoot consists of a block of 12 of the imperforate  
stamps in a decorative frame. 	This large shoot was on sale by subscript- 
from 15-31 January 1943, at a cost of Fr. 5.-, the profit also going to  

National Fund. Four numbered shoots wore available, with a total of  

In the same year a National Philatelic Exhibition was hold in Genova and.  
the miniature sheet issued also commemorated the centenary of the equally famous  

'DOUBLE GENEVA'. 	The total issued was 161,000, at a cost of Fr. 3.- each, the  
profit from the sale being given to the Red Cross Fund.  

In 1945 a sot of stamps was issued for the purpose of War Relief and in  
addition, what is probably the most beautiful miniature shoot over issued, depicting  
the rescue of a man from the sea. 	This sheet is remarkable in that it had a face  
value of Fr. 3.- and a surcharge of Fr. 7.-, making a total of Fr. 10.-, the highest  
surcharge ever made. 	About 129,000 shoots were printed and wore on sale from 20th  
February to 31st March. Two typos of gum were used in different printings: white  
and yellow, the former being slightly rarer.  

Shortly after the centenary of the 'BASLE DOVE' was celebrated by the  
issue of a sheet depicting _a pair of imperf. Doves. 	Those wore on sale from 14 - 
30 April, to the extent of 148,143 and wore sold for Fr. 3.-, the profit being  
allocated to the Pro Juventute Fund. 

Since this time the majority of miniature shoots issued have boon in 
connection with National Philatelic Exhibitions, although the throe Pro Juventuto 
sheets issued in 1937 to mark the Silver Jubilee, in 1941 for Winter Relief and in  
1962 for the Golden Jubilee of the Foundation should not be overlooked. 	The  
above, howover, are the more important and the more sought-after by collectors.  

centenary  
ion, open  
the Swiss  
118,366.  



SUBSCRIPTIONS  

These have been coming in slowly.  
Did you lose track of your last HELVETIA  
NEWS LETTER amid the Christmas mail ?? ?  

Just have a look to see if you had a  
reminder slip with your copy and if so  
please send it off to the Treasurer, with  
your renewal subscription .. 10/- or  
01.40 .. as soon as possible.  

NEW AUTOMOBILE  CANCELLATIONS  

Auto 3 Morgarten - Morgartenschiessen  
15.XI.  

" 3 Zurich - Pro Juventute 12/13.XII  
" 4 Genbve - Escalade 	12/13.XIII  

NEW TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCEL  
WIit MIS  

Page 6.  

NEXT LONDON MEETING  

The second of our noteworthy evenings  
will be on FEBRUARY 3rd .. NOTE: on  
the first Wednesday evening .. when, in  
response to the request of members  

DR. K. STRAUSS  

will give a talk and display on the  

t STANDING HELVETIA ISSUES'  

Every Swiss collector is keenly  
interested in these stamps, and as Dr.  
Strauss has devoted much time & study  
to the subject, members are assured of  
a memorable evening.  

Don't forgot the date: FEBRUARY 3rd.  
Visitors will be welcome.  

CATALOGUES 	1 9 6 5  

EUROPE 	at 48/-  

with thumb index: 54/- 

+ 	2/6 postage  

SWITZERLAND / LIECHTENSTEIN - Pocket  
Edit ion  

Extract from the Europe Catalogue 
at 2/6d. + 6d. postage 

Please order from:  

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED, 
27, Maiden Lane, Strand,  
London, W. C. 2.  

---000--- 

FOR .LiRST 	CLASS STAMPS  

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE  

Send WANT LISTS. : Order NEW ISSUES  

from:  

ZUMSTEIN & CIE  
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.)  

P.O. Box 1291. 	3001 BERNE(Swit.zerland)  

JANUARY 19 65 .  

YORKS  GROUP:  Hon.Soc: A. Gullis, 
 

3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks. 

Following its custom of arranging a  
joint study of a particular issue or 
period, the Group, at its December meet-
ing considered the SITTING HELVETIA  
PERF. series of 1862-82,  

Mr, L. Moore acted as Discussion  
Leader and, in his paper, set out the 
known facts of the issue from all avail-
able sources, pointing out that some 
appeared to be in conflict. This might 
be because the original articles were in. 
Gorman, and had suffered slightly in  
translation. Thanks to, the Group's 
printer member, Mr.Robertshaw, some of 
the technological problems were satis-
factorily solved. Supporting displays 
were by Dr,Ritchie and Messrs.Highsted, 
Eastwood, Hoyle, Gosling & Robertshaw. 
Items included colour, perforation and 
cancellation trials, with and without 
Control Mark, experimental printings of 
the 60 c. bronze and 1 Fr. gold, the 5c. 
double print etc. 

Among items on cover were some mix ,  
od frankings: Sitting Helvetia & Strub-
e1i; examples of the issue on granite  
paper: a pair of 15 c. granite (with 
certificate) & a 40 c, with a known back 
dated but correct postmark, etc. Others 
bore postmarks of the ship post offices 
on the lakes of Como, Maggiore & Vier-
waldstittersee, & Ticino postmarks,both 
oval and straight-line. 

Editor's Notes  We learn with pleasure 
that Mr.Mooro's 'Sitting Helvetia' ,along  
with 'Standing Helvetia' issue & Ship 
Posts of Lakes Como & Maggiore, will be 
on view at the British Philatelic  
Exhibition at the Seymour Hall, Marble 
Arch, London, W.l., from January 21st  
to 23rd. 

It is also reported that Dr. G. G.  
Ritchie, the latest contributor to our 
'News Letters, recently gave a well 
received display of Switzerland to the 
Otley Philatelic Society. 

UP ...  d. 

go the prices !! 

A glance at the new Catalogues 
will show the wisdom of keeping up-
to-date on new issues and completing 
the earlier ones as soon as possible. 

Send in those Want Lists now  

Approval selections for all 
Sections, covers, postal stationery 
etc., supplied on request, 

13,1\ JJj!^.  -fir] 0 \\J  ja 
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme  

MORECAMBE, Lancs.  
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COMBINED POSMGES n_ \ D BISECTS 
As stated last month, despite the very bad weather, there was a larger 

than usual attendance to welcome Professor H.H. Landau and. Mrs. Landau to the 
January Meeting. 

The first part of the display was devoted to COMBINED POSTAGES, about 
which some explanation regarding nomenclature was necessary. The terms 'Combined 
Postages', 'Mixed. Frankings' or 'Affranohissement Mixtel are taken by some 
collectors to mean the use of stamps of two different countries on the same cover. 
Others, and they are the majority, use this term also for stamps of different 
issues of the same country; to the latter group belonged Dr. Fulpius, the world 
famous expert, and it can only be right to follow his example. Swiss stamps used 
together with stamps of a different country on the same cover are of exceptional 
rarity and only two suoh items could be recalled to mind: A Double. Geneva used 
together with a 20 c. Ceres stamp of France, and a Large Eagle of Geneva, together 
with a 20 c. Ceres. 

'Affranchissements mixtes' of Swiss stamps are of great interest in many 
respects and eagerly sought for. Some very rare covers are in existence: e.g. a 
Zurich 4 a Poste Locale, a Basle Dove a Poste Locale, pairs of Basle Doves 
Rayon I or II, Vaud 5's + Rayons etc. The earlier the stamps, the rarer and more 
interesting the cover in question. Such items preferably should be on complete 
cover and so tell the whole Story of their use. 

In 1849 the postal rates in Switzerland were fixed according to weight 
and classified distances, known as Zones or Rayons, besides the local zone with 
the rate of ai Rp.: 

Postage in the 1st Rayon was for distances up to 10 miles 
It 	 2nd 	 9 	it It 	25 

3rd 	 40 	tt 

4th 	 over 40 

Weight, of course, was also important, and at that time was calculated on the 'Lot 
or 'Loth', which was approximately 15* grammes. 

Local rate (Ortskreis) 	 Postal rate in 1st Rayon 

It 

1 1 

It 

At that time there were some 32 different postage rates for the inland 
service in current use, which makes for difficulties in understanding the postage 
levied on some covers. There is one important — and very scarce work in 2 
volumes published by the P.T.T. which gives ample information on the early rates of 
postage. 

In January 1852 new postal laws came into force. The 4 Rayons were 
reduced to 3. Rayon I covered distances up to 2 miles, Rayon II up to 10 miles 
and Rayon III over 10 miles, while postage was calculated on the basis of, for 
example in Rayon  I: up to j Loth — 5 Rp., i-1 Loth — 10 Rp., 1-1i Loth — 15 Rp. 
and approx. 5 Rp. for each additional Loth. At the same time the new monetary 
(French) system was introduced, in the whole of Switzerland. • 
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COMBINED POSTAGES & BISECTS  ( Continued) 

Many of the covers shown were for the purpose of Nachnahme' (Remboursement) 
or C.O.D. At first this service was known in some Cantons only, but in August 1849 
the Federal Council issued regulations for it: Letters or other postal items had to 
be franked with the usual postal rate + an additional 1% of the amount to be paid, 
with a minimum of 10 Rp. 

The Swiss are extremely meticulous regarding the condition of stamps and 
covers, and it is not easy to get these covers in really superb condition, but it is 
worth while to accept only the best, from the aesthetic as well as the point of view 
of value. The twenty-seven shown on this occasion more than lived up to this stand-
ard. To describe them in words is very different from seeing them in actuality, the 
following details of a number of them may give some idea of their great interests 

1. A very rare cover with a Winterthur and a Rayon I , dk. blue, with framed cross. 
Rosette postmark. 

2. A photograph of a superb cover with two single Winterthur stamps + a Rayon I, 
dk.blue, with the 'RECOMMINDIRTI mark. (The original cover will be on show at 
Festival Hall, London, in February). 

3. A beautiful cover, in pristine condition, with an Ortspost (framed cross) + a 
Rayon I dk. blue with incomplete frame. 

4. Rayon I dk. blue, with frame + Ortspost, with frame, both cancelled 'P.P.' 
5. A genuine example of a first day covers a pair of Rayon I, dk. blue +-Ortspost 

with framed cross. The stamps have rosette postmarks and the cover is dated 
1 Oct. 1850, the first day of issue of the Rayon I. The town cancel on the 
reverse confirms the date. 

6. Rayon II without frame + Ortspost with frame. Stamps with grille cancel plus 
circular Zurich 'horseshoe' postmark of 25/8/51. 

7. Pair of Rayon I dk. blue with framed cross + Ortspost without frame. 
Cancellations Rosette of Zurich. 

8. Rayon II without frame + 2 Ortspost without frame, the stamps cancelled with 
boxed ' FRANCO' . Postage 15 Rp. 

9. Rayon II unframed + Poste Locale framed, grille cancel + red Zurich postmark. 
10. Pair of Rayon II without frame + Poste Locale with frame. Grille postmark. 

Total postage 222 Rp., an unusual franking. 
11. Another rare 222-  Rp. °over showing a Rayon II + 2 Rayons I lt, blue + Poste 

Locale with frame. Grille cancels. Superb condition of every stamp! 
12. Rayon I dk. blue + Rayon I lt. blue, both without frame; a most unusual 

combination, 
13. Rayon I pale blue, with slight traces of frame + Rayon III 15 cts. Registered, 

bearing 'Charge' cachet. Postage 20 cts. 
14. Another very rare letter to England dated 22 September 1854: 40 Rp. Strubel 

(No. 26A) + 4 Rayon I, lt. blue. The validity of all Cantonal, Transitional 
and Rayon stamps ceased on 30th September 1854, and the Strubel stamps were 
issued on 15 September 1854. The use of these two issues on the same cover, 
was, therefore, possible only for a fortnight. Frontier mark 'Suisse par 
Fernex'. 

15. 5 Rp. Strubel (No. 22Aa) - in an extremely uncommon pale shade or orange-brown 
- + 5 Rp. lt. brown Strubel (No. 22A); a very rare combination. 

Among examples of the use of the Strubeli issues with Sitting Helvetia 
perforated were 

16. 2 Rp. Strubel + 3 c. perf. of 1862. 
17. 1 Fr. Strubel + 10 c. perf., dated 118/63. As the 1 Fr. stamp became invali-

dated in July it was marked 'NUL' and a cachet added 'AFFR . INSUF.' 

As long as the value of the Rappen was not the same as that of the Centime, 
quite a lot of difficulties and muddle arose from time to time. For instance, after 
the postal rate of the first Rayon had been fixed by the Federal Council at 5 Rappen 
in October 1849, this equalled a postal rate of 72 Centimes in Geneva. For nearly 
3 months, therefore, the difference in the rate was noted on Geneva letters not by a 
stamp, but by a postage due tax mark of 3 Cts, on franked letters, and of 7 or 8 Cts. 
on unfranked ones. For example a letter franked with a dark Large Eagle had to bear 
in addition to the stamp the 3 Cts. tax mark. In December 1849, however, the Feder-
al Council decreed the value of 22 Rappen and also the value of 5 Rappen equal to a 
postage of 5 centimes, and the tax marks went out of use! 

Then came the second part of the display on the subject of BISECTS. 

The use of bisects - stamps out in half diagonally, horizontally or 
vertically - was never authorised by the Swiss Postal Administration, with one 
exceptions for the printed matter rate to Italy, which was 3 0., and as, at that 
time no 3 c. stamp existed, permission was given for the use of a 2 c. Strubel + a 
half of a 2 c. stamp to make up the rate. This privilege was allowed only from 



STVPEX  I ^ 65 
CENTRAL HALL - WESTMINSTER  

March 19 - 27  
ST A N D S 	44&45  

Helvetia Members are cordially invited 
to visit our 'EXHIBITION WITHIN AN EXHIBITION'. 

Among the many things we are showing 
will be 'gems' from such famous collections as Burrus, 
de i7atteville, Hussey etc. 

If you have a wants list we shall be  
pleased to fill it while you wait, and your 2/6d.  
entrance fee will, of course, be refunded on 
purchases over £1 (New Issues and accessories excepted). 

We look forward to your visit! 

H. L. KATCHER 
The Amateur Colleotor Ltd. 

151, Park Road, St.John's Wood, London, N."r.8.  

FEBRUARY 1965 
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COMBINED POSTAGES & BISECTS (Continued)  

1st July to 30th September 1862, and the main use was for newspapers, only very 
few examples-of circulars have survived. 

Nevertheless the use of bisected stamps to make up rates of postage 
oan be found as late as 1867 and the Postal Authorities often appear to have turned 
a blind eye to these irregularities. Although all examples are highly prized items, 
probably the later bisects are relatively rarer than the early ones, as they should 
never have been allowed to go through the post. One should be vary careful in buying 
such items; it is essential that they should always be on cover. The address and 

 

also the postmark should be absolutely clear, so that no doubt whatsoever can exist 
as to their genuine postal use. 

Three of the seventeen bisects shown were used on 'NACHNAEME' covers, a 
point which was of added interest in view of the recent articles on this subject 
which have appeared in the 'News Letter'. Among the many fine examples shown the 
following were noted: 

3. 1850-52 -  

1. 1850 	- 
2. 1850 	-  

Pair of Rayon III (large figures) + diagonal 2 of Rayon II, 
Rayon II + 2 Rayon II se-tenant, grille postmark. 

addressed to Paris. Marked ' AFFR. INSUFFISANT' and the 'P.D.'  in 
 

Diagonal bisect of a Rayon II cancelled with grille postmark. 

oval crossed out.  
4. 1850-51 - Rayon II + diagonal jof Rayon I lt. blue, for 12i Rp. charge on 

 a 'Nachnahme' cover.  

	

5. 1855 	- a 'Nachnahme' cover with 3/4 of a 15 Rp. stamp. First postage, 
including 'Nachnahme' foe for Fr.2.50, 10 Rp. This was amended 
later by the Post Off ice to 15 Rp. 

	

6. 1855 	- Diagonal half of 40 Rp. Strubel (rare!), used for 20 Rp. postage.  

	

7. 1858 	- Diagonal 2  of 20 Rp. Strubel used for 10 o. postage. Small 
circular oancel of St. Gingolph. Superb condition. 

	

8. 1862 	- 2 Rp. Strubel + vertical 2  se-tenant, making 3 Rp., the rate for  
printed matter to Italy. This item was not a newspaper, but a 
circular, which is much rarer. 

	

9. 1862 	- Diagonal 2  of 10 o. Sitting Helvetia perf. used for 5 c. posta o. 

	

10. 1866 	- 5 c. yellow brown Sitting Helvetia perf. used with horizontal 2  of  
similar stamp, posted at Embraoh (Ct. Zurich). The cover had first  

been franked with the bisect, which was cancelled by the Post Office, 
but then regarded as insufficiently franked and refused. The next 
day a whole 5 o. stamp was affixed and cancelled with the later date s 

 a most unusual cover. 

	

11. 1867 	- Diagonal half of 10 o. Sitting Helvetia perf. used for 5 c. postage 

Although this array of superb covers, many of them exceedingly rare, left  
everyone practically speeohloss, Mr. A.J. Harding proposed a very hearty vote of 
thanks to Professor Landau for showing members so many of these treasures, and for 
sharing his knowledge. It is one thing to see these covers in exhibition frames,  
but very much more interesting to be able to look at them closely and to hear an 
explanation of their use. This would long be remembered as a truly memorable 
evening. 	 E.J.R. 

It is with deep  
regret that we have to 
announce the death, which  
occurred recently, of one 
of our Founder Members. 

MR. E. M. HAMILTON 

of Manchester.  

At one time he was 
a keen supporter of the  
Yorks/Lancs Group, until 
distance, age and failing 
health made the journey 
too difficult. 

Nevertheless, he 
retained his interest in 
stamps and in the Society  
right to the end. 
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N: ,w ISSUE  
Details have been released of the. projected issues for 1965. Apart from 

the normal annual series, Propaganda, Pro Patria etc., those will include a minia-
ture sheet for the 'NABRA' Philatelic Exhibition, a new inlandostcard and 5 
special stamps, With a total face value of Fr.8.85 -- approx.l5/-, a modest total 
compared to most other countries. Details so far are as follows: 

9 Mar. PROPAGANDA STAMPS 
No. 	Cost 

Fr. 

0.85 

3.00 

0.10 

1 Jun. 

	

... 5 	1.60 

	

... 2 	0.40 

	

1 	0.20 

	

... 2 	0.70 

	

... 2 	0.40 

	

... 5 	1,60 

	

23 	8_ 

This programme is subject to amendment if necessary. In general the new 
issues will be advised through the P.T.T. 4 - 5 weeks in advance of issue. 

5 Rp. 
10 Rp. 
20 Rp. 
50 Rp. 

Propagfor the Nursing Profession 
NABRA - National Philatelic Exhibition, Born 
25 Years FHD (Women's Voluntary Service) 
Centenary of International Telecommunications Unions 

NABRA Miniature Sheet:  10 & 20 Rp. + Fr.2.70 

Inland Postcard  with new printed stamp, 10 Rp. 

PRO PATRIA  
5+ 5Rp. 	- Portrait of Father Thoodosium Florentini 
10 + 10 Rp. 
20 + 10 Rp. 	- Ceiling paintings from the church of 
30 + 10 Rp. 	 St. Martin at Mills (Graubunden) 
50 + 10 Rp. 

SPECIAL STAMPS FOR AUTOMOBILE POST BUREAUX  - Swiss Alps. 
(to replace issue of 1953): 	10 & 30 Rp. 

SPECIAL COMMEMORATIVE  to mark entry of Cantons of Valais, 
Neuchatel & Geneva into Confederation in 1815: 20 Rp. 

14 Sep. EUROPA STAMPS  CEPT: 20 & 50 Rp. 

COMMEMORATIVE STAMPS FOR UIT CONGRESS  (Internation Tele-
Communications Union Congress): 	10 & 30 Rp. 

1 Dec. PRO JUVENTUTEs  5 + 5, 10 + 10, 20 + 10, 30 + 10 & 50 + 10 Rp. 
Preliminary information indicates that "these will depict 
indiginous wild animals 

EXHIBITION AT THE SEYMOUR HALL, LONDON  

There was a wealth of philatelic 
material from all over the world on show, 
with many superb specialised studios. A 
noticeable feature was the increase in the 
number of postal history exhibits, almost 
rivalling those of the stamps themselves. 
Also many fine thematic studies. 

It gives us much pleasure to record 
that Mr. L. Moore  of Leeds won SILVER 
awards for both his exhibits. Those wore: 

1. Sitting Helvetia 1862-81 & Standing  
Helvetia.  A condensed study showing 
proofs, colour and other trials, paper, 
control marks, watermark, principal errors 
and some uncommon uses. 
2. Ship Posts - Lakes Maggiore & Como_. 
The postmarks of ship post offices on both 
lakes from 1808 to the present century, 
including pre-stamp and stamped covers of 
Sardinia, Lombardy-Venetia, Switzerland, 
and the Kingdom of Italy. 

Dr.K.Strauss  was also awarded a 
BRONZE (and the congratulations of the 
Judges) for his sheets from a study of 
the 1900 U.P.U. Issues. 

Congratulations! 

K.Z.I. or K.Z.II? Herr Buhler writes: 

"In the H.N.L. of October inform-
ation was requested for a ready moans of 
distinguishing the two Control Marks of 
the Cross & Figure and Standing Helvetia 
issues. The difficulty was not so much 
comparing the two marks, as of actually 
being able to see the mark clearly in 
certain stamps. As no-one up to now has 
replied to this question, may I offer 
the following suggestion: 

"Lay the stamp face down in the us-
ual way in benzene for a short time and 
leave to dry out on a dark background. 
Very soon will come a moment when the 
fluid on the surface is darkened} but 
clings to the ` recesses of the Control 
Mark, which for a short time is thrown 
into bold dark relief. The collector who 
does not shirk this little job can come 
to a definit& conclusion. Thore should 
not often be the need for this test, 
because practically only in the years 
1894 and 1895- can there be any doubt. 
In all other years there are the 
deciding factors of the date stamp and 
the shade." 
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MODERN S  
by Dr. G.G. Ritchie 	 PART II 

Since Swiss stamps, including the definitives, are larger than normal, 
they can easily accommodate the whole impression of the circular type, but the 
double-lined T is too large for this to happen. Thus the stamps may be tied to 
the cover in a normal manner by either T-mark, just tied by a small arc of the cir-
cle or completely untied with the whole circular mark on the stamp. Since the mark 
is often upright and centrally applied this has apparently given rise to the mis-
taken belief that the T-mark is an overprint, not a cancellation, and in some cata-
logues it is so wrongly described. It is, however, possible, that larger offices 
using a considerable number of stamps as dues may prepare stamps ready for use by 
precancelling sheets with T's, but I have no confirmation of this. 

Normal cancellations, instead of T-marks, may also occur on ordinary stamps, 
used as dues, but this practice is now abnormal. For example, I entered a small 
village post office to collect an unstamped letter sent 'poste restante'. In view 
of the danger that the letter might not be claimed immediately, or not at all, the 
40 c• definitive was added only after I actually arrived to lay claim. I received 
a very warm welcome and the stamp received the nearest counter date stamp, not a 
T-mark! This in fact is a lucky office, because on a previous occasion I received 
T-postmarked 10 and 20 c. coil stamps used on unpaid items delivered to me at a 
local address. 

The use of ordinary stamps as dues commenced experimentally on 1st January 
1954, the office of delivery being instructed initially to cancel them using its 
regular date stamp. However, this method of cancellation gave rise to confusion 
in that it could give the appearance of a properly stamped letter, and from June 
1955 offices were told to use their T-stamps for cancelling. As this proved satis-
factory postage clue stamps were withdrawn completely in March 1956. From 1st April 
all post offices were provided. with T-marks - previously only offices with consider-
able international traffic possessed them. 

It is possible also to find meter marks used as postage dues. For example 
I have an unstamped letter of 6.XI•56 addressed to an insurance company in Zurich 
with ono of the addressee's  adhesive meter marks used as a 20 c. postage due and 
cancelled with T in circle. It is not clear how this transaction is carried out, 
but this letter is not an isolated example. 

In the period of Swiss postage dues (1878-1956) T-marks were not used to 
cancel the stamps, normal date stamps being employed. The manuscript indication 
of the sum to be collected was written on the cover, often in blue pencil, in 
figures 1-3 inches high. 

Mention may be made here of certain cancellations which may be found on 
the Swiss postage due stamps on top of their normal cancellations.  These are tho 
words 'ANNULE' or 'UNGULTIG' in straight-line capital letter typos. In the former 
the letters gradually increase in size in sunburst fashion from right to left. 
These are equivalent wordings for the French and German-speaking regions, and moan 
basically 'cancelled' or 'invalid'.  They are used when it has not been possible to 
deliver a letter on which postage is due. For example, many commercial firms will 
not accept mail which is insufficiently stamped. The postman returns the letter to 
the delivery office, which keeps the accounts straight by thus re-cancelling and 
invalidating the due stamps which had previously been attached and Dave to be 
accounted for, Such mail will then, if possible, be returned to the sender with 
an attached 'retour zettel' (return label) which states the reason for non-delivery 
(refused, gone away, deceased, etc.). Whether these two marks are still in use I 
am unable to say, but this or some similar procedure would appear to be necessary. 
Of course, some countries, such as the U.S.A., will not forward underpaid mail, but 
return it for additional postage to the sender, whose name must be on the outside 
of the envelope. 

I do not believe that T-marks wore put on inland letters at all, but they 
occur on most underpaid letters coming from outside Switzerland in a very wide 
variety of types. This T-mark on a foreign letter to Switzerland is as described 
earlier, applied in the country of origin and is not a Swiss mark. Swiss T-marks 
are impressed on letters leaving Switzerland. 

I have no information as to the date of introduction of T-marks, but as 
international marks they cannot date from before the formation of the U.P.U. in 
1875. British T-marks date from about 1880. 

Since T-marks have beentsed for such a long time it is not surprising that 
the marks presently in use are not uniform in type. In fact even manuscript T's 
may still be applied - I have a pencilled one on a postcard from Brunig in 1964. 

(Continued overleaf) 



All these sections lend them- 
selves to study and make good c;xhibits. 1  

Approval selections from my stock  
will enable you to make a careful choice 
of just the items required to make your'; 

 display outstanding. 

Send now, or submit Want Lists to  

 L 	

ni\ 
14, Low Lane, To rrisholme,  

MORECAMBE, Lancs.  
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YCRKS/LANCS GROUP:  Hon.Sec: A. Gullis, 
3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks. 

At the January Meeting Mr ► Robert-  
shave presented a paper on the fiVerber- 
markenf or Publicity stamps & gave a 
display to which Dr.Ritchie & Messrs. 
Gosling, Eastwood & Gullis contributed. 
All known types of publicity stamps 
were shown, mint, used & on cover.Note-
worthy items included these stamps used 
as postage dues, 	and an Italian card 
of 1906, issued for the opening of the 
Simplon Tunnel & cancelled 'Iselle', 
There appears to be no Swiss record of 
this event. All agreed that the best 
publicity stamp ever issued was in 19 63,  
showing the Hotel des Postes in Paris,  
with the post coach. 

Mr.Highsted then presented a paper 
on Reply Paid Cards which were introduced  
in 1874 & pointed out that the Federal  
Cross in the printed stamp was altered 
to the slimmer form from 1892, whereas  
this heraldic error was not corrected in  
the 'Standing Helvetia' until 1894(KZ2)'-
The display was supported by Mr.Gosling  
who showed reply parts of cards sent  
from Germany and Italy to Switzerland,  
some with additional stamps to make up  
the changed rate & cancelled in Switzer-
land on arrival. Mr. Eastwood showed  
British Reply Cards returned from Switz-
erland, while Dr.Ritchie shoved a com-
plete  collection of all issued reply  
cards for Liechtenstein. (No prize is  
offered for the correct number!!)  

Ed. Note:  Pr.Robertshaw's paper ,  on the  
publicity issues will appear in a later  
issue of the 'News Letter'.  

MODERN SWISS POSTAGE DUE USAGE  (Contd.) 

Furthermore, there are only 11 post offices 
in Liechtenstein, but 7 of these „Gan muster 
between them 4 large double-lined T's, 2 
small unframed T's and one pencilled T. 
Strangely, although Liechtenstein at present  
operates the same system as Switzerland, the 
only two covers I have with ordinary 
Liechtenstein stamps used as dues both have 
the stamps cancelled with the normal Vaduz 
postmark, and not with T-marks. 

Finally, what happens when a Swiss 
post-office finds that it has wrongly 
applied a T to outgoing mail? Frankly, the 
result is horrible, and it happens with 
great frequency on one particular item. Post 
-cards may be sent abroad - normal postage 
30 c. - for only 10 c. if written with not 
more than 5 words of greeting. The invariable  
reaction is to add T.20 before looking at the  
back for the message. On the mistake being  
found, the T is blacked out with what looks  
like heavily inked corks, or in an emergency, 
finger prints. Unfortunately they have the 
same habit in Liechtenstein also! 

(Thanks are due to the PTT, Bern, for 
certain of the facts in the above article,  
in particular the dates of the successive 
phases in the introduction of normal stamps 
as postage dues). 

NEW TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS  (25 January)  
6472 ERSTFELD - Am Weg zum Gotthard 
3549 FANKHAUS (T RUB) - Wanderungen im 

Napfgebiet 

Now available: 

Z 	UMSTEIN 
tom---------- ----^ 	 ^ 

1 	CATALOGUES 	1965  
S 

E U R O P A 	at 	48/  

With thumb index: 54/-  

+ 2/6 postage  

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN  Pocket Edition  

Extract from the Europe Catalogue  

at 2/6d. + 6d. postage  

Please order from:  

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,  
27 Maiden Lane, Strand, London, . C. 2.  

For first class stamps 	 

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE  
send Want Lists  

Order NEW ISSUES from  • • • ,  

ZUMSTEIN 	& 	CIE, 
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.) 

P.O. Box 1291, 3001 NERNE (Switzerland 

EXHIBITION OR COPIPETITION ENTRISS?  

NEXT LONDON GROUP MEETING  

WEDNESDAY, March 10th - 6.30-8.30 p.m.  
Kingsway Hall, London, 7.C.2.  
FILM SHOW  ,.. 

arranged by Mr. A.J. Harding to 
include P.T.T. film on PHOTOGRAVURE. 

Visitors welcome.  
it 

Even if you cannot quite run to . 
Basle Doves or Double Genevas, there is ^j 
!still plenty of interesting material 
available: Rayons, Strubelis, Sitting 
Helvetia Perf. or Standing Helvetia, 
Airmails or Postal Stationery. 
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Before me is a copy of the Exhibition 'PROGRAMME for this event, which 
 

will be held at the Royal Festival Hall in London, from February 17 - 20, just as 
 

this issue of the 'Helvetia News Letter' is in process of printing, so that it will  

not be possible to comment on the actual exhibits. Nevertheless, the occasion is  

such an unusual one and the Programme itself so interesting that the opportunity to 
 

comment on it must not be lost.  

First of all there is the list of invited exhibits, which will comprise  

the cream of the world's collections, commencing with the most valuable stamp in the  

world, the BRITISH GUIANA of 1856, 1 c. black on magenta, specially brought over from  

America for this exhibition and valued at £200,000! Since 1940 this is only the 
fourth occasion on which this stamp has been shown. 

The invited Exhibits cover the whole world, literally from A - Z ., from 
Afghanistan to Zemstovs .. with frames of outstanding material from Great Britain,  

the British Colonies and Foreign Countries, with a spacial section ofWorld rarities,  

as well as exhibits by the Post Office, Crown Agents, Harrison & Sons (the stamp 
printers) and Stanley Gibbons.  

Of particular interest to us is Frame No. 139, containing superb early 
stamps of Switzerland including the 'Double Geneva' and 'Large Eagles' & owned by 
Dr. H.H. Landau, whom we had the pleasure of meeting only last month. Also Frame 
No. 140, again of rare Swiss stamps including six Zurich 4 Rp., by M. Rubeli. 
Those and the many ;  other countries represented will more than reward those who have 
the opportunity to attend.  

In this unique Programme Stanley Gibbons have reproduced, in 
their very first priced Catalogue, published in 1865, an early attempt  

worlds stamps for the benefit of collectors. By to-day's standards it 
surprises, with Great Britain's famous 'Penny Blacks' listed at ld.`& 
Cape Triangulars ('Woodblocks') at 3/- & 2/- each used!  

What was the world's most valuable stamp 100 years ago? According to this  
catalogue the 5 & 10 cuartos of Luzon (Phillipines) of 1854-5, which is quoted at 
25/- mint, with the other values at 15/- and 10/-, while Brazil, 90 reis at 10/6d. 
used, Buenos Ayres, 3 pesos at 10/- used and Baden, 1857, 18 Kr. at 10/- mint come 
next. The British Guiana, incidentally, was quoted at 1/9d. mint! Of special 
interest to us, of course, is the listing of Switzerland, and what would we not give 
to be able to purchase now at the listed prices: 

BASLE DOVE: 1/6d. used; ZURICH 4 or 6: 2/6d. each used. 	GENEVA ... no mention 
of the 'Double Geneva' ... but 5 centimes, rect. yellow-green: 1/ used, envelopes, 
light green 2/6d. mint. The 5 c. NEUCHATEL is unpriced, the 4 c. & 5 c. VAUD are 
6d. each used and the 'âdINT RTHUR 1/6d. used. ORTSPOST and POST; LOCALE aro 6d.  

each, and the RAYON I dark blue 4d. and light blue 2d. each, all used. STRUBELIS 
are quoted at ld. each, except for the 1 Fr. which is 6d. Essays for the 1862 issue 
are from ld. - 3d. each used! Many stamps are quoted by the dozen. These pages 
make fascinating reading.  

A further section of the Programme gives a short history of the firm of 
Stanley Gibbons, from the foundation in 1855 up to date, and the progress of the  
Catalogue from 1865. In the 1870 edition prices, although in the main steady, were 
already showing a very slight rise in some cases. The Cape 'Woodblocks', for which 
3/- & 2/- had been asked in 1865 were now 3/6d• & 3/-. By 1875 the catalogue had  

grown to 38 pages (price.3d. post free). The price of 'Woodblocks' had dropped to  
2/6d., but the Zurich 4 had risen to 3/- each  

The first catalogue to contain illustrations, now extended to 100 pages  
and costing 1/-, appeared in 1879, with some 1,500 illustrations contained in an  

appendix. Since then, with each successive edition, the size, the number of'entries  

and illustrations have increased, until eventually by 1897 it had reached proport-
ions which necessitated it being split into more than one volume. On this occasion  

it appeared in 3 parts: Part I. British Empire, Part II. Foreign Countries and  
Part III. Entires (Envelopes, Postcards, .rappers etc.). In 1899 4 volumes were  
published: I. British Empire, II. Foreign Countries (minus Locals), III. Local  
Postage Stamps of the World and IV. Envelopes & Postcards. The two latter volumes,  

however, were thereafter discontinued and the Catalogue settled down to its more  

familiar present day appearance, although continuing to grow in size.  

All in all this is a memorable event in philatelic history and wo offer  

to Stanley Gibbons our heartiest congratulations on their centenary and our best  

wishes for the future. E.J.R. 
 

16 pages, 
to list the  
is full of  
2d. each, and  
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LIBRARY 	LIST  

The following may be borrowed, within the United Kingdom, for a fee of 6d. per 
volume plus postage (occasionally registered) both ways where necessary. Wo regret 
that books cannot be sent abroad. 

Name 
(A) CATALOGUES  

AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S CATALOGUE 
BURRUS AUCTION CATALOGUE (Swiss Section) 
MACHINE CANCELLATIONS (Slogans) & Supplements 
MUELLER CATALOGUE 
OFFICIAL LIST OF POST OFFICES 
SCHWEIZ. AUTOMOBILE POSTBUREAUX (Automobile Cancels) 
SONDERSTEMPEL DER SCHWEIZ 1876-1960 
SWISS AIRMAIL CATALOGUE 
SWISS SOLDIER STAMPS - 1914-18 

n 	rr 	 tr 	- 1939-45 
TANNER F.D. C. CATALOGUE 
ZUMSTEIN SPECIALISED CATALOGUE 

(B) BOOKS & PAMPHLETS - IN GERMAN  
1963 
1950 

1946 
 1949 

1944 

A PROPOS ALTSCHWEIZ 
AUSGABE STEHENDE HELVETIA, Die 
BASLER TAUBE, Die 
BEMERKUNGEN UBER POSTE LOCALE 
Development of Postmark in Last 100 Years 
DRUCKSTEINE DER BEIDEN RAYON I, Die 
GROSSES HANDBUCH DER SCHWEIZER POSTSTEMPEL 1843-1882 

& Supplement 
MARKENHEFI'CHEN, KEHRDRUCK & ZWISCHENSTEGSMARKEN DER 

SCHWEIZ (1904-1954)  (Tate-Beche etc.) 
OVAL POSTSTEMPEL DES KANTON TESSIN, Die 
PORTOMARKEN DER SCHWEIZ, Die (1878-1909) 
TELEGRAFEN MARKEN 186$-1896, Die 
WOHLTUTIGKEITSMARKEN DER SCHWEIZ, Die (1912-26) 

S.B.Z. 
Ed. Ruttimann 
Ant. Abele 

Dr. Herbert Munk 
P.T.T. 

Dr. Herbert Munk 

Emmenegger 

Ernst Mueller 
Fritz Billig 

Hermann Ritter 
S.B.Z. 

J.A. Bosshard 

1954 
1930 

1950 
1927 

(C) -do- IN FRENCH  

Centenary of Swiss Postage Stamps 	 P.T.T. 
MARQUES POSTALES DE LA SUISSE 1650-1850, Les & Supplement Henrioud. & Winkler 
MARQUES POSTALES DE LA SUISSE ROMANDE, Les, 1690-1850 	Liniger, Nagel 

& Vuille 1955 
George Pulp ius 	1943 
M. Briollet 	1943 

1944 

POSTE a GENEVE DE L'ORIGINE A'1851, La 
RAPPEN, Les 
TIMBRES CANTONAUX DE LA SUISSE ET LEURS 

FALSIFICATIONS, Los 

(D) -do- IN ENGLISH  

ADVENTURES IN STAMP COLLECTION 
ARTISTS CREATE POSTAGE STAMPS 
CANTONAL STAMPS, The 
CENTENARY OF SWISS ALPINE POSTAL COACHES, A 
DESIGNS FOR SWISS POSTAGE STAMPS 193641 
HANDBOOK OF POSTAGE STAMPS OF SWITZERLAND 
SWISS' CANTONAL STAMPS & THEIR FORGERIES 
SWISS HOTEL POST, The (pamphlet) 
SWISS POSTMARKS & POSTAL CANCELLATIONS 1843-1862 
SWITZERLAND 1850-1958 - Then, Why & How Issued 

(E) MISCELLANEOUS  

A. de Reuterskiold 1950 

E.H. Spire 
	1965 

P.T.T. 	 1956 
Allender 
	 1920 

P.T.T. 
tr 
	

1949 
Zumstein 
	 1910 

A. de Reuterskiold 
	

1898 
Dr. H. Leemann 	1960 

H. Jaeggli-Weber 
Marion C. Zinsmeistor 1960 

Helvetia Bulletins (U.S.A.) (Some Years Incomplete)(Too heavy for post) 	1952-56 
HOW TO WRITE UP A STAMP COLLECTION 	 Stanley Phillips 

(F) NON-PHILATELIC BOOKS  

Art in Switzerland 
POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS IN SWITZERLAND 
SPEAKING OF SWITZERLAND 
Swiss Art & Antiquities 
SWISS WITHOUT HALOS 
SWITZERLAND - A short survey 
SWITZERLAND - Land of Peace & Liberty 

G, Sauser-Hall • G. R. do Beer 

C. Herold 

R. du Traz 

in English 
ft 

n 
rt 

ti 

rt 

tt 
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PUB 	(CITY STTM  1965 
This detailed information was, unfortunately, received too late for inclusion 

 

in the February 'News Letter'. The following were issued on 8th March:  

50. To romote nursin and other auxiliar medical rofeecions. The shortage of 
nurses and other staff makes conditions in hospitals very difficult.  

10c. NABRA - National Postage Stamp Exhibition in Bern, 27 Aug. - 5 Sept. 1965. 
Th  e issue of a publicity stamp for this important national event emphasises 
the close alliance between the Post Office and philately. 

20c. 25 years of the Women's Army Corps, 1940-1965.  The Women's Army Corps, 
founded during World War II, has come to be an indispensable part of the 
Swiss Army. Its members are still recruited on a voluntary basis; with 
this stamp the PTT supports the publicity campaign made in this jubilee year. 

50c. Centenar of the International Telecommunications Union, 1865-1965.  This  
Union, based in Geneva, was founded on 17th May 1865. Its objective is the 
encouragement, development and oo-ordination of telecommunications throughout 
the world. A symbolic representation of intercontinental telecommunications 
was chosen as the picture subject of the commemorative stamp. 

Designs: 	5c. Nurse and patient - 4 colours (light blue, red, grey, light red) 
10c, Reproduction of a 'Seated Helvetia imperf.' 5c. of 1854 with contem- 

»porary lozenge postmark. 3 colours (green, brown & blue)  
20c. Picture of a WAC. 4 colours (red, blue, yellow & dark grey) 
50c. World map with symbolic representation of telecommunications. 

3 colours (greyish-blue, red, dark brown) 

Designers:  5c. Eugen & Max Lenz of Zurich 	20c. Anne Oerle of Winterthur 
10c. Adolf Flt.ckiger of RosshU.usern 50c. Hans Th!ni of Bern  

Printing:  Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A. of La Chaux-de-Fonds. 

Stamp Size: 	36 x 26 mm. (all values) 	Picture size: 	33 x 23 mm.  

Paper: 	Luminescent: 	5, 10 & 20 c. white stamp paper with violet f-irreç 
Non-luminescent: 	50 c. white stamp paper with red & blue fibres  

No. of sheets  per  form  cylinders 4 (A—D) No.of stamps  per sheet: 25  

The stamps will be on sale at all post offices in place of ordinary stamps 
(unless the latter are expressly asked for) from 8th March until stocksare ex-
hausted but not longer than 30th Sept. 1965. Postal validity unlimited. 	For 
collectors they are available from the Philatelic Agencies PTT in Bern, Basle and 
Zurich, uncancelled or cancelled by means of the first-day cancel used in Bern on 
8th March or with the following: Bern: Wertzeichenverkaufsstelle PTT - Bern 1 Ann-
ahme - Schweiz. Post Museum; Basle: Basel 2 Wertzeichen; Zurich: Zurich 22 
Wertzeichen. 

Five first day covers are available, with designs applicable to the individual 
stamps and one to take the set of 4, and the first day cancel will consist of word-
ing in the shape of a circle: '3000 BERN - AUSGA.BETAG' with the date in the centre.  

Folders and collection sheets are also available. 

N A B R A  - National Philatelic  Exhibition in Bern.  At the request of the organising 
Committee & the Association of Swiss Philatelic Societies the PTT will 

issue an imperforate stamp block (miniature sheet) for the occasion. The net 



motives - change of vapor  
6,719,000,1958/9) 
8,258,000  
11,278,000(1959) 

... 	 6,102,000 

Historical 
80 c. 	... 

1.20 Fr. 
. 90 c. 

2 Fr. 

.•• 

. • 

Europa 1963  
50 0. 

Propaganda s 
5 c. 

10 c. 
20 c. 
50 0. 

.. . 

	 9,955, 000 

tamps 1964 
12,140,073 
25,439,448 
11,986,348 

•.• 
	6,842,428 

Pro Patria 1964 
5 +5c. .,. 

10 +10 ç. ... 

20+10 c. ... 
30+10 c. ... 
50 +10 c. ... 

3, 678 ,599 
6,279,963 
5, 268,167 
2,557, 890 
2,818, 314 

COMPETITION TIME is coming near ... 

Have you begun preparing your entry ?? 
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'NABRA' MINIATURE SHEET (Cont,) 

proceeds from the sale of the block will be used to cover the cost of the exhibition 
and to promote philately. 

Design:. Reproduction of two values of the series 'Seated Helvetia imperf.' issued in 
1854, with contemporary lozenge postmark, on a background comprising Swiss 
and Bernese armorial bearings and text in three languages. 

Price: Postage value 10 & 20 c. + additional charge of Fr.2.70 = Fr. 3.- 
Colours; 5 colours, light-blue, green, red, orange & blue; text on gummed back in 
Designer Adolf Fiitckiger of RosshNusern. 	 (grey. 
Printing Photogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds. 
Block sizes  94 x 61 mm., Stamp sizes 36 x 26 mm. The stamps of the block are 

imperforate but may also be used cut out. 
Papers White, lightly coated, with blue and red fibres. 
No. 	Printed in shoots of 20 numbered blocks, available only in cut-out blocks. 
Lettering: Fronts 'NABRA 1965 BERN' - Nationale Briefmarkenausstellung - Exposition 

nationale de philatelie - Esposizione nazionale filatelica - & Block No. 
Back:  Price and date of issue. 

The stamp blocks will be on sale from 8th March as long as stocks last, but not 
longer than 30th Sept. 1965, at all post offices, mobilo offices and the special post 
office set up for the NABRA exhibition. Also obtainable from the Philatelic Agencies 
of the PTT, uncancelled or with the same cancellations as for the Publicity stamps. 
The first day cover prepared for the 10 c. publicity stamp will also be used for the 
stamp block and will have the same first day cancellation. 

New 10 centime postcard - Also on March 8th a new 10 c. inland postcard will be 
brought into use which shows, in place of the customary 

picture, an emblem with a text in the three official languages publicising the postal 
routing numbers. This modification permits an adaptation of the printed stamp in 
use since 1935 to the requirements of the machine sorting of letters by an appropriate 
arrangement of the figure indicating the value and designation of the country on a 
background impregnated with a luminous substance. The stamp was designed by Donald 
Brun of Basle, the printing (green letterpress printing) was done by the Postage 
Stamp Printing Office PTT in Bern. 

Obtainable from the PTT Philatelic Agencies uncancelled or cancelled as for the 
other issues on that date.. It is planned to continue publicity for the postal rout-
ing numbers by means of this postcard for some time, during which no other cards, 
with or without pictures, will be issued. 

NUMBERS 	ISSUED 

The following figures have just 
been released by the P.T.T. 

Symbolic motives 19 2-195 6_ 
... 	 10,659,000 

8,018,000 
4,500,000 
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wish to thank all friends, old 

and new, who visited our Stand 

during the STAMPS( Exhibition. 

We hope you enjoyed your 

visit & look forward to meet - 

ing you again next year. 

Meanwhile we shall be 

pleased to give attention to 

your more immediate require- 

ments by supplying 	approval 

selections 	for you to study 

at leisure at home, or to deal 

with your 'Want Lists. 

) 
151 , Park Road, St.John's Wood 

London, N.W.8. 

 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

       

       

Hi h values 
—3 Fr. 

5 Fr, 
10 Fr. 

•••• 
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SHR POSTMP<5oF L<E  V  
SOME FURTHER DISCOVERIES 	... 	... 	By: L. Moore 

Although my listing of the known marks of the Sardinian, Italian, Austrian 
and Swiss steamer post offices (HELVETIA NEWS LETTER, October 1963), was published 
after several years of research and enquiry, it was by no means regarded as being 
complete. The dates of use shown in my check—list were merely those on covers 
either in my collection or reported to me by other members, In many cases I was 
able to quote only one year of use. Since the original publication, more inform-
ation has come to hand, and while no additional marks have been reported, the 
dates of use of some of those now listed can can now be extended: 

Postmark No.4. Austrian oval "I.R. PIROSCAFO/SUL/LAGO MAGGIORE". I could only 
report this mark as being used in 185 . I had several stamps 

on piece sent to me with the mark, but they were undated, and I only saw two covers 
used in 1858, so I suggested that perhaps it was used in this year only. Mr. 
Hamilton Croaker, of Wahroonga, New South Wales, has the mark on a letter of March 

1857, while Herr Jos. Miler, R.D.P., of Zurich, sent me photo—copies of two letters 
(see above); one dated 1858 with the stamp of Lombardy Venetia and one dated 1855 
with the oval mark neatly cancelling a Swiss 10 Rp. blue 'Strubel'. Known date of 
use is now from 1855 to 1858. 
Mark No, 5• Straight—line 'VERBANO's Mr. Croaker reports a letter of 1858 with 

this mark, which I had only seen on several letters dated 1857. No—
one has confirmed or rejected my theory that it might have been used by the Swiss 
post—office on board the steamers, Continued overleaf. 



FROM OUR RECENTLY ACQUIRED 

OVERSEAS DEALER'S STOCK OF 

WE ARE IN A POSITION TO OFFER AN 

ALMOST COMPLETE RANGE OF SWISS 

MATERIAL INCLUDING MANY ELUSIVE 

ITEMS. 
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SHIP POSTMARKS OF LAKE MAGGIORE  (Cent.) 

Mark No. 19.  c.d.s. 'LOCARNO-ARONA (2) t  
Herr Liniger, the Postal 

History expert of the Swiss P.T.T. Museum 
in Bern (see Editor's Note), reports that 
he has this mark on letters dating from 
1911. Period of known use is from 1911 
to 1913. 

Mark No. 23. c.d.s. 'AROMA-LOCARNO (31. ' 
Herr Liniger knows of letters 

with this mark dating from 1908. Period of 
known use, therefore, is extended from 1908 
to 1924. 

Looking through my original list, one 
could almost assume that similar marks 
differing only by the number or by reverse 
direction would be used throughout the same 
period, but I continue to list only those 
actually seen on dated letters. 

In Philately, as in other fields, 
knowledge is never complete, but sharing 
our knowledge with others is a stage to-
wards completeness, and adds greatly to 
the joy of our hobby. 

ADVENTURES IN STAMP COLLECTING  

Published by Pelham Books Ltd. at 16/- 

Under the pen-name of E.H.Spire, 
our President, Mr.Spiro is continuing 
his successes in the field of philatelic 
literature. His third and latest book 
is full of interest to all collectors - 

 and even the non-collector. For the 
not-so-experienced there is much helpful 
advice, with chapters such as: 'What is 
Philately?' and 'Beginner to Expert' to 
guide the newcomer to this, the most 
fascinating of all hobbies. For others 
such subjects as:'Adventures in the Sale 
-room', 'Beware the Forger', 'Thematic 
Collecting' and 'A Glimpse at Postal 
History' will open up many new avenues. 
Possibly, however, the book's greatest 
appeal is in the wealth of anecdotes, 
many of them personal on celebrated stamps 
and famous people in the philatelic world *  

A copy of the book has been present-
ed to the Library and is available on 
the usual terms. 

Editor's Notes  An interesting footnote on 
this subject is given in a 

letter from Herr Grass of the P.T.T. to 
Mr. Moore, It reads: "Herr Liniger owns 
what is probably the first document relat-- 
ing to the steamer 'VERBANO's It is a 
lithograph showing a side view of the boat. 
The text is entitled: 'Route d' Italie par 
le Simplon, le St.Gotthard et le St. 
Bernardin'. There are also details on the 
fares. The first sentence is of especial 
interest. It reads: 'Un bateau a vapeur, 
le VERBANO, dune construction solide et 
elegante, et d'une march() superieure a 
commence son service - Sur 1e lee Majeux 
depuis le 15 mars." (A steamboat , the 
VERBANO, of solid and elegant construction 
and superior speed, came into service on 
Lake Maggiore on 15 March.) This proves 
that the document dates from 1826, the 
first year of steamship operation on Lake 
Maggiore." 

Yet another link in building up a 
complete picture of the development of 
transport and the mail. 

WANTED 	....• 0000066  

f3 .7.1F3 
I wish to purchase a small (not 

over h 5000.-) but immaculate collection 
of 'Strubelis' or single items. All in 
exhibition condition. 

Correspondence is invited. 	I 
will be in Switzerland for two weeks at 
the end of May and in London during early 
June. 

F. H. FROST, 	1366, Westbrook Street, 
Portland, Maine, U.S.A. 

Helvetia Society Member, A.P.S.  

POSTAL DIRECTORY 1965 , 

The new Postal Directory (Orts-
verzeichnis) will be published on 30th 
May at a cost of 90 Rp. 

It contains 7000 place names and in 
addition to the postal district, indi-
cates if the place is provided with post, 
telephone & telegraph and for very small 
villages the method of forwarding mail, 
i.e. railway, boat, auto or Messenger. 
Invaluable to the postmark collector. 
Orders will be accepted from mid-March. 

PLEASE SEND US YOUR VIANTS LIST 

AND LET US QUOTE YOU. 

WE WILL ALSO GLADLY MAKE UP 

APPROVALS TO YOUR REQUIREMENTS. 

----000---- 

r r135 YA.MP 
	1 -1° 

50, Great George Street, 

LEEDS 1, Yorks. 
it 
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STAN I  N DG f  	1 	
]=LA/E-T71A 

Report on the London Group J ^ , 	Meeting - February 1965.  

As anticipated, the talk and display given at the February mooting by  

Dr. K. Strauss proved to be full of interest; with the aid of his knowledge and 
 

the pages of stamps shown, many of the perplexities of this issue were explained. 
 

For the benefit of now members at home & abroad it is proposed to reprint in the 
 

near future, the articles written by Dr.Strauss some years ago on "SWITZERLAND,  

1882-1907" and "A STUDY OF THE 25c. GREEN .'STANDING H;LVETIA' ". To avoid too much 
 

repetition, therefore, only a general outline of the display is given below. 
 

First of all there was a brief aocount of the production of the stamps.  

The previous issue, the embossed 'Sitting Helvetia' perf., having been in use for  

20 years and having proved expensive and slow to produce, a now issue was ordered,  
the preparation of Which began in 1879, although the stamps did not appear until  

188.2. 	
For the now low values from 2 - 15 c. the design 5 	, 	" ' gn was that, known familiar- 

ly as the 'Cross & Figure' type, while for the higher values from 20 c. to Fr. 3, the  
subject under discussion, it was the famous 'Standing Helvetia' type, which has be- 
come one of the most interesting of all Swiss issues, affording great opportunity  

for study.  

The printing contract was awarded .;to Mulhaupt & Co. of Bern who, in Nov-
ember 1880, were told to proceed with the order. These stamps were to be produced 
by the copper-plate process, in place of the former method of embossing, and there  
is a common fallacy that the many colour reproductions which are sometimes to be 
found, are proofs. They are not, but are reprints made in Paris at a much later 
date. When Max Girardet, who succeeded Mulhaupt as printer, in turn lost the con-
tract, he took possession of some of the plates and it was from these that the re-
prints were made, some gummed, some perforated and on various tinted papers. 

To return to Mulhaupt, work was started in 1880 and the stamps appeared 
on 1st April 1882. For security the control mark, broad form (Zumstoin's KZ.I) was  
again used, with a perforation of 114. There wore complaints that the stamps did 
not separate easily and in 1888 a new perforation of 9* was tried, but these proved  
oven worse and in 1891 it was changed again to nix 11, by which time Max Girardet  
had taken over the contract duo to dissatisfaction with the Mulhaupt production. In  
1892 the narrower form of control mark (KZ.II) was brought into use and finally, in  
1905, the first true watermark, the large cross.  

The copper-plate method of printing had' t7Ao great disadvantages; (1) the  

printing had to be done on paper in the wet state; when the paper dried it also 
shrank and resulted in the very many off-centre copies which are to be found, and  
(2) the copper plates were too soft and soon showed signs of wear, as early as 4  
months after the issue began. From then on very many of the stamps show evidence  
of retouching of the plates, When Girardot took over the printing the plates were  
carefully cleaned, and for a while there was some improvement, but as time went on  
they again deteriorated and the process of retouching continued.  

The early stamps are recognised by the deep, rich colours and rather  
smudged printing, while the middle and later printings are paler and finer, until by  

the issues with the true watermark, all plates were showing extensive wear. Two  
values, the 25 c. and 40 c. were, in fact, re-engraved on steel plates in 1906.  

The display consisted of selected pages from Dr. Strauss' extensive coll- 
ection of these issues and arranged value by value, illustrating in sequence the  

various printings, the many stages of retouches, colour variations, constant flaws,  

etc.  

Each value has its own points of interest. The 20 c. for example shows  
colour variations from yellow to deepest orange, and the 1 Fr. from palest rose-pink  
to deep claret. The 30 c. brown invariably shows a brown spot on the right arm of  
the cross on the shield. On this value, too, as well as on the 50 c. and 25 c. blue  
there occurs the well-known 'HELVETIA' error.  

Retouches, of which there were many examples on all values, were indicated  
mainly by the use of marked 'blanks'. Paper flaws, offsets, double prints and other  

abnormalities were well represented. Many fine blocks and strips were included and  

postmarks were frequently of great interest. 

Only a most detailed study of large quantities of these stamps could give 
such an excellent picture of the ramifications of this issue.  

NEXT LONDON GROUP MEETING 	... 	WEDNESDAY, 14TH APRIL 

THE SWISS T.P.O. AND ITS CANCELLATIONS  
A joint display with material provided by Messrs. M. Howson, L.E. Stiles & I. Tillen, 
Reminders 	Annual Cup Competition 	... 	MAY 12TH.  



F 0 R 	SALE  

4 Strips of 5 stamps including 
inter-space pair(lar e hole), A.C.S.7A 
(5 a. green Tell Boy) at 80/-per strip. 
Catalogued at ill. 

These strips are. mint & unmounted, 
but have at some time been folded in 
half, hence their low price. 

Also 1 interspace pair No.S.7A at 
70/-. 

Enquiries in the first instance to 
the Hon. Sec. Mrs. Rawnsley. 

Now available: 

 

ZUMSTEIN 

CAT A L O G U E S 1 9 6 5  
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AMATEUR COLLECTOR & HELVETIA ON THE AIR!  

The fame .of the Amateur Collector 
Catalogue has spread to Switzerland. 

On March 2nd in an English langur-
age broadcast of the European & Over- 
seas Service of the Swiss Broadcasting 
Corporation, details were given of the 
new Publicity stamps just issued. The 
commentator then went on to talk about 
the Amateur Collector Catalogue, which 
received very high praise for its ex-
cellent production & clear printing.It 
was even said that those who had seen 
it had learned more from its listing in 
some sections than they had known before! 

The 'Swiss Philatelist' and the 
Helvetia Philatelic Soc. were also men-
tioned, if only briefly, which was very 
gratifying indeed. 

EUROPA 	... 	at 48/- 

With thumb index: 	54/- 

+ 2/6d. postage 

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN Pocket Edition 

Extract from the Europe Catalogue 

at 2/6d. + 6d. postage. 

For first class stamps 	 

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE 

send Want Lists. 

Order NEW ISSUES from ... 

ZUMSTEIN & CIE 

PUBLICITY 	CANCELS  

From 25th January 1965  
6472 ERSTFELD Am Weg zum Gotthard 
3549 FANKHAUS (Trub) - Wanderungen im 

Napfgobiet 
From 27th January 19 65  
5036 OBERENTFELDEN - 1000 Jahre Entfelden 
5035 UNTERENTFELDEN - 1000 Jahré Entfelden 
7451 SAVOGNIN - Sommer and Winter 
15th February 1965  
6460 INGENBOHL - theodosius florentini - 

18 65 
6313 MENZINGEN - P.TH:ODOSIUS FLO {' INI 

18 65-19 65 - Grtnd.er der L ehr-
schwestern Kongregation. 
The above will be in use from 15 Feb. 

to 31 Dec. The cancel issued to Menzingen 
in June 1952 with inscription 'Ausf1ugs- 
and Studienort' will be withdrawn during 
this period. 
From 25th February 1965  
9478 AZMOOS - Kurgebiet Wartau 
9499 OBERSCHAN - 	- do — 
9477 TRUBBACH - 	- do — 
947 6 NEITE - 	- do - 

1YORKS LANCS GROUP:  Hon. Sec: A. Gullis, 
3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks.- 

Quite a surprising number of entries 
were received for the Group's Annual 
Competition, covering a wide range of 
Swiss Philately and Postal History. 
Mr. J.S. Armstrong of Morecambe kindly 
acted as Judge, although this meant for 
him a drive of 140 miles for the round 
trip. 

At the meeting on March 6th, all the 
entries were on show, and Mr. Armstrong 
announced the results as follows: 

Postal History Class:  DR. G. G. RITCHIE 
(Dr. Ritchie also won the 'Highsted' 

Cup for the best entry in all classes.) 

EPhilatelic Class:  1st Mr. R.A. HOYLE 
2nd Mr. H.W. ROBERTSHAW 

Thematic Class: 	1st Mr. I. GILCHRIST 
2nd MISS N. CHATBURN 

* * * * * * * * 
From material in stock I can supply 

approval selections of Postal History, 

First Flights and First Day Covers. 

Also stamps of all periods: 

Flaws, varieties, miniature sheets, 

etc., as well as items for many Swiss 

'side-lines'. 

Whatever your requirements, let 

mo have your Want Lists. Prompt 

attention. 
J 	̀ \ 0-'1-ir 

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme 

MORECAMBE, Lancs. 

Please order from: 

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED, 
27, Maiden Lane, Strand, London W. C. 20 

(Propr. Herts-ch & Co.) 

P.O.Box 1291, 3001 BERNE(Switzerlandl 

o0e--- 
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19th YEAR  

YEA r1 .fir JJB uiEJ\ BJ ^ 	PSI CPA  

By H.W. Robertshaw 	
S11.iA ^,^J p:J 

In October 1953 the Swiss Federal Government granted permission for the issue 
of special publicity stamps, intended to. publicise events to take place during the 
year, or to commemorate important anniversaries.  

The Swiss Postal Administration immediately put tho wheels in motion in  

preparation for a 1954 issuo.. It was decided to issue the series in 41 x 26 mm.  
format, with a printed area of 38 x 22 -2MM. The multi-colour photogravure process 
was chosen and the contract placed with tho printing firm of Courvoisior S.A. of 
La Chaux-de-Fonds. The stamps were to be printed in four shoots (A-D) per cylinder  
each sheet being of 25 stamps, with the usual marginal information indicating 
purpose, value and validity, on white, slightly coated stamp paper of the typoknom  
as 'granite', i.e. containing fine red and blue fibres, for all issues. . 

The first issue of four values in 1954 was on sale at all post offices in  
place of the current definitivos ( since, unlike tho 'Pro Patria' and 'Pro Juvon-
tute' these stamps carry no additional premium) from 15th March as long as stocks  

lasted, but not later than 31st December, 1954. In subsequent years the stamps  
were issued between mid-February and mid-March and were on sale not longer than  
31st December. For those interested in shades, plate-faults, retouches & varieties,  
the Zumstein catalogue provides a large variety to keep the specialist busy for  
very many hours.  

Now to take a brief look at the stamps and the events with which they are  

linked:  

f .1.22.4, 4 Stamps issued 15th March  

The 10 c. marked the 11th Agricultural Exhibition held in 
Lucerne and showed the emblems representing Agriculture, Horticulture 
and Forestry, while the 20 c. was for another Exhibition covering  

Swiss Tourism and International Cooking, known as'HOSP;S' , held from  

14th May to 21st Juno in Berne. The 25 c. commemorating the 50th 
anniversary of Rhine Navigation depicts a map showing the course of 
the river from Basle to the sea, which was made navigable for largo 
ships in 1904. The 40 C. was to publicise the World Football Champ-
ionship, organised by 'FIFA' (International Football Association) in  
mid-July 1954, and also to commomorate , tho 50th anniversary Of 'FIFA'.  
1955. 	4 Stamps issued 15th February  

The lowest value, 5 c, was for the National Philatolic Exhibition, held at  
Lausanne from 15-23 October. The design shows Lausanne Cathedral, with the post-
horn and the Cross of the Confederation. The 10 c. was for the Wine Growers'  
Festival at V©vy, held from 1-14 August. This event, which includes several  
carnival processions through the streets, takes place every 25 years. The 20 0.  
publicised the Swiss Alpine Shepherds and Costume Festival at Interlaken, from  
5-7 - September, and the 40 c. the 25th International Automobile Salon (Motor Show) 
at Genova from 10-20 March. 

In addition to the normal issue of four stamps there was a departure from 
the original plan, with the addition of a miniature sheet for the National Stamp  

Exhibition at Lausanne. The design, based on the 5 c. value, incorporated tlWo 
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TEN YEARS OF PUBLICITY STAMPS (Cont.) 

stamps showing Lausanne Cathedral, but of 10c. & 20c. values, a total value of 30 c. 
but with a surcharge of Fr.1.70 and sold at Fr.2. This was not popular with collect 
—ors at the time, but it would be interesting to have their reactions today, with 
prices at, £6 mint and £7 used. 

	

1956. 	4 Stamps issued 1st March 

In this year the Swiss PTT decided to change the size of 
pictorial postage stamps to 36 x 26 mm. and the first stamps in 
this new size were issued for the Publicity series. The 5 c. 
value, which provides some interesting 'faults' and 'retouches' 
was to °ommemorate the 50th anniversary of the Postal Motor Coaches, and shows the 
first motor coach as used in 1906. A double postcard was also issued officially, 
showing the 1906 and 1956 coaches. The 10 c: commemorated the 50th anniversary of 
the opening of the Simplon Tunnel; the 20 c. was to publicise the campaign for Road 
Safety, and the 40 c. marked the 25th anniversary of 'Swissair'. 

	

1957. 	4 Stamps issued  27th February 

The 5 c. stamp was issued to publicise the International Exhibition for the 
Graphic Arts (otherwise printing), 'GRAPHIC 57', held at Lausanne from 1-16 June. 
The 10 c. commemorated tho 75th anniversary of the opening of the Gotthard Railway. 
The 20 c. was a propaganda stamp for Civil Defence, symbolised by two shields, one 
bearing the inscription 'Cj.vii Defence' in German, French and Italian and tho other 
displaying the arms of the Swiss Confederation, protected as it were by the civil 
defence shield. The 40 c. stamps in honour of the 2000 anniversary of the Found- 
ation of the City of Basle. In 44 B.C. Munatius Plancus, a Roman Praetor, who had 
fought under Caesar against the Gaults and Celts, founded the Colonia Raurica, a 
fortified camp from which the present city of Basle emerged. The figure of Munatius 
Plancus is shown on the stamp, with a background of the ancient Minstar and the 
University, the oldest in Switzerland, founded in 1460. 

1958. 	4 Stamps issued 5th March  

Another Roman link was commemorated with the issue of 
the 5 - c. stamp for the 2000th anniversary of the Foundation of 
Nyon, and shows Nyon Castle with an antique column, and marks 
the foundation of Noviodonum, a Roman Colony for veterans of 
the oavalry unite. of the Legion — a sort of Chelsea Hospital — 
which existed as Civitas Julia Equestria, on the site of the present day Nyon, a 
picturesque small town on the shore of Lake Geneva. The 10 c. publicised 'SAFFA', 
an exhibition of the life and work of 
Swiss women, held from 31 July to 15 
September, an event which commemorates 
30 years of such 'SAFFA' exhibitions. 
The 20 c. stamp shows the well—known 
Crossbow trade—mark, which is the 
official emblem of Swiss manufactured 
goods, and commemorates 25 years of the 
use of this Swiss Trade Mark. The 40 c. 
value was to mark 75 years of the work 
of the Salvation Army in Switzerland. 

(To be continued) 

W A N___ 	E D Ii. 011 	0041 	*SO 

STRU3ELIS 
I wish to purchase a small (not 

over g 5000.—) but immaculate collection 
of 'Strubelis' or single items. 	All in 
exhibit ion condit ion. 

Correspondence is invited. 	I will 
be in Switzerland for two weeks at the 
end of May and in London during early 
June. 

F. H. FROST, 	1366, Westbrook Street, 
PORTLAND, Maine, U.S.A. 

Helvetia Society Member, A.P.S. 

BPA, PTS. H.L. KATCHER 	 ASDA 

The Amateur Collector Ltd., 
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood, 

London, N.W.8. 

Telephones 	JUNiper 0616 

ready comprises scarce and very 
attractive cancellations on STRUBELS, 
wonderful retouches and varieties on 
STANDING HELV TIAS .(Mostly used) and 
a quantity of covers from 1854 to 
about 1900. These abound in inter-
esting strikes, including 'Ambulante' 
etc. 

Much of the material 
described above is inexpensive — you 
will not regret having asked to see 
some of it on approWl. 

A great deal of 
work still remains to be 
done on the Do Watteville 
and Hussey material, but 
prior to 'STAMPEX', I 
made a great effort to 
prepare some splendid 
titbits for sale. 

The little which is 
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SPECIAL  POSTMARKS OF 1,264  

3. ill. 64-- W 	\ 
I CONF f RENCE DES NATIONS 
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 KONTROLLE DES  

INTERNATK)NALEN  
T IERVERKEHRS  

1. Regiophil - Philatelic Exhibition 
2. EXPO 1964 - National Exhibition (various)  
3. Motor Show, Geneva 
4. U.N. Conference on Commerce & Development  
5. 'Pro Patriat  
6. European Organisation for Nuclear Research  
7. International Conference on Public Instruct- 
8. Council of Europe, Locarno 	 (ion.  
9. 17th Congress of World Organisation" for  

Psychical Health  
10. Centenary of Bahnhofstrasse, Zurich  
11. III International Conference on Applications  

of Atomic Energy for Peaceful Purposes  
12. Europa  
13. EXPO Balloon Flight, Lausanne  
14. Congress for Control of Animal Traffic  
15. Pro-Juventute  
16. Day of the Stamp, Langenthal  
17. Opening of Luzerne-Stans-Engelberg Railway  

U.P.O. 1900 2.77- 791_A.B.  & C.  

Our member, MR. W. R. MORRISON of "Tor  
Uainet, 54, Williamshire Street, Helens  
-burgh, Dumbartonshire, Scotland, wishes  
to purchase 1900 U.P.U. issues for  
plating purposes, and would be grateful  
if any members having stamps for dis-
posal would contact him.  

WANTED 

lUe CONFENENCE INTERNAT.  
SUR I APPLICATION DE 
LENERGIE ATOMIQUE A  

\ D€ , ENS PACIFIQULS 

i t  

For a straightforward  
Collection of Swiss stamps or  
for specialised studies of the  
many interesting sections and  
side-lines you will find my  
services of the greatest value.  

Approvals on request for all  
stamp issues, mint or used,  
varieties, tete-beche and se-
tenant, miniature sheets, covers,  
postal history etc.  

Want lists from Helvetia mem-
bers will be given most careful  
attention.  

7rite now & let me help make  
your collection really out-
standing.  

J.S.PRMSTFNG  
14, Low Lane, 	Torrisholme, 

MORECAMBE. Lancs.  
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T"  ENTH ANNUALCUPL,OMPET ITION 
will be held at THE KINGS`JVAY HALL (Room 31), Kingsway, ?,ä.C.2. 

on W E D N E S DAY, 12th MAY 1965 at 6.45 pm 

We are very pleased to announce that our Adjudicators this year will be 
MR. A.S.B. NEW, who is a member of the J.P.S. and Southgate P.S. and has some 
experience in stamp designing, and MR. L.E. LISTER of Worthing, who is well-known 
to many of us. 

We hope to see a record number of entries and a largo attendance, since the 
exhibits are always well worth seeing. 

RULES  

1. The Competition shall be held annually at a date determined by the Committee of 
the Helvetia P.S., as a display of album leaves from collections of Swiss stamps 

owned by members of the Society. The display shall be held at a meeting of the 
London Group, but shall be open to all members of the Society, wherever they reside. 
2. Competitors shall enter not less than MX And not more than TEN sheets, compris- 

ing any postage stamps, charity, airmail, special, postage dues, official -  or _. 
any other items, miniature sheets, semi-postal issues (such as hotel, soldier stamps, 
airmail labels etc.), entires, flown covers, postal stationery etc. (Notes Thematic 
entries will not be excluded although some judges find difficulty in assessing those 
in comparison with other more philatelic entries). 
3. Entries sent by post should be packed carefully and despatched by Registered 

Mail and must be in the hands of the Competition Organiser, the Hon. Secretary: 
Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley and sent c% 48,  Ethelbert Gardens, Gants Hill, Ilford, Essex, 
not later than Monday, 10th May. Members attending may bring their entries person-
ally. 
4. All entries will be fully covered by insurance during the period from receipt 

to return to their owners. 
5. A Jury appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia P.S. shall judge entries and 

award the HELVETIA SILVER CUP to the owner of the entry which they shall select 
as most worthy. 	In addition a consolation prize will be awarded. 
6. - Entries will be judged by a system of points based on the following headings: 

(a) General philatelic interest .. 30 (c) Writing up, arrangement and 
contision 	 .. 25 

(b) Philatelic knowledge 	.. 30 (d) Originality 	 •. 15 
7. The Helvetia Silver Cup, awarded annually shall remain in the possession of the 

winner for 11 months following the award and then be returned to the Competition 
Organiser named by the Committee. The Cup shall then be awarded to the next winner, 
but if the same person wins 3 successive Annual Cup Competitions the Cup shall become 
his or herproperty& the Committee shall provide anew Cup for the next Competition. 

LIECHTENSTEIN NEW ISSUES  

Issued as from 22nd April; 

Value: Fr.10 Colour: Brownish-rod 

Design:  Madonna from a wood sculpture 
of 1700 at Schellenberg 

Engravers:  Karl Bickel & Son 

ProcesssEngraved by the PTT stamp 
Printing Works, Barn 

Size: 	26 x 41 mm. (23 x 38 mm.) 

Paper:  White with blue & red fibres 

NEW POST CARDS: 
Inland cards, value 10 Rp., printed in 
light and dark green. Available in book 
-lets of 11 cards with pictures &arms 
of 11 districts of Principality at 
Fr.1.10. 
For Abroad:  Card with picture- land-
scape at Vanosch and arms. Value 30 RP. 

Both types of cards aro available as 
reply cards of 10/10 and 30/30 Rp. but 
without pictures on the reply section. 
Designer:  Louis Jager, Vaduz 
Printers: Courvoisier S.A. 

SWITZERLAND  
FROM OUR EX`t"ENSIVE STOCK, 

ACQUIRED FROM AN OVERSEAS DEALER 

E ARE IN A POSITION TO 

OFFER AN ALMOST COMPLETE RANGE 

OF MATERIAL INCLUDING MANY 

ELUSIVE ITEMS . 

PLEASE SEND US YOUR WANTS LIST, AND 

LET US QUOTE YOU 

WE WILL ALSO GLADLY MAKE UP 

APPROVALS TO YOUR REQUIRSMrNTS 

---cOo--- 

LEEOSTAnnP, EvTrE 
50, Great George Street 	LTD 

LEEDS 1, 	Yorks. 



EXPRESS LABELS  

Mr. I. Tillen of Birmingham 
reports the finding of yet another 
example of Express label. 

This has the word 'Express' in 
a frame 4 x 1.2 cm., and is similar 
to the one illustrated in the article 
on this subject in the ' Holuot is News 
Letter' of'February 1964 except that 
it is on deep pink paper instead of the 
previously recorded orange—buff. 

It is on a postcard from Biel/  
Bienne dated 12.VIII.13. 

APRIL 1965 
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EXTRACTS FROM THE 
FEDERAL POST REGULATIONS FROM 1 49 

Tho„ wig) 	 y Swiss postal history may be interested in the following,ex- 
tr404 regarding postal rates from the year 1849. These were sent to us by Herr 
Jos. Uhler and translated by Mr. L. Moore. 

Ortspost ) 	Within the 
boundaries of 

Poste Locale any one Commune 

INLAND 

up to 2 Lot weight = 22 Rp. or 1 Kreuzer 
" 4 Lot weight = 5 Rp. or 2 
" 8 Lot weight =10 Rp. or 4 	" 

Unfranked letters charged at the rates for Rayon I. 

  

   

1 Lot = 15.6 grams 	1 Wegstunde (Journey hour) = 4,800 metros 

Rates u p to  31 Dec. 1851 Within Ra on I Rayon II Ra on III Ra on IV 
( up to 10 hrs to 25 hrs to 40 hrs) over 40 hrs. 

For letters: 

r
1102 

O
 

N
  

Rp. Rp. Rp. 
up to 	2  lot weight 10 15 20 

2— 1 	" 	H 15 222 30 
1 — 12 " 	It 20 30 	' 40 

12 — 2 	" 	't 25 37i 50 
2 - 4 	fl 	tt 30 45 60 
4-8 	" 	It 40 60 8o 

Registered letters at double normal rate and must be franked. 

Printed rate: 

2i 5 
1 72 10 up to 2 lot 

2-4 	" 5 10 15 20 
4-8 	" 72 15 222 30 
8-1  pound 10 20 3o 40 

Samples  up to 1 pound 10 20 30 40 

Nachnahme:  C.O.C. letters up to a limit of 20 francs must be franked on handing in 
For valuesof 4 francs upwards a receipt will be issued & charged at 5 Rp. 

Rates from let Jan. 1852 Rayon I Ra on II Rayon III 

Letters:  (up to 2 hours) (2 —10 hours (over 10 hours) 

up to 	2  lot weight 5 Rp. 10 Rp. 15 Rp. 
— 	1 	" . 	 I1 10 	If 15 " 20 

1 — 12 " 	' H 15 " 20 " 25 " 

Printed rate  from Jan. 1st 1852: up to 4 lot: Rayons I and II Rayon III 
5 Rp. 	10 Rp. 

From Jan 1st 1852 there were arrangements for bulk despatches. When more 
than 20 examples of the same printed piece were handed in simultaneously, all in 
excess of 20 were counted at half rate, but with a minimum of 3 Rp., which had 
to be paid in cash as there was no 3 Rp. stamp at that time. 

In 1861 the Geneva :Fast Administration charged only 22 cts. for printed items 
in excess of 20, within the Cantonal boundaries. 	(to be concluded) 

Next month the final table will show the changes in postal rates from 1849 
to 1925. 

THE  NEWS LETTER  
It has been suggested that as there 

have been many now members in the last 
3 or 4 years, it would be helpful to 
reprint some of the articles published 
in earlier issues. 

We would welcome the views of our 
older members on this, and whether 
they would have any objection to this 
action. 	Ideas as to which articles 
would best stand repetition would also 
be most useful, although it should by 
noted that it may not always be poss-
ible to repeat the same illustrations. 
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LONDON GROUP: Hon. Soc.Mrs. E. J. Rawnsley 

In March Mr. A.J. Harding, assisted by 
his colleague, Mr.Brown, provided another 
successful evening of Swiss films. 

To open the proceedings, however, Mr. 
Slate brought along a tape recording of 
the Swiss broadcast referred to last 
month, which was quite a surprise to the 
majority of members present. 

Thon came the excellent PTT film on 
the production of stamps by the photo-
gravure process, always worth seeing, 
followed by some fine travel films: 
'The Tessin Region' - scenes around the 
Lugano, Locarno & Bellinzona areas. Next 
'From the Rhone to the Rhine by the 
Furka-Oberalp Railway', a most interest-
ing account, and lastly a film about 
Mtirren, 5400 ft. up in the Bernese Ober-
land, well-known to wintorssport enthusi-
asts, but somewhat less familiar to 
summer visitors. 

Don't forget the next meeting is the 
ANNUAL CUP COMPET 1T ION - see page 24. 

YORKS/LANCE* GROUP :Hon. Sec. A. Gullis, 
3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks. 

At their March meeting the Group dealt 
with the SMALL LANDSCAPE DESIGNS. Mr. 
Gullis acted as Discussion Leader and 
presented a paper. He was supported by 
Messrs. Eastwood, Gilchrist, Gosling, 
Highsted, Hoyle, Ritchie & Robertshaw. 

Collectively just about everything 
possible under this subject was shown: 
stamps, postmarks, oily paper, tete-
beche, pairs with interspace, varieties, 
League of Nations overprints, official 
stamps perforated & overprinted with cross 
and many interesting covers. One member 
even remembered to include the 'NABA'and 
'AARAU' miniature sheets! 

RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS  

Salon de l'automobile Gendve, 11-21 mars 
1965 — 1200 GenAve, 1 Feb. - 21 Mar. 

GEHA Gewerbeausstellung Kreuzlingen, 
25 MLdrz-4 April 1965 - 8 280 Kreuzlingen, 

1 Feb. - 4 Apr. 
Davos 18 65/1965 - 100 Jahre Fremdenort - 

7270 Davos Platz during whole year 
HILSA 2. Fachausstellung fdr Heizungs- 

und Sanitg,rtechnik - 26 Mgrz-2 April 
1965 Zurich - 8000 Zurich to 2 Apr. 

Moto-Cross Winterthur 25 April 1965 - 
Liinderkampf England-Sohweden-Schweiz - 

8400 Winterthur to 24 Apr. 
Rettet N at ur and Tierwelt, Postcheck 

80-58957 - World Wildlife 'Fund/Zurich 
Grenchen, Zurich & Weinfelden 15-20 Apr. 

Sauvez la nature et les animaux etc. 
Lausanne & Le Locle 15 - 30 Apr. 

Salviamo la natura e gli animali etc. 
Bellinzona 15 - 30 April 

IBA Internat. Boot- and Jassorsport 
Ausstellung 8-16 Mai 65 - Lucerne to 

15 May 
Schweizer Mustermesse Basel 24 -4 - 4.5 

1965 - Basel 2 to 3rd May 
BEA Ausstellung Born 14 - 23 Mai 1965 - 

Bern 1 to 22nd May- on alternate days 
with 150 Jahre Jura + Biel in der Eidgen-
ossen-Schaft and im Kanton Bern - Bern 1 
150e anniversaire du Jura et de Bienne 

dans la Confederation et le Canton de 
Berne- Delemont, Biel/Bienne alter- 
nating daily with German text 

Nehmt teil am Eidg. Feldschiessen - Tag 
der Schi!itzen - 29/30 Mai 1965 - 

Burgdorf, Interlaken 
Courses do chevaux Morges, 23 et 30 mai 

1965 - Morges to 29 May 

AUTOMOBILE CANCEL 
Auto 3 Zurich 4  Sechseluten 2526 April  

The indispensible 

ZUMSTEIN 
CATALOGUES 

EUROPA 1965 at 48/ 

With thumb index: 	54/- 

	

+ 	2/6 postage 

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN Pocket Edition 

Extract from the Europa Catalogue 

	

at 2/6d. + 	6d.postage 

Obtainable from 

HARRISON PUBLICATIONS LIMITED 
27, Maiden Lane, Strand, London, W. C. 2. 

For FIRST-CLASS stamps and 

RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND & EUROPE 

send Want Lists. 

Order NEW ISSUES from 	... ... 

ZUMSTEIN & CIE 

AMENDMENTS TO MEMBERSHIP LIST  

Deletions: 

HAMILTON, E.M. 
HUSSEY, M. 

Additions: 

ARSETAULT, H.P., P.O. Box 43, Norfolk, 
Mass. 02056, U.S.A. 

BEALE, S.S., 12, Mont Le Gran d, Exeter, 
Devon. 

HIGLEY, G.R. 7, Hill Farm Way, 
Southwick, Sussex. 

KADIS, K.L. 349, Clark Rd. Brookline 46, 
Mass. 02146, U.S.A. 

LUCAS, K.F. , 15, .Seven Kings Road, 
Ilford, Essex. 

PEARLMAN, R.H., 23 Hartsbourne Avenue, 
Bushey Heath, Harts. 

PEARSON, H.R. 7, Springfield Crescent, 
Broadway, Weymouth, Dorset. 

PRIOR, T.W. 27, Seagry Road, Wanstead, 
London, E.11. 

Change of Address: 

Deceased 
ss 

(Propr. Bertsch & Co.) 	 1 LUCHSINGER, P.P., 'Box 56, Keuka Park, 
P.P. Box 1291, 3001 BERNE (Switzerland) = 	 N.Y., U.S.A. (From May 30th) 
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19TH YEAR 

) C LP COMP ETITION 
The Cup Competition has always been regarded as one of our major events of the 

year, with a larger than average attendance and a satisfactory number of entries. 
It was, therefore, both a surprise and a disappointment on this occasion to have 
very few members present and the smallest number of entries ever known eight. 
Whether the sudden spell of fine weather tempted many to rush home and get out into 
the garden is not known, but it makes us wonder whether the decision to hold the 
Competition on the last meeting of the season has been a wise one. 

However, one thing was certain; each of the entries submitted received a 
greater degree of consideration and the Adjudicators: Cllr. A.S.B. New of the South-
gate Philatelic Society and Mr. L.E. Lister of Northing spent a considerable amount 
of time assessing the merits of each one. 

So high was the standard that they found it extremely difficult to decide on 
the order, but having judged individually in the first instance, on consultation 
they found they were unanimous in awarding the Silver Cup to: 

MR. L. E. STILES  of London, for his entry entitled to Short Study of the 
Swiss Travelling Post Office'. Not only was the material 

well mounted and arranged, but the writing up provided a continuous theme throughout 
which made it particularly interesting. 

The 'Runner—up' prize of a stock—book was awarded to a new member: 

MR. H. DIXON  of Leamington Spa, for another excellent entry On 'Swiss Hotel 
Posts', again an interesting subject, excellently written up. 

The two entries received from our Yorkshire Group were both Highly Commended: 

'Standing Helvetia — Mr. R.A. Hoyle, and 
'The Swiss Postage Due System after 1954'- Dr. G.G. Ritchie 

The main criticism on the remaining entries, which covered such subjects as 
Airmail Covers, Strubelis, Landscape Issues and T.P.O. Cancels, was that they 
lacked a connecting link to carry the interest from one sheet to another. (It is 
noticeable that this point has been emphasised by Adjudicators in previous years). 
Nevertheless, they hoped that the criticisms would not discourage the unsuccessful 
entrants but, on the contrary, inspire them to greater efforts next year. 

The Chairman, Mr. E. C. Slate, thanked both Mr. New and Mr. Lister for coming 
along to undertake this none too easy task and was only sorry that there had not 
been a greater number of entries to make it even more interesting. 

During the judging period the members held an informal discussion on various 
matters, the most important of which was the choice of subjects for the next 
season's programme, which will commence in October. A number of suggestions were 
put forward and when the programme has been finalised full details will be given in 
the 'News Letter.' 

Afterwards the Competition entries were studied closely, and Mr. Slate closed 
the meeting by saying that he hoped everyone would have an enjoyable holiday, 
including the acquisition of some good finds during the recess period, and he looked 
forward to seeing members again in the autumn. 

----oOo---- 
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EXTRACTS FROM THE 
 -EDERAL POST REGULATION 

 S 
To conclude these extracts, which will be of much help when studying early  

letters, the following table gives the letter rates for internal postage within  
Switzerland from 1849 to 1925.  

Date Weight Local Area Rest of Switzd. Regis*- 	Insuffio']y 
ered 	;Stamped Stamped Unstampèd Stamped unstamped 

From R.. R.. R.. R.. R. 

1.X.1849 

1.V11,1862 

According  
to Rayons 
per â  Lot 

up to 

Double 
rate of 
normal 
letters 

10 gr. 5 5 10 15 As unstamped- 

1.IX,1871 

10-250gr. 

to 15 gr. 

10 

5 

20 

10 

20 

10 

40 

15 

Fee less actual 
stamps used, — 

10 Missing stamps  
15-250gr. 10 15 20 25 10 + 5 Rp.  

l.IX.1876 to. ,5 gr. 5 10 10 20 20 Double rate  
15-250gr. 10 20 20 40 20  

1.XI,1884 to 15 gr. 5 10 10 20 10 -do- 
15-250gr. 10 20 10 20 10  

l.XII.1891 to 250gr. 5 10 10 20 10 Postage due  
merely to the  
amount of the  
missing stamps  

1.1.1918 to 250gr. 10 20 15 30 15 -do- 

1.I.1921 to 250gr. 10 20 20 40 20 -do- 

1.VII.1925 to 250gr. 10 20 20 40 20 Postage due of  
double amount  
of missing  
stamps.  

* 'Registered' is variously represented by 'Chargé', 'Recommandiert,' 

	

'Einschreiben' etc. 	 

WANTED 	... 	... 

ST RU BE L IS  
I wish to purchase a small (not  

over 5000.-) but immaculate collection  
of 'Strubelis' or single items. All in  
exhibition condition.  

Correspondence is invited. I will  
be in Switzerland front= weeks at the  
end of May and in London during early  
June.  

F.H. FROST, 1366, Westbrook Street, 
PORTLAND, Maine,U.S.A.  

Helvetia Society_ Member, A.P.S. 

STAMPS AS PRIZES IN RADIO  CONTEST  

Listeners to the Swiss Broadcasting 
Corporation's short wave English language 
programme on Sun.May 30(repeated from 9 

 May) may share in prizes of stamps to. 
be awarded in a contest dealing with in-
ternational organisations having head-
quarters in Switzerland.  

The programme may be heard in Brit-
ain at 1.30p.m. B.S.T. on 31.04 m. 
(9,665 Kc.) or 42.19 m. (7,110 Kc.)  

yxn, 	' f r .t. 	v.: .: 'eY•*+•tt ê:.r yt ..• 	r S.- 	 ':2 r̂ètiE 4̀)•3+Krt?ri.+.e yi!r€̂  	̂ •-r.✓  .• .^ '̂a.̀•,:n :3^ ^  

SWITZERLAND  

,..;:•.... ,tip,. ,,;;.  
Although there will be  
no Summer Discount this  
year, it is a long  

established fact that a great deal can be  
saved by purchasing during the Summer  
months.  

The early Autumn brings  
with it many hundreds of price changes  
and the wise collector guards against  
these by filling gaps in his collection  

now,  
Even small stamps go up  

in price; very much so at present!  

H.-L. KATCHER  
B.P.A., 	P.T.S., 	A.S.D.A.  

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.  
151, Park Road  

St. John's Wood, 	London N  

Telephones JUNiper 0616  
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TEN YEARS eFWERREMA <YE  

 

V - PROPAGANDA STAMPS  

by H,W. Robertshaw  

Continuing with details of the various issues:  

1^, 4 Stamps issuec1 th March  

The 5 0. stamp was issued to mark the opening, on 1st July, of the new  

Transport Museum in Lucerne, where among other fascinating examples of early  
vehicles can be seen one of the old postal ooaches which did not cease to be used  
in Switzerland until 1920. The 10 c. was issued for 'NABAG' , the National Philat-
elic Exhibition, held at St. Gallen from 21-30 August. The stamp depicts the arms  
of the Canton of St. Gallen, the lictor's rods, and the posthorn.  

Once again a miniature sheet was issued in connection with 'NABAG' , incorpor-
ating the same design as the 10 c, stamp in 10 & 20 c. values, but indifferent  
colours (7 in all). The cost of this sheet was Fr.2.- and today it is catalogued  
at over twelve times the original cost.  

The 20 c, stamp was in connection with a campaign for the Protection of Wild  
Life. With the increase in the rate for foreign mail, the 40 c. stamp was replaced  
by a 50 c, value, and this commemorates the 400th Anniversary of the Foundation of  
the University of Geneva in 1559. The stamp shows Jean Calvin, the great Reformer,  

and the first Rector, Theodore de Beze.  

1960. 4 Stamps issued 7th April  

The 5 c. value was dropped for this year and a 75 c. added, following many  
requests, to meet the airmail rate (for 5 grams) to the U.S.A. and Canada. 	The  
lowest value, therefore, the 10 c. commemorates the 50th Anniversary of the Swiss  
National League to counter cancer. The 20 c. commemorates the 500th Anniversary of  

Basle University (the oldest in Switzerland) and the design shows the charter and  

sceptre. The 50 c. value was for 'World Refugee Year and shows  

a symbolic design of an uprooted tree. It is appropriate that  
the 75 a. stamp depicts a Swissair Jet plane. The inaugural  

flight of the new Jet Service took place on the route Zurich-
Geneva-New York on 30th May 1960; also its use for airmail.  

1961.  4 Stamps issued 20th February . 

The 75 o. stamp was not issued in this year, because the new 1960 Definitives  
included this value, so the usual 5, 10, 20 & 50 c. values were used. The 5 C. was  
for Development Aid and shows a wall under construction and a globe. The need to  
assist newly developing countries in solving their problems becomes more pressing.  
Switzerland provides material help and encourages all private efforts directed to  
this end. The 10 c. was for 'HYSPA' 1961. After an interval of 30 years this  

second exhibition on Hygiene, Gymnastics and Sport was held in Bern from 18 May to  
17 July. Its purpose was to give a comprehensive view of the state of hygiene and  
sport in the second half of the 20th century. The 20 c. was for the World and  

European Ice-Hockey Championships, held in Geneva and Lausanne from 2-12 March.  
The 50 c. marks the Fully Automatic Swiss Telephone Service, and depicts wiring  

diagrams over the contours of Switzerland. The conversion to fully automatic work-
ing of the entire Swiss telephone system was completed by the recent transformation  
of the exchange of Scuol/Schuls and was a landmark in the history of Switzerland's  

telecommunication service.  

1962. 4 Stamps issued 19th March  

The 5 c. stamp shows the latest TEE (Trans-Europe--Express) train. Diesel-
electric trains, called TEE trains have been running for many years. Swiss engin-
eers have now succeeded in developing an electric TEE train designed for four  
distribution syetoms. These trains are now running on routes Zurich-Gotthard Milan  
and Milan-Simplon-Paris. The 100. was for the 1962 World Rowing Championships  
which were held on the Rotsee, near Lucerne, from 6 - 9 September. Three special  
postmarks were used. The 20 c. stamps shows a view of the Jungfraujoch and marks  
the Golden Jubliee of the Jungfrau Railway 1912-1962. The series was completed by  
the 50 c. Anti-malaria campaign stamp, showing the OMS symbol and mosquito. 

1963. 6 Stamps issued 21st  March  

A further departure from normal was made in this year, in that 6 stamps were  
issued, two being of 50 c. value. The 5 c. commemorated 50 years of the Swiss Boy  

Scout League and the 10 c, the centenary of the Swiss Alpine Club, The 20 e. marks 
the 50th Anniversary of the Opening of the Latschberg Railway. This railway was 
completed on 15th June 1913 with the opening of the Latschberg Tunnel, which took 
51 years to build and is 14,605 metres long. This new link to the Simplon line 
afforded a valuable second railway line traversing the Alps from North to South. 
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TEN YEARS OF 'WERBEMARKEN' - PROPAGANDA STAMPS (Continued) 

The 30 c. stamp (a new value in this series) publicises FAO - the World Campaign 
to Fight Hunger. The UNO Food & Agricultural Organisation (FAO) in Rome reoommended 
its member nations to support the world campaign to fight hunger by the issue of 
special postage stamps. 

The first 50 c. stamp commemorates the Centenary of the Red Cross. Horrified by 
the carnage at the Battle of Solferino in 1850, Henri Dunant sought a way to alle-
viate the suffering of wounded soldiers and civilian population directly affected IqY 
warfare and this led to the founding of the Red Cross in 1863. Its emblem was a 
direct compliment to Dunant, being the reverse of the colours of the Swiss flag. On 
this ocoasion, too, a miniature sheet was issued, consisting of a block of 4 stamps 
based on the design of the Red Cross stamp sold for Fr.3. 

The second 50 0. stamp, in my opinion, a most beautiful 
one, shows the Hotel des Postes in Paris. It was here, at 
the suggestion of the Postmaster General of the United 
States, that a Conference for the regulation of the inter-
national exchange of mail was held from 11 May to 8 June, 
1863. Thirteen countries, including Switzerland, were 
represented at the Conferenoe, which led to the founding of the U.P.U. in 1874. The 
stamp marks the centenary of that first meeting. 

1964.S'411819t122.1L'arch  
The 5 c. stamp commemorates the opening of the Great St. Bernard road tunnel. 

This new road tunnel is almost 6 km. in length and was opened in the Spring of 1964. 
It is the first direct road between Switzerland and Italy and will be open all the 
year round. The 10 c. is to publicise the urgent need for the Protection of the 
Waters. The pollution of rivers and lakes is increasing at an alarming rate, their 
proteotion is now one of the foremost tasks to be undertaken. The design depicts 
the head of an ancient water-god in welling water. The 20 c. is to mark the Cent-
enary of the Swiss Assooiation of Non-Commissioned Officers, of which there are 
some 20,000 members. The 50 c. commemorates the%50th Anniversary of the arrival of 
the Swiss in Geneva in 1814. At the request of the Geneva Government and by order 
of the Federal Diet, contingents from Fribourg and Solothurn disembarked in the 
Port Noir, Geneva, on 1st June 1814, in order to protect the city which was then 
threatened by foreign troops. Soon afterwards Geneva enteredthe Swiss Confederation. 

This concludes a brief acoount of the first decade of the 'Publicity' stamps. 
It is hoped that it will provide inform- 
ation on the reasons for their issue and 
perhaps some details for making their 
presentation of greater interest. 

TI E END 

WANTED 

U.P.U. 1900, Z.77-79, A, B & C. 

Our member, MR. W.R. MORRISON of 	1 
'Tor Uainel, 54, William Street, Helens-  L. 
burgh, Dunbartonshire, Scotland, wishes 
to purchase 1900 U.P.U. issues for plat-
ing purposes, and would be grateful if 
any members having stamps for disposal 
would contact him. 

RECENT TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS  

From 22 Feb. 1965: 
5116 SCHINZNACHBAD - Schwefel-Heiltherme 

From 5 April 1965% 
1025 ST. SULPIOE (VD) - Calme et verdure 

From 5 May 1965: 
6900 MASSAGNO 
6850 MENDRISIO STAZIONE Procossioni 

Storiche 
4125 RIEHEN 
7099 TRIN - Ferienfreuden in Grautanden 

	..oissosommis0•10.... 

MORE ARTICLES WILL BE REQUIRED 
FOR THE 'NEWS LETTER' LATER IN THE YEAR. 
WHAT ABOUT A CONTRIBUTION FROM YOU ??? 

	

Z, A 	0 
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WANT-LISTS 

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG 

EXPERTISING DEPARTMENT 

• • 0 

RARITIES 

NEW ISSUES 

CATALOGUES 	 EUROPE 

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
SPECIALISED 

New Editions in the course of 1965. 

ZUMSTEIN 	& 	CIE  
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.) 

Post Box 1291 
BERN 	2. 
(Switzerland) 
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The 5 'Pro Patria' stamps will be issued on 1st June. The lowest value marks 
the centenary of the death of Father Theodosius Florentini (1808-1865) of Mffstair 
(Grisons), founder of the Sisterhood Institutes of Menzingen and Ingenbohl, the 
'Kreuzspital' in Chur and the 'Kollegium' in Schwyz. The remaining 4 values start 
a new series of 'Art & Crafts', and are taken from the ceiling paintings in the 
church of St. Martin in Zillis (Grisons). This wooden ceiling, dating from the 
first half of the 12th cent. is a masterpiece of Romanesque style, unique of its 
kind. The 153 panels, reproducing mainly Biblical scenes, were probably the work of 
a master of Chur and his pupils. 90ö of the proceeds from the additional charge 
will go to the Swiss National Day Collection for Swiss living abroad, and the remain 
-ing 10% to the Swiss Institute for Art Research in Zurich for the work of research 
and publications. Details of the stamps are as follows: 

5 + 5 Rp. Portrait of Father Theodosius Florentini. One colours blue 
10 + 10 Rp. Symbolic figure of evils goose with fish tail. 3 colours: green- 

olive, blue, light brown 
20 + 10 Rp. One of the Magi on his way to Herod. 3 colours: red, violet-brown, 

yellow-brown 
30 + 10 Rp. Fishermen. 3 colourq: brown, dark brown and blue 
50 + 10 Rp. The temptation of Christ. 3 colours: light blue, dark blue, red-bromn 

Designers: 	5 Rp. Design and steel engraving by Heinrich Heusser, O berdgeri 
10, 20, 30 & 50 Rp. Hans Schwarzenbaoh, painter, of Bern 

Printers: 	5 Rp. Rotary line engraved by PTT Stamp Printing Works, Bern 
Remainder: Rotary photogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds. 

Stamp size: 24 x 29 mm. 	Picture size: 21 x 26 mm. 
Papers 	All values: White paper, luminescent with violet threads 
No.of sheetss5 Rp. 4 sheets Nos, 1 - 4} 	j 

Remainder: 2 sheets (A & B) 	) No. of stamps per sheet: 50 

The stamps will be on sale from 1st June to 31st August at all post offices 
and from the Philatelic Bureaux at Bern, Basel and Zurich as long as stocks last 
but not longer than 31st December 1965. Postal validity unlimited.  The special 
cover will be franked with a cancellation based on the design of the 30 Rp. stamp 
with 'BERN - AUSGABETAG 1.VI.65 - BUNDSFEIERMARKEN'. Advance sales from 28th May. 
For covers with F.D.O. cancel no mixed frankings with the other new issues will be 
permitted* 

OTHER ISSUES ON 1ST JUNE  

(1) The entry of the last Cantons into the Confederation 150 years ago: Valais, 
Neuohatel and Geneva, is being marked by the issue of a special stamp: 

Value: 	20 Rp. Swiss coat-of-arms and arms of the 3 Cantons: 4 colours 
olive-grey, red, green & yellow. 

Designer: 	AndrES Rosselet of Auvernier 
Printers: 	Rotary photogravure by Courvoisier S.A. 
Stamp Size: 41 x 36 mm. 	Picture sizes 38 x 22.5 mm. 
No.of sheets:  4 (A, B, C & D) 	No. of stamp s  peer sheet:  25 

(2) 1965 is being celebrated in Switzerland as the 'Year of the Alps'. It is 100 
years since the first winter-time visitors were received at Davos and St. 
Moritz, and it was also in the summer of 1865 that the first ascent of the 
Matterhorn (in French Mt. Cervin) was made. To mark this the two special 

stamps for the mobile post-offices, in use since 1953, are being replaced by new 
designs, showing the Matterhorn. 

Values: 

Designer: 
Printers: 
Stamp size: 
Paper: 

No.of sheets 

10 Rp. 'Matterhorn' 	- 3 colours: green, grey, dark red 
30 Rp. 'Cervin' 	- 3 colours: dark-red, grey, green 
Edi Hauri, of Basel 
Rotary photogravure by Courvoisier S.A. 
36 x 26 mm. 	Picture size:  33 x 23 mm. 
10 Rp. White, with red and blue fibres 
30 Rp. White, luminescent, with violet fibres 
s 4 (A, B, C & D) 	No. of stamps per sheets  25 . 

 

Special first day covers will be available for both issues, with the cancels 
'BERN - AUSGABETAG 1.6.65' in decorative lettering. 

Advance orders for covers, as well as collection sheets, folders, etc. from 
28th May. 

Period of sale and validity of use, as for 'Pro Patria' issues. 



We have recently compiled a list  
of some of our stock available and will 
be happy to supply this list to any 
member, free, on request, 

We are always willing to make up  
approvals to meet your own special 
requirements. 

Just drop us a line giving details 
of what you require.  

We also welcome Wants: Lists.  
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LONDON GROUP:  Hon. Sec: Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley  

The April meeting was devoted to the  
subject of T.P.O. CANCELLATIONS. Three  
members contributed material: Messrs. M.  
Hewson, I.Tillen & L.E. Stiles. The two  
former were unable to be present, not be-
ing resident in London, but were kind  
enough to send material along.  

Mr. Howson has made a close study of  
the many types of cancellations used, not  
only those giving the name of the railway  

or route, but also the 'Bahnpost',  
'Ambulant' and 'Ambulanté'. Examples were  
shown on stamps or on piece, with excell-
ently drawn postmarks alongside, illust-
rating the variations in size, style,  
wording, etc, Without these many points  
would have been lost.  

Mr.Tillen's display included a brief  
account of the history of the subject,  
followed by items on piece and on cover,  
among them some seldom seen cancels in  
use on certain smaller private railways.  

Mr.Stiles brought along a most inter  
-esting display of items, mostly on cover  

from the earliest T.P.Os to modern times,  
arranged chronologically to show the  
changes in the types of postmarks. Many  
included maps of the routes and other  
relevant information.  

The whole provided a most comprehen-
sive picture of the subject and was an  
eye-opener to those who had not before  
realised the wide scope of this section  

of Swiss philately.  

SPECIAL POSTMARKS  

The following were or will be used:  

35th INTERNATIONAL MOTOR SHOW  - held in  
March: Cancel read 'GENEVE - 11.III.65 - 
SALON .DE L' AUTO' .  

49th SWISS TRADE F  AIR - held in Basle  
from 24 April to 4 Maya Special automo-
bile post-office cancel in use employed  
showed a sign-post and read 'BASEL - date 

 - AUTOMOBIL_POSTBUREAU 4 - SCH?EIZ.  
MUSTERMESSE'.  

18th ASSEMBLY OF ' WORLD  HEALTH ORGANISATION  
To be held from 4 - 22 May in Geneva. A  
special canoel will be used: G NEVE - 
18 e ASSEIBLEE MOND1ALE DE LA SANTE'. 

RECENT SLOGAN  CANCELLATIONS  

1865/1965 Matterhorn 100 Jahrfeier  
Erstbesteigung 	3920 Zermatt  

18 65/1965 Cervin Centenaire premi6re  
ascension 	 1950 Sion 1  

Internationale Junifestwochen Zurich 1965  
- 8000 Zurich to end of June  

Nehmt teil am Eidg. Feldschiessen - 
Tag der Schutzen 29/30 Mai 1965  
3600 Thun, 2500 Biel/Bienne on  

alternate days  
Jeder Schweizer ans .Eidg. Feldschiessen  

29/30 Mai - 8000 Zurich 1, 8610 
Uster 8400 Winterthur to 28 May  

12.Schweiz. Turnfest der SKTSV in Zug, 
9-11 Juli 1965 6300 Zug 1 to 11 July 

 Fiesta dei Fiore - Fete des f leurs - 
Blumenfest - Pentecoste Locarno  
6600 Locarno to 5 June  

YORKS/LANCS GROUP: Hon.Sec. A. Gullis.  

At the Yorkshire Philatelic Societ-
ies' Convention held at Leeds in April,  
Helvetia members were well to the fore.  
Mr.L.Moore won (for Bradford P.S.) the  
Beith Cup and Sidebottom Trophy for the  
best entry in all classes with 'SWISS  
PROOFS & ESSAYS'. Mr. R. A. Hoyle gained  

third place with 'SWISS U.P.U.' Another  
winner was Dr. G.G.Ritchie, although not  
with a Swiss entry.  

HAVE YOU MISSED A GOOD CHANCE?  

How well did your Competition  
Entry do? Would it have stood a better  
chance if you had included those extra  
items you have been meaning to get for  
some time?  

Don't wait too long. Fill those  
remaining gaps now. Get those varieties  
before they become even more elusive.  

Send in your Wants Lists. Approval  
selections available from my extensive  
stock of stamps, miniature sheets, covers  
postal history, airmails, etc.  

Jam ^. _FAJ:L1s) ^j1 Cjj\
- 14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,  

MORECAMBE, Lancs.  

AUTOMOBILE CANCEL  

Auto No . 3 Bern (Allmend) , BEA 14-23 Mai  

If mobile P.O. is not available the 
following slogan will be used instead: 
BEA - Ausstellung Gewerbe, Landwirschaft, 

Industrie, Handel, Bern 14-23 Mai 1965  

STAM CENTRE LTD  
50, Great George Street, 

LEEDS 1, Yorks. 
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ZEIRLAND   182 -1907  

  

  

There is one issue of Switzerland which, over the course of time, has become the sub-
ject of great interest among collectors, chiefly because of its interesting history and, 
consequently, numerous variations, I am referring to the issue of 1882 to 1907 in two 
designs, viz: the 'CROSS & FIGURE' - for the values 2 c. to 15 c. (Pig. 4) and the 
'STANDING HELVETIA' - for the values 20 c. to 3 Fr. (Fig. 5). 

What makes this 
issue so interesting is the 
fact that during the 25 
years of its validity, paper, 
control mark and watermark, 
perforations, colours and 
details of the design were 	 8.e5 

 changed repeatedly, thus 
leading to a considerable 
number of variations. At the same time, all these alterations reflect closely the 
untiring attempts by the postal authorities of Switzerland to improve the technique 
of stamp manufacture, and they mirror Swiss constitutional changes as well as the 
growth of the Universal Postal Union. 

First of all, let us set out and define those essential differences: 

Two kinds were used, plain wove and g2anite, the latter as a safeguard 
against forgeries. 

There are four different perforations which were used at one time or 
other and sometimes even simultaneously, viz: 9a, 111 x 11, 111 x 12 
and 114. 

To avoid confusion with Gibbons' catalogue it should be stated that the 
'Cross & Figure' issue which is catalogued as 112 is strictly ll -; also that in the 
'Helvetia' -type there is an additional issue, perf. 114, which Gibbons do not list. 

Fig. 1 

Paper:  

Perforations:  

Fig. 4 	Fig. 5 	Fig. 6  Fig. 7 	Fig. 8  

Watermarks: A  
water- 

mark in the proper 
meaning of the 
word was not used 
until 1905. Prev-
ious to that date, 
the Swiss author-
ities employed a 
safety device 

which consisted of the Swiss Cross surrounded by a double oval and which was 
impressed on the stamps. Two distinct types of this 'control mark' were used, 
although only one is catalogued. 	From 1882 to 1893 we find the 'broad' type, Fig. 1. 
When, however, the Swiss Assembly modified the Swiss coat-of-arms in 1893, the postal 
authorities fell into line and issued the 'narrow' type of 'control mark', Fig. 2, in 
1894. In the following text I shall use these terms: 



SPECIAL  
OEERS  

We are about to issue a 
large 'SPECIAL OFFERS' list which 
will include exceptional material 
to suit all tastes.  

If you have not received 
this by JUNE 20th, then you are not 
on aar mailing list, and should you  
wish to receive a copy it will be  
supplied on request - and on  
receipt of 9d. in stamps.  

Do not fail to take  
advantage of this opportunity to  
secure some worth-while items.  

---oOo---  

P.T.S. 	H.Z. HATCHER  B.P.A.  A.S.D.A.  

The Amateur Collector Ltd.  

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,  
London, N.W.8,  

Tel, JUNiper 0616  
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SWITZERLAND  1882-1907:(Continued)  

CMk I 	Control Mark I 	- for the impressed 'broad' type  
CMk II 	Control Mark II 	- for the impressed'narrow' type  
Witte 	Watermark Large Cross - for the true watermark  

'multiple crosses'  

It is also important to note that the true watermark is not centred on each  

stamp, as the catalogue might suggest, but is in multiple formation, so that rarely  

does a single stamp show an entire cross well centred. Much more frequently it shows  

parts of two or three watermark, as illustrated,  

Only the definite changes in colour will be discussed, shades will be dis-
regarded in this context.  

Similarly, it has not been overlooked that there are many retouches on the  

plates, but to avoid confusing the reader, these are considered outside the  

scope of the present article.  

The standard designs are those illustrated in Figs. 4 & 5. We shall meet  
later on the values of 25 c. and 40 c. slightly altered in appearance.  

Printers: 	Four firms of printers were involved: For the 'Cross & Figure' issue,  

Staempfli & Co. of Bern, and for the 'Standing Helvetia' series:  
(a ^  Mulhaupt & Son of Bern from.l882; (b) Max Girardet of Bern from 1886 and finally 

 (c Baenziger & Co. of Einsiedeln from 1907  

Let us now re-arrange the issue 1882 - 1907 according to these character-
istics and see what we get.  

1882 (April 11 'CROSS & FIGURE'  Plain wove paper. 	CMk. I.  Perf  .111,  

2 c. olive-bistre 	 12 c. pale ultramine  
5 c. maroon 	 15 c. yellow  
10 c. pink  

At the same time and in order to assess the comparative merits, if any, of  
the 'safety paper', the set was issued on granite paper, thus:  

1882 (April  1 Granite  paper. 	CMk  I. 	Perf. 114.  

Same values as above, to which was added in December 1882, a value of 3 c.to  
cover the postage for 'Printed Matter' to Italy. On December 15th, 1889, the colour of  
the 15 c,. value, which had proved 
unsatisfacory, was changed to dull purple. 

In 1894 we find the change over 
to the modified Control Mark II, The 
granite paper apparently showed certain ad-
vantages for the printing process employed 
and the plain wove paper was consequently 
discontinued. We have, therefore, to 
classify this issue as follows: 

1894 Granite paper, CMk.II, Perf. 11' 

2 c. olive bistre 10 c. carmine 
3 c. drab 12 c. ultramarine 
5 c. claret 15 c. dull purple 

In 1899 the colour - of the 5 c. 
value waR_changed to green in order to fall 
in line with the recommendations of the 
Universal Postal Union. 

This issue was in constant use 
until 1905, when the true watermark was 
introduced, We thus get the final issue: 

12.95-1907 Granite  der, 	MMk Perf.  ll4  

2 c. olive-brown 	10 c. scarlet 
3 c. drab 12 c. blue 
5 c, green 15 c. dull purple 

So far, the classification is 
comparatively simple, as the perforation 
throughout was ll4. 

Next month we will deal with 
the 'Standing Helvetia' series, 

(To be continued). 

Colours:  

Retouches:  

Designs:  



NUMBERS ISSUED  

1940 POSTAGE DUE STAMPS 

The P.T.T. have just 
released the following details 
of numbers issued: 

5 C. 
10 c. 

15 c . 
 20 c.  

25 c. 
30 c. 
40 c. 

50 c. 

•e , 
... 

.•. 

.e. 

••• 
... 
... 

60,060 
54,776 
43 , 639 

 46,360 
37,61 0 
36,946 
37,273 
36, 251 
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THE ' B 5 ' 
HANDS-TAMPS USEDBY BASELlZ4-I8I6 . 

By GEORGE W. CALT)WELL (Reprinted with permission from 
'The Postal History Journal' U.S.A.) 

On April 14, 1724, a postal treaty between Prance and Basel, a sovereign 
republic and canton of the Swiss Confederation, became effective. This provided 
for the handling of mail in transit via Basel and the French office in Huningue, 
just beyond the Basel frontier. 

Article XI of this treaty included the usual provision that on unfranked 
mail the town of origin be indicated; this was necessary in order to determine the 
correct postage due. In compliance with this provision Basel used the 'BS' hand-
stamp on letters received for transit via Basel and Huningue from the Bishopric of 
Basel and the Swiss cantons, except those originating in the town andc.n.ton of 
Basel. These last were handstamped 'BASLE' (old French spelling) in upper case roman. 

These 'BS' postmarks signifying Switzerland via Basel, were in upper case 
roman and encircled, occasionally with a! wreath. Four distinct main types are 
known. These are ... (the years in parenthesis are, at the time of writing, the 
earliest reported use): 15 mm.,double circle (1754); 15 mm. single circle (1771); 
wreath in place of circle (1774); 19 mm, 
single circle (1790). 

For letters bearing this post-
mark (according to Article VIII) Basel was 
credited 4 Kreutzer for a single sheet, 
6 Kreutzer for a double, and 12 Kreuzer 
per ounce for heavier letters, excepting those originating in the town and canton 
of Basel. These latter were taken to Huningue by Basel courier without cost to 
France. 

During the Helvetic Republic interval (1798-1805), 'BH' in upper case script 
within a single-line oval was used in place of the 'BS' type. The latter was contin-
ued thereafter through 1815. 

Two additional postmarks are of interest in this matter. France, in a 
letter dated January 2, 1787, complained that on several occasions it had received 
letters from Constant, Rheinfelden, Waldshut and other towns in Germany that had 
not been correctly source-postmarked. Basel recognised this complaint was justified, 
and replied that it had ordered all its postal clerks to add on such letters transited 
in the future, the handstamp 'd'Allemagne' if from Germany and 'dtItalie' if from 
Italy. These handstamps were in italics. 

Just when these were first used does not appear to have been philatelically 
reported, but undoubtedly it was very closely following the above complaint. The 
earliest we have seen is on a letter from Constance, Germany, dated February 15, 1792. 
Further research should discover earlier, dates. 

In 1816, due to the failure of Basel postal clerks, from time to time, to 
comply with Article XI of this April 14, 1724 treaty, France cancelled the treaty and 
demanded pre-payment to the French frontier (see 'The Franco-Swiss Postal Treaties of 
1828-29' by this writer in the December 1964 issue of the 'Helvetia News Letter.' 

The use of the handstamps we have discussed in this article was never 
resumed. 

It is difficult to remember every item 
• in one's collection. The best way to check 
* shades, varieties etc., is at home, by means 
• of my approval selections. 

* 
* 
* 
* 

* * 
These cover all issues, tete-beche and 	* 

• se-tenant , charity issues, etc. 	 * 
* If you are widening the scope of your 	* 
* collection, then you will be interested in 	* 
* selections of pre-stamp material,ai_rmail covers, * 
* Day-of-Stamp cards, First Day covers and so on. * 

Write 	 •now 	... 	to 	... 	... * 

* {J\\ 	 f 	* 
*J.S." R M ST RO 1 G . 

* * 14, Low Lane, Torrisholme, Morecambe 
Ti T\TC q 
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POSTMARK NEWS  

SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS 

4e Symposium international de television 
Montreux 24-29 mai 1965 - 
1820 Montreux 1,, 20 Apr. - 28 May 

150 Jahre Basler Mission - 4000 Basel 1 
Tell Freilichtspiele Interlaken 

3800 Interlaken to 28 Aug. 
Montreux septembre musical - 

1820 Montreux 1, until 11 Sept. 
Walliser Kantonal Schutzenfest 26.6 - 

5.7.65 Visp - 3900 Brig to 14 June 
Courses et Concourses hippiques Yverdon 

3 et 4 juillet 1965 - 1400 Yverdon 
to 3 July 

Fetes du Rhone 17-20 juin 1965, Gen6ve - 
1200 Geneva 1 until 19 June 

Pictorial tourist  slogan: 

Ferien in Weggis-Hertenstein 27 May - 
30 Sept. 

AUTOMOBILE CANCELS  

Auto 2 1000 Jahre Oberentfelden - 20 June 
" 3 Basler Mission - 18-20 June 

SPECIAL CANCELS 

9th International Labour Conference - 
to be held from 31st May to 24th June. 
Mail will receive the cancel 'Genhve - 
Conference internat. du travail'. 

There would seem to be good grounds 
for believing that a new edition of the 
long out-of-print Zumstein Postal Station-
ery Catalogue may be available before the 
end of this year. 

WHY 	NOT 	B U Y 	A T 

METVIBERSHIP  LIST  

The following additions, amendments, 
etc, should be noted: 

NEW  MEMBERS:  

BEAK, D.R., Christies, 19, Salt's Avenue, 
Loose, Maidstone, Kent. 

FRIEDLI, C.E. 2807, S.W. Moss Street, 
Portland, Oregon 97219,U.S.A, 

JONES, K.C., 1838, W.Octave St., Pasco, 
Washington 99310, U.S.A. 

LIX, Mrs. R.S., 35222, Mt. View Street, 
Yucaipa, Calif.92399,  U.S.A. 

CHANGES OF ADDRESS:  

AIRD, W.M., 'Cornerways', Orchard Gdns., 
Epsom, Surrey. 

REYMOND, A. 40, Basinghall Street, 
London, E.C.2. 

ROCKLEY, Major W.K + , USMC, MCTRC, 495, 
Summer St„Boston,Mass.02210. 

TAYLOR, Dr.F.H., 21, Oakland Avenue, 
Droitwich, Worcs. 

WERSCHKER, D.L. 17, Old Church Lane, 
Kingsbury, London, N.W.9. 

DELETED FOR NON  PAYMENT  OF DUES: 

ELLISS, W.J. 	 RICKETTS, R.H. 
LF,IGHTY, R.E. 	 THORSELL, C.W. 
MOCSARI, P. 	 WILSON, A.C. 

'NABRA'  MINIATURE SHEET  

The S.B.Z. quotes an unconfirmed 
report that one sheet of 25 of the 'NABRA' 
block (presumably the first printing) may 
have been printed without the dark blue 
grille cancellation, having accidently 
stuck to the previous sheet.  

STPV1PS OF 
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RARITIES 	... 	 WANT.-LISTS 

NEW ISSUES 
CATALOGUES 	 EUROPE 

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
SPECIALISED 

New editions in the course of 1965 

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG 

EXPERTISING DEPARTMENT 

---000--- 

Z U M S T E I N 	& 	C I E 
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.), 

P.O. Box 1291 
BERNE 2 

(Switzerland) 

We have recently compiled 
a list of some of our stock which is 
available and will be happy to supply 
this list to any member, free, on 
request. 

We are always willing to 
make up approvals to meet your own 
special requirements. 

Just drop us saline giving 
details of what you require, 

We also welcome Wants Lists. 

LFFDS Sifl VP 
CENTRE LTC . 

50, Great George Street, 

Leeds 1., Yorks. 
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SWITZ  -R^ r- \D 1882 1907 
PART II By: Dr. K. Strauss 

In the previous instalment we dealt with the 'Cross & Figurer issue and so 
far, the classification is comparatively simple, as the perforation throughout was 114. 
When, however, we turn to the second part of the issue, viz. the 'STANDING HELVETIA' 
issues from 20 c. to 3 Fr., the multitude of different perforations introduces an 
additional element of confusion. 	Here, then, is the 'Standing Helvetia' issue in 
greater detail: 

1882. 	First issue, 	Plain wove paper. 	Z. Nos. 66/72 CMk. I. 	Perf. llâ. 

50 c. blue 	 Zumstein A Fib. 

1 Fr, claret 
3 Fr. bistre-brown (issued in 1891) 

There were complaints from the public that the stamps did not separate 
easily and in response to numerous requests a new perforation was introduced: 

1888. Plain wove paper, 	CMk. I, 	Perf. 92 	Zumstein B  
The values are the same as above, with the exception of the 3 Fr. value 

which had not been issued at that time. 

As this perforation, however, proved even less suitable, it was soon discon- 
tinued and the postal authorities decided to experiment with yet another perforation 
gauge. Thus we get: 

1891. 	Plain  wove paper. 	CMk, I, Perf. 111  x 11 	Zumstein C 

20 c, orange 	 50 c. blue 
25 c. green 	 1 Fr, claret 
40 c. grey 	 and a new additional value in mid-1892: 

30 c, brown 

The next change took place when the Control Mark II was introduced: 

1894• Plain wove pater, 	CMk. II, Perf, 112 x 11 	Zumstein D 

The same values and colours as before (1891). 

In order to fall into line with the recommendations of the Universal Postal 
Union, the following changes in colour took place in 1899: 

25 c. from green to blue 
50 c. from blue to green 

In 1902 the 1 Fr, value changed its colour from claret to carmine, as the 
former shade turned out to be very unstable. 

Yet another attempt was made to cope with the vexed problem of the separation 
of the stamps, and a fourth perforation gauge was tried, viz: 

1901, 	Plain wove paper. 	CMk. II. 	Perf. 112 x 12 	Zmistein E  

20 c. orange 	 50 c. green 
25 c. blue 	 1 Fr, claret 
30 c, brown 	 3 Fr, bistre-brown 
40 c. grey 	 1 Fr. carmine (issued in 1903) 

20 c. orange  
25 c, green  
40 c. grey  



SOME PEOPLE like to collect the easy 
way; 

They look ahead and buy while 
they can get the material at a 

	

reasonable price 	 

IF the cap fits 	 

(Better have another look at our 
SPECIAL OFFERS LIST. There may 
still be some items unsold by 
the time this advertisement 
appears). 

P.T.S. 

B.P.A. H. L. KATCHER 	A.S.D.A. 

The Amateur Collector Ltd. 

151, Park Road, 	St. John's Wood. 
London, N.W.8. 

Telephone: JUNiper 0616 
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SWITZERLAND 1882 •- I907 - (Cönti uècl): -This issue was modified after its appearance and 
therefore, we meet the foIlowing , ohanges in the same year. 

1901. 	Plain wove paper, 	CMk, II, 	Perf, ll4 	Zumstein F  

3 Fr. bistre-brown, 	followed in 1904 by 
40 c, grey, in a slightly altered design (Fig, 7 ) 

With the introduction of the 'true' watemsrk in 1905 begins what we may 
second period of the 'Standing Helvetia' issue, viz: call the 

1.0 • 	Fi s, 2 6 & 8 	Plain wove 

  

er. 	Z.Nos.86 2. 	WMk,  Perf. 11 12--x 11  
Zumstein A 

•u • 

 

  

   

20 c. orange 	 50 c, green 
25 c. blue (Fig. 6) 	1 Fr. carmine 
30 c, brown 	 3 Fr, bistre-brown (1906) 
40 c. grey (Fig. 7) 	25 c. pale blue, in a slightly 

altered design(Fig.8) (1906) 

Soon, however, the perforation gauge was changed again for the two re-
designed values: 

	

1906. 	Figs, 6 &8. 	Granite a er. 	WMk. 	Perf. 113 	Zumstein B  

25 c. pale blue 	 40 c. grey 

and in 1907 the rest of the set was brought into line: 

	

1907. 	Fig. 5, 	Plain wove paper. 	Vi1I&, 	Perf, 112 x 12 	Zoinstein C 
20 c. orange 
50 c. green 

1 Fr. carmine 
3 Fr. bistre-brown 

The same year saw yet another innovation, viz. the introduction of the 
granite paper and with it, the third period: 

1907. 	Fi ,s, 5, 7 & 8. 	Granite paper. 	Z.Nos.94/100 	 112 x 12 
Zumstein A  

20 c, orange 
25 c. blue (Fig. 8) 
30 c, brown 
40 c, grey (Fig. 7) 

Another change in perforation 
printing yields a final short set: 

1.0 	Fibs. & 8. Granite •a•er. 	WMk 
Perf. 11- x 11. Zumstein B 

25 c. blue (Fig. 8) 
30 c. brown 
1 Fr. carmine 
3 Fr. bistre-brown 

The question naturally arises: 
What caused all these manifold changes? We 
can account for the alterations in colour: 
International agreement for some (5 c., 25 c. 
& 50 c.), expediency for others (15 c. and 
1 Fr.)because the original colours proved 
too indistinct or unstable. The changes in 
the Control Mark and paper are easily 
accounted for as well: Swiss constitutional 
changes (Control Mark I to II), endeavours 
at an improved technique of manufacture 
(true watermark) and various kinds of paper. 
The same probably applies to changes in 
design, when the values of 25 c, and 40 c. 
were re-drawn on steel plates instead of 
copper plates as hitherto employed. 

When we consider, however, those 
constant changes in perforations, it becomes 
doubtful whether the search for an improved 
method of perforation alone was responsible. 
I think it is more probable that chance 
played a certain role in the arrangement of 
the perforating machine and that only such 
definite changes, as those to 92 and back 

(Continued on Page 39) 

50 c. green 
1 Fr. carmine 
3 Fr. bistre-brown 

gauge for those values which required re- 

SOME PEOPLE like to 
collect the hard way: 

They wait until prices 
reach a point where 
they can ill afford to 
buy and then lament in 
the ashes and sack-
cloth fashion. 
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SWITZERLAND 1882 - 1907 Continued: 

again to 	x 11, were deliberate and pre-considered. The ct remains, however, 
that these changes took place and will have to be regarded as such. 

Ono final word with regard to the Control Marks I and II. It is not always 
easy to be certain as to which one of the two one is dealing with. In clearly post-
marked stamps the date will, of course, clinch the question; if the postmark is 
indistinct, or in the case of mint copies, it is necessary to measure the horizontal 
diameter of the ovals very carefully as the most obvious distinctive feature. Once 
one has gained sufficient experience, the eye becomes sufficiently well trained to 
distinguish between the two types: the arms of the cross in Type I are squares, 
whereas in Type II they are eblongs, 

In conclusion I append a list of all variations: 

'CROSS & FIGURE' TYPE 

Plain 
wove paper 

Granite Paper 

CNIk I CNfk I CNIk II Wilk 

Perf. 11= Perforation 11-- 

2 c. 
3 c. 

orange 
drab 

x 

>4
>1>4 	

>4 

5 c. 
5 c. 

marone 
green 

x >4 

10 c. red x 
12 c. blue x 
15 c. 
15 c. 

yellow 
marone 

x 

'STANDING HELVETIA' TYPE 

Plain Wove Per Granite Paper 

CMk I ' 	CNik II WMk WMk 

112 9?  11;--x11 11-11 114x12 113  111x11f 11 13.1x12 f 111x12 111x11 

20 c. orange 
25 c. green 
25 c. blue T.1. 
25 c. blue T.2. 
30 c. brown 
40 c. grey T.1. 
40 c. grey T.2. 
50 c, blue 
50 c. green 
1 Fr. claret 
1 Fr. carmine 
3 Fr. bistre 

X
 X

 	
X

 X
 k 

, 

k
 

X
 X

 	
X

 X
 

THE END 

APOLOGY  

In the rush of pre-
paring the June issue be-
fore going on holiday, it 
was omitted to mention 
that the figures given of 
postage due stamps issued 
were for LIECHTENSTEIN. 

COMING NEXT MONTH  .... 

The start of a new 
article dealing with the 
private railways of 
Switzerland and their 
T.P.O. -cancellat ons. 

MORE WARNINGS ON FORGERIES 

Warnings to collectors to beware of still more 
falsifications are given in the 'Schweizer Briefmarken 
Zeitung' for June. 	Recent discoveries are: 

(a) Pro Juventute 5 Rp. 1964.  Unlike the 10-40 Rp. 
values which include marginal names of the flowers, 

the 5 Rp. has no inscription, but examples have been 
found with 'Albert Anker, ladchenbildnis' added in the 
same colour as the stamps. It is emphasised that this 
is a private printing and not authorised by the P.T.T. 
(b) Forged overprints: 'SOCIETE DES NATIONS' on 3 Fr, 

and 10 Fr, high values (Mythen & Jungfrau designs) 
(c) 'SCHWEIZ. POSTMUSEUTMS BERN' postmark with a forged 

date has been found on the Pro Juventute Jubilee 
Miniature sheet of 1937. 



ST 1̂ vIF, of  
-R^FND 

We have recently compiled 
a list of some of our stock which is 
available and will be happy to supply 
this list to any members, free, on 
request. 

We are always willing to 
make up approvals to meet your own 
special requirements. 

Just drop us a line giving 
details of what you require. 

We also welcome Wants Lists 

STPMP CENTRE LTD 
50, Great George Street, 

LEEDS 1, Yorks. 
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POSTMARK 	NEWS : 

AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS: 

Auto 1 CHUR - 500 Jahre Stadt- and Zunft- 
freiheit - 18-19 June 

" 3 BASEL - gaehtturm Kongress - 
14-18 July 

TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS  
1890 ST. MAURICE - Abbaye de St. Maurice 

515 - 1965 - 21/6 - 31/12/65  
8808 PFUFIKON (SZ) - Tausendjahrfeier  

27-29 August 1965 - 23J7-28/8  
3825 MREN - Internat. Alpine Ballon- 

sportwoche - 23/7 - 29/8  

SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS  
Btfa 7-11 Sept. 1965 - BÜrofach-Ausstellung 

Zurich - Zurich 1 to 10 Sept, 
Spectacle 1 Son et Lumiere 1  Sion - 

1950 Sion 15/7 - 30J9  
Altdorfer Tellspiele Juli - September - 

6460 Altdore to 5 Sept. '65 
Internat. Musikfestwochen Luzern - 

14 Aug  - 9 Sept ,  1965 - 
6000 Lucern 16 July - 8 Sept. 

St. Gallen Modestadt Int. Pferdesporttage 
27/29 Aug.1965 - 9000 St.Gallen 

16 July - 28 Aug, 
Concurs hippique national Tramelan 

30-31.VII & ler VIII 1965 - 
2500 Biel/Bienne, 2800 Delemont. 

Pictorial  Slogan Cancel  

KLOSTERS - 1250 MUM - Sommer- and Winter- 
kurort - from 1/7/65  

ZJMSTFIN.  
IMPORTANT PRELIMINARY  

ANNOUNCEMENT  

The long awaited Vth Edition of the  

ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUE OF SWISS POSTAL  

STATIONERY  

will be published on August 24th.  

On the same date the following  
will also be issued:  

ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUE EUROPE 1966  
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN (Pocket Ed.)  

THE SPECIALISED CATALOGUE:  
SuiIITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1966, with  

its detailed notes on varieties etc.,  
will be published later in the year.  

Further details regarding prices  
etc. will follow shortly.  

ZUMSTEIN & CIE  
(Propr. Hertsch & Co.)  

P.O. Box 1291,  

B E R N - - - Switzerland,  

SPECIAL 	CANCELLATION  

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT & COMMUNICATIONS  
EXHIBITION  - MUNICH:  During the exhibit-
ion, 25 June - 3 Oct., there will be two  
Swiss PTT pavilions. At the first only  
German stamps will be used, with a special  

cancel: 1MÜNCHEN - 25.6 - 3.10 - Inter-
nationale Verkehrsausstellung IVA 1  and  
incorporating the Swiss PTT symbol. At  
the second all Swiss stamps currently on  
sale at the Philatelic Bureaux in Switzer  

-land will be available and a special  
cancel used: 'MÜNCHEN - IVA - SCHWEIZ.  
PTT BETRIEBE - 25.6 - 3.10.1965 1 . Such  
items, however, if posted in letter boxes  
will be regarded by the German authorities  
as unfranked and taxed accordingly.  

MATTERHORN JUBILEE:  In connection with  
the climbing centenary, a special cancel  
was used on July 14th depicting the  
Matterhorn, with the inscription: 1 3920  
ZERMATT - 14.7.65 - 1865 MATTERHORN 1965 1 .  

XXVIII INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE  ON PUBLIC  
INSTRUCTION: Held from 12 - 23 July in  
the Palais Wilson Geneva. The special  
cancel reads: 1 1211 GENEVE - Conference  
internat. instruction publique 1 ,  

NATIONAL FETE DAY AT  THE RUTLI:  A special  
pictorial cancellation will be in use on  
1st August only: 1 6441 RiTLI 1.8.65 - 
Bundesfeier an historischer Stattet.  

NATIONAL PHILATELIC EXHIBITION, BERN - 
1 NABRA 1965 1 :  During the period of the  
Exhibition, 27 Aug - 5 Sept., a special  
cancel will be used which depicts the  
seated figure of Helvetia (as on the  
Strubeli) and inscriptions 'NABRAI - 
BERN - 1965 1 .  
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THE SMPLLmPNDSCPPES 	.U  ISSUES 
by A. GULLIS 

(From the Notes accompanying a Study of this Issue by the Yorkshire Group of Helvetia) 

Up to 1934 the only Swiss stamps bearing designs based on landscapes were 
the high values of 1914 and 1928, and these were of the larger format, 35 x 21 mm. 

During 1934, however, a new issue of definitives appeared in the smaller 
format of 17 x 21 mm., covering the lower postal rates. This proved to be the 
first issue of 'Small Landscapes', consisting of seven values in all, The 
designer responsible was Eugen Jordi and the various values and view are: 

3 c. Olive green 
5 c. Green 

10 c, Violet 
15 c. Orange 
20 c, Scarlet 
25 c, Brown 
30 c. Ultramarine 

Staubbach Falls, Lauterbrunnen Valley 
Mount Pilatus 
Chillon Castle 
Rhone Glacier 
The St. Gotthard Railway 
Viamala Gorge 
Rhine Falls at Schaffhausen 

The value figures were not placed in a constant position on all the stamps, 
as may be seen on examination, but were superimposed over the design at some 
position adjacent to the right or left hand frame lines. The word 'Helvetia' 
appears contained in a rectangular box at the base of the design, 

A rather significant fact about these first 'Landscapes' is that they were 
the last definitives to be printed on watermarked paper, the watermark being the 
familiar large cross. The paper was also grilled, On the other hand they were 
the first stamps to be printed by the P.T.T. Postage Stamp Printing Works, and the 
printing process involved was that of typography. 

During 1936 a further definitive issue of 'Small Landscapes' replaced that 
of 1934, and this time the number of stamps was increased to nine, values of 35 c. 
and 40 c, being added. 

In this instance the engraving was carried out by Karl Bickel, using the 
same basic designs -but creating a finer image. The main differing feature between 
this and the previous issue is that the value figure in all cases is in the bottom 
left hand corner and the work 'Helvetia', occupying the remainder of the space 
adjacent to the bottom frame-line, is this time also superimposed on the scenic 
design. 

The colours also were basically the same as before except for the 
10 c., which previously was violet, whereas it now appeared in bright purple, 

For the two extra stamps a view of Mt. Neufalkenstein and Klus was chosen 
for the 35 c, value and printed in green, while the 40 c. in blue, shows the Alpine 
Lake at the foot of Mount Saentis. 

With this second issue, which incidentally was recess printed, there 
appeared a paper variation. Printings were made on both ordinary white paper from 
the Biberist paper mill and also on grilled paper, but from the Sihl paper mill. 

After a while the plates for the 10 c. and 20 c. wore redrawn and print-
ings were once again made on the two papers. In the case of the 10 c. one can 
distinguish the two plates by comparing the '0' of 1 10t, The centre of that pro-
duced during the first printing contained only vertical shading lines, whereas 
these are crossed by two extra lines at an approximate angle of 45 0  on the later 
plate, 

The differing plate features in the case of the 20 c, are: larger posts 
by the roadside, all lines are heavier, and the position of the catenary supporting 
post point is different relative the lines of shading under the single arch bridge. 

A completely redesigned 20 c, value was issued during 1938, the St. 
Gotthard railway being superseded by a view across Lake Lugano, with San Salvatore 
in the background, In the foreground is part of the village of Morcote, As 
before the two papers, plain and grilled, were used. 

After a further year the 10 c. purple was changed to dark broom, and a 
further plate change was made. This time, as for the 10 c, purple, a variation 
appeared in the centre of the '0' in the value. This time one of the extra 
shading lines introduced previously was removed, thus leaving only one, 

Three more years elapsed before any further changes were made, and then 
this was only a change in shade. In 1942 the 10 c. dark brown became orange-brown, 
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THE SMALL LANDSCAPE STAMPS  (Continued)  

with a shade variation ofcbep orange-
brown.  

The final issue in this series  
came in 1948, with the appearance of six 
values: 5, 10, 20, 25, 30 & 40 centimes. 
All but the 25 c. were of the same designs 
as previously, with merely a change in 
colour. 

The 5, 10 & 20 c.nwere now brown,  
green and orange-brown respectively. The  
30 & 40 c. values were greenish-blue and  
blue, while replacing the Viamala Gorge  
on the 25 c. was typical scenery in the  
Swiss National Park.  

As with the main issue of 1936,  
the odd values that appeared at intervals 
afterwards were printed on both ordinary 
white paper and grilled paper until 1942, 
when only ordinary paper was used for the 
10 c, orange-brown. 

Several values were produced on 
a thin transparent oily paper, there being 
eight instances in all, spread over the 
period 1936 to 1948. A further paper 
variety appeared with the issue of the 
10 c. dark brown in 1939. Two thicknesses 
of paper are recorded, being listecLas 
'ordinary paper' and 'thick ordinary 
paper,'. However, the writer, after much 
searching, and with the aid of a micrometer 
gauge, measured three distinct thicknesses 
of paper. The thickest proved to be 
.0045", while the thinnest of all was 
. 0035"• In between came a paper measuring 
.0040". Even with the small difference of 
.0005" it is possible to sort them by feel 
quite:easily. 

Regarding the numbers printed, 
the greatest number of any one stamp in 
the 'Small Landscape' series was 
1,002,642,000 of the 20 c. red, 1938 (Lake 
Lugano with San Salvatore), 

■ --000---  

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

DON'T NEGLECT YOUR STAMPS 
during the summer months .... this 
may be disastrous, as stocks become 
lower and prices higher. 

Check any blank spaces and fill 
them NOW. 

Plan a collecting programme for 
the autumn and decide on new side-lines 
which will provide interest and fresh 
stimulus. 

Then, while the choice remains 
wide, send for approval selections to 

^RMST'R 

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,  
M 0 R E C A M B E,  

Lancs.  

     

NEWS 	FROM 	BERN  

'N A B R A' 	EXHIBITION  

Visitors who may be holidaying in  
ritzerland during the period covering 27th  

August to 5th September, should endeavour to  
visit Bern and the forthcoming philatelic  
exhibition, where in some 2,000 frames  
from 220 exhibitors, will be seen the cream  
of collections from all parts of the world,  

Somewhat naturally pride of place is  
given to the exhibits of Swiss stamps, par-
ticularly of the era 1843-1900, as well as  
postal history exhibits from earlier days.  
Also worthy of mention is an outstanding  
collection of Telegraph and Hotel Post  
stamps, while 20 exhibits alone are devoted  

to Switzerland's neighbour, Liechtenstein.  

The special stamp and miniature sheet,  
(reproduction of the 'Strube]) design),  
commemorative cover and use of a special  
cancellation, will be available to mark  
this occasion, which is sponsored by the  
Swiss Philatelic Association, founded on  
26 October 1890, and which now has some 100  
sections and a membership of over 12,000.  

Sales of the 'NABRA' miniature sheet  
were resumed at all post offices in Switzer-
land on June 14th,  

While in Bern do not neglect also to  
visit the POSTAL MUSEUM, where the visitor  
will be well rewarded by seeing not only  
the permanent exhibition of fascinating  
items connected with the post, but also a  
special display of ZEPPELIN POST ITEMS,  
loaned by courtesy of Dr. E. Bosch of  
Zollikon.  

'AUSHILFSSTEMPEL' 
 

TEMPORARY CANCELS  

Interest has been expressed from time  
to time in the oblong box type cancels  
with rounded corners, approx, size 52 x 21  
mm., bearing place name and date.  

In the S.B.Z. of June 1965, Herr  
Wolfgang Held of Mannheimerstr. 114,  
D-75 Karlsruhe (Germany) makes the follow-
ing comments:  

The cancels are employed when the  

normal circular canceller has been damaged  
or become unusable. These temporary  
cancels are used only for very short per-
iods, as a rule only a few days, being  
replaced by the normal cancel as soon as  
possible.  

It has been noted that the name is  
changeable, enabling it to be used in  
various places and this has given rise to  
its being termed a 'Wanderstempel' -  
'Roving cancel' might be a suitable tran4  
lation. They should not be confused with  
the smaller cancels of similar shape used  
by the Swiss railways or for parcel post.  

The writer has traced the earliest  
example of this type of temporary cancel  
back to 1920, but would be grateful for  
the assistance of collectors in confirming  
this or giving details of earlier examples  
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19TH YEAR  

T.RO, POSTVARKS OF THE  
DRIVATE RAILWAYS or-SWITZERLAND  

BY A. YATES  

The birth of the railway era in Switzerland began in 1847 with the opening of the  
Northern Railway - later to become the North-Eastern Railway - which ran first between  

Zurich and Baden and then extended to St. Gallen and Chur, the latter in conjunction  
with the Rhaetische Bahn (Rhaetian Railway).  

With the growth of the railway system there was a decline in the coach services,  
which had formerly also carried mail, and in 1852 the Swiss Parliament decreed that the  
railway companies, then privately owned, should carry mail free of charge to the Post  
Office, but this was not done very efficiently and in 1857 the Post Office signed an  
agreement with the N.E. Railway for the running of special post-office wagons on the  
Zurich-Brugg line, and` subsequently on other lines. The service continued to be run  
very desultorily and in 1861 the Government warned the railway companies that unless it  
was run more expeditiously licences to the companies might be withdrawn. Although some  
improvement resulted the position was still far from satisfactory and in 1866 the Govern-
ment acquired, on behalf of the Post Office, the existing 24 postal wagons and empowered  

the Post Office to acquire more, so that the sorting of mail could be carried out on the  
trains, These became the first of the Swiss railway travelling post offices. At first  
only letters were carried, but from 1865 parcels were also included.  

The first post office handstamps were issued soon after 1857 amd for the next 6  
years the normal cancel was either 'Schweiz. Bahnpost' or just 'Bahnpost', with in some  
cases the name of the railway or the terminal points. In most of these early T.P.O.  
cancels, which are fairlyplentiful on letters franked with the 'Sitting Helvetia' pert'.  
stamps, will be found the letter 'Z' for 'Zug' (train) and a number, e.g. Z.4, indicat-
ing the train number, in addition to the date. These railway cancels are mainly to be  
found on the reverse side of the covers and so are sometimes overlooked. By the 1860's  
the railways in Western Switzerland, particularly those radiating from Geneva, had been  

brought into line, In this French-speaking area the 'Z' was replaced by 'T' (train) and  
the inclusion of 'A' or 'Amb' for 'Ambulant'. A variation is 'Ambulant circulaire',  
used between 1860 and 1880 on circuitous routes. For Italian speaking areas 'Ambulante'  
is used. Double circle postmarks, with or without a bridge in the centre, came into use  
about 1862.  

The total railway system covers approx. 3536 route miles, of which nowadays the  
Swiss Federal Railways (Schweizer Bundesbahnen - S.B.B.) own a little more than half,  
i.e. 1826 miles. The remainder of the system, constituting a further 1810 miles, is  
still managed by some 173 privately owned companies and city authorities, in close coll-
aboration with the S.B.B., and including such subsidiaries as rack and pinion sections,  
rope-worked funiculars and even one or two tramways, some of which include the forward-
ing of mail among their duties,  

From the point of view of forming a collection of T.P.O. cancels, particularly the  
more modern ones, it is these private lines which provide the greatest scope. A few  
pages of these postmarks, together with the inclusion of some notes and a sketch of the  
route, gives an added -interest. The purpose of this article, therefore, is to provide  
just this information in relation to some of these railways.  

(Continued overleaf)  
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T.P.O. POSTMARKS OF.THE PRIVATE RAILWAYS OF SWITZERLAND  (Contd.) 

(1)BERNER OBERLAND BAHv  

The Bernese Oberland Railways running south 
from Interlaken through the valleys of the Black 
and White Ltltschine Rivers, were put into operat-
ion in 1890. The locomotives were steam-driven 
until 1914 when the line was electrified. They 
form an economically important link between Inter. 
-laken and the two valley communities of Lauter-
brunnen and Grind Wald. 

From ti Tilderswil.they connect with the 
Schynige Platte Railway and from Lauterbrunnen & 
Grindelwald there are connections to the highest 
regions of the Bernese Oberland, including the 
world-famous Jungfrau Railway, the highest in 
Europe. 

T.P.O, services operating on these lines use postmarks reading: INTERLAKEN-
GRINDELWALD BAHNPOST and INTERLAKEN-LAUTERBRUNNEN BAHNPOST. 

(2)LUCERNE-ENGELBERG RAILWAY STANSSTAD-ENGELBERG.BAHN (S.E.B.) 

Until December 1964 the route from Lucerne to Engelberg was by lake steamer from 
Lucerne to Stansstad, changing at Stansstad pier to the green and cream trains of the 
Stansstad-Engelberg Railway. The trains run by ordinary adhesion through the valley of 
the Engelberger Aa as far as Obermatt, where the gradient steepens to 1 in 4 and a small 
electric locomotive equipped for rack and pinion working is attached to the back of the 
train to push it up to Engelberg. 

The construction of the new bridge acr:..ss the opening between 
the lakes of Lucerne and Alpnach and the inauguration in December 
1964 of the new connection between the Swiss Federal Brunig line at 
Hergiswil and Stansstad has now enabled a through route to be oper-
ated between Lucerne and Engelberg. 

T.P,O. Services on this route use a postmark reading LUZERN-
ENGELBERG-LUZERN BAHNPOST. 

(3)LIESTAL-WALDENBURG RAILWAY  - WALDENBURGERBAHN (W.B.)  

The Waldenburgerbahn, opened in 1880 and which runs between the manufacturing town 
of Liestal and Waldenburg in the Canton of Basel, a distance of 19 kilometres, is partie 
-ularly interesting as it is the smallest narrow gauge railway in Switzerland(2ft. 52'). 

Like most of the Swiss Railways this line 
is electrified and one of the original steam 
locomotives, No.6, in black and green livery, 
is now preserved in the entrance hall to the 
railway section of the Swiss Institute of 
Transport and Communications in Lucerne. 

Two different types of T.P,O, postmark are 
used on this route, both reading LIESTAL-WALDENBURG BAHNPOST. 

(4)MONTREUX-OBERLAND-BERNOIS RAILWAY  (M.O.B.) 
This metre-gauge line serves the routes 

from Montreux to Zweisinunen, with a branch 
line, 8 miles long, to the mountain-locked 
village of Lenk. It provides an important 
link in the 'Golden Pass' route, Montreux-
Interlaken-Lucerne. The M.O.B. railway has 
the distinction of reaching a higher altitude 
than its counterpart, the Brunig line, solely 
by adhesion traction,. Many miles are inclined 
at 1 in 14 and between Montreux and Zweisimmen 
there are 8 reversals of direction in the 39 
mile run. 

T.P.O. services on this line use postmarks reading: AMBULANT MONTRE7X-ZWEISIMMEN and'. 
ZWEISIMMEN-LENK-ZWEISIMMEV BAHNPOST. 

(To be continued) 
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Editorts  SWISS HOLIDAY - 1853 
Note ., : August is the great holiday month when we try to relax before recommencing 
our pet hobbies with the autumn. As a change from serious philately some of you might 
be interested in a charming letter which came into the possession of Mr, J.R. Simpson, 
an American member, who sent it to us. It is dated: 15th September 1853, and is from 
an English father to his young daughter, Miss Emma Hughes of 5, York Gate, Regents Park, 
London 	' 	 

My dear daughter, 
If looking at a beautiful waterfall would assist me in writing a 

pleasant letter this ought to be most amusing for Mamma and I are now sitting in the 
Garden of the Hotel Weber exactly before the Falls of the Rhine 
at Schaffhausen. I understand you have been lately reading the 
life of Win. Tell and as we have been visiting that part of 
Switzerland where he distinguished himself, you may like to 
hear of the Scenes of his Exploits which are hallowed in the 
memories of the Swiss 	 On approaching Altdorf from St. 
Gotthard, you will see on the right a small village called 
Burglen. There Tell was born and just before you enter Altdorf 
is a small Stream in which he is said to have lot his life in 
attempting to save a child who had been carried away by an 
inundation. The lime tree to which Martin Tell was tied and on which Gessler is said to 
have placed his cap no longer exists; but a fountain has been erected on the spot, and 

another where Tell stood when he shot the apple from his sonts head. 
Now these fountains being 200 feet apart, it is considered that Tell 
must have been a capital marksman to hit with a crossbow at such a 
distance. Altdorf is a poor place about 20 min. ride from the Lake of 
Lucerne which in this Country is always called the lake of the 4 Cantons 
because it washes the shores of Uri, Schwytz, 
Unterwalden & Lucerne. It is very beautiful and 
surrounded with mountains and rocks 	We went 

on board the steamer at Flulen ,... Shortly after which a little 
chapel is seen on the right - this is a favourite way with the 
Swiss when they wish to perpetuate the memory of any event, they 

erect a monument of that kind - it was here 
that Tell jumped ashore and escaped while 
he was being carried a prisoner to Kussnacht . 

A storm having sprung up on the lake his 
chains were removed that he might steer the vessel and he dexter- 
iously and most properly steered the boat so close to the Land that 
he was able to jump ashore and make his escape into the mountains 
where even now it would be difficult to follow a mouxtaineer. The 
whole course of the lake is equally beautiful but in one part of 

the lake are two projecting points called noses. The idea of a lake having two noses 
is odd enough and these two noses seem as if they touched one another .... however on 
approaching them they gradually open and turn out to be a mile and a half from each other. 
At Lucerne is a beautiful monument in commemoration of the Swiss Guard who 
were killed at Paris in the French Revolution in 1792 in defending Louis 
the 16 and his family from an exasperated populace. It is from a design 
by Thorwaldsen ... It represents a lion in the agony of death pierced by 
an arrow and still holding onto a shield bearing the Fleur-de-Lys which he 
is endeavouring to protect, It is a colossal piece of sculpture cut out 
on the face of a solid rock and though we saw many models and drawings 
of it, none gave any idea of the original .., as is often the case with 
works of genius it is found so difficult to copy the inspiration of the 
Artist .., But almost as great a curiosity is one of the Swiss Guard him- 
self who still exists and is very glad to give any explanation that may be desired, I 
had a little chat with him about the event. He told me that the only surviving officer 
of the Guard died last week .,. 26 officers and 700 men were killed and 16 officers and 
about 300 men were spared by the kindness of friends... I thought they had alt been killed. 

Suppose we have a little talk now about 
the Alps and the flowers. I thought that an Alp 
meant a high mountain but it means high pasturage 

and the alps are divided into the High Alps 
which are always covered with snow and the Lower 
Alps. On all of them are large pastures where 
thousands of cattle, cows and goats are fed. I 
cannot account for the beauty and variety of the 
flowers, It may be that the vermin cannot endure 
the cold, that the air is very pure and that the 
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A SWISS HOLIDAY IN 1853  (Cont.) 

roots of the flowers are kept warm during the long winter by the snow. One of the 
prettiest is certainly the Rose des Alpes, The Gentianella is abundant, you cannot help 
admiring the dark blue bright flower, The Flower of Parnassus , is abundant as the Butter 
-cup in some places and very like it only white. There are some pretty Geraniums, and, 
at the falls of Staudek the auricula was growing in great quantities. The barberry 
grows luxurious and strawberries, raspberries and blackberries. Our guide gathered some 
bright red berries which were very good to eat which he said were called 'yeux du coq', 

Lucerne is surrounded by mountains and in the neighbourhood is one called the Righi, 
which most travellers ascend for the purpose of, seeing the sunset and rise though the 
great majority are disappointed in one or the other if not both. Your Mama however, had 
become so enamoured of mountain climbing that she expressed a strong desire to try her 
fortune and we determined to make the attempt in charge of Christian, our guide. We went 
from Lucerne to Kussnacht by the boat from 
whence your Mamma rode up the mountain. Not far from Kuss-
nacht is another little chapel ... it marks a deed which you 
will not consider much to the credit of W.T. ,.# the spot 
where Tell waylaid and shot Gessler. The Righi is a mountain 
of no great elevation compared with the snowy Alps but still 
it is higher than any we can boast about in our little island 
and from standing by itself it commands a beautiful view. It 
was a del ious day and we enjoyed the journey extremely. On arriving at the Summit we 
had a view of the whole chain of the Alps which was magnificent ... as well as numerous 
other mountains and Lakes, The Lakes of Lucerne and Zug appear so close beneath the. 
mountain that you might jump into them. It was clear at the top for about z an hour 
when some enormous clouds settled upon it and we could see no more, At 7 o'clock eighty 

persons sat down to dinner and every one went early to bed trusting for 
better weather in the morning, I was in a delicious sleep when before 
5 o } clock I heard a furious noise from an Alpine Horn which is always 
blown to give notice that the Sun is going to rise, I looked out of the 
window, saw nothing but mist, and determined to resume my slumbers 
but the Horn was blown again; and again; .., such a clatter arose in 
all directions and the whole affair was so laughable that it was imposs- 
ible to do otherwise than follow the fashion and in about 4  of an hour I 
believe every person in the Hotel was on foot watching for the appear- 
ance of the Sun ... one gentleman with a blanket round, him ... 3 enthus- 
iastic old ladies who were carried and every one of the party muffled up_ 
to the throat, I went without your Mamma hoping she would have remained 
in bed but she could not resist the contagion .. and now for what we saw, 

After a short time the mist in the East began to disappear 	long bright lines of 
green and red and gold made their appearance and spread abroad but except where the Sun 
was rising the tops of the Alps and the spot on which we stood there was a sea of white 
downy clouds which hid every object from view, At last the rays of the Sun threw a 
purple gleam on the sea of clouds beneath and shortly afterwards one little bright point 
shone forth from between the tips of 2 mountains like a brilliant which quite dazzled 
the eyes. At last the whol_ orb of the Sun rejoicing to run his course seemed to jump 
above the Horizon and we were expecting he would tinge the entire chain of the Alps with 
his glorious rays when almost in a moment we were enveloped in clouds, The beautiful 
vision which had lasted about hour suddenly disappeared and we saw no more. We re-
turned to the Hotel forthwith and as soon as we had drunk a cup of milk Mamma was on her 
horse and we were not out of the Clouds again until we were halfway down the mountain... 
I've come down from the Righi by Goldau and Arth, went by Steamboat from Arth to Zug, 
from there to Zurich and arrived here yesterday ... tomorrow morning we intend to set 
off to Freiburg on our way home. I hope you have all been very well and very happy 
since we left you ... Mamma unites with me in love to all and Believe me, My dear, Your 
affectionate Papa, 	 WARP HUGHES. 

Details of cover: Fee marked in red "65"; marked 'Affranchie'; 3 Swiss cancellations 
in black: circular 'SCHAFFHAUSEN' dated 16.9.18533 small oval 'PD'; small circular 
'Basel'; 2 British arrival cachets in red. 

(Note: From the above it would appear that Swiss holidays have changed very little in 
over 100 years. Transport may be faster, but the same idyllic. scenery con-
tinues to enchant the modern traveller, as it has always done. Ed.) 
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NEW ISSUES FROM LIECHTENSTEIN 

The following will be issued on 31st 
August: 

ARMORIAL SHIELD STAMPS  

Schellenberg - black, 
blue 'on chamois 
Gutenberg - black; red, 
gold on pale olive 
Frauenberg - black, gold, 
on lt. brown 
Ramschwag - black, red, 
silver on lt. grey . 

from the originals 
33,5 mm, (25 x 30 pm.) 

50 Rp. Germanic ornament on a belt buckle 
from a tomb in Eschen (A.D.600) - 
blue, sepia and light grey 

Designer:  George Malin, Mauren 
Stamp size:  36 x 26 mm. (33 x 23 mm.) 

Printers:  Both - Courvoisier S,A. 

Papers Both - white with red& green fibres 

Sheets:4 (Nos.l-4) each of 20 stamps 

PHILATELIC PROGRAMMES BY THE SWISS 
BROADCASTING CORPORATION 

The following letter has just been 
received and _will be of interest: 

"Thank you for your letter of July 
15th and the enclosed 'News Letters'. 

"I note the reference to our Stamp 
Contest. You may like to know that, as 
mentioned in our broadcast of July 4th, 
the majority of the entries came from 
Britain, and seven of the thirteen 
prizes including the first & second,went 
to British listeners. 

"It would appear that many of your 
members have a general interest in 
Switzerland, and might like to tune into 
our regular programmes, We would cer-
tainly be happy to send the programme 
schedule to any member who writes to us, 
I am sending a few copies under separ-
ate cover. 

Yours sincerely, 
S.B.C. European & Overseas Service 
English Language Broadcasts. 

P, L. Lewis 

Giacomettistrasse 1, Berne, Switzerland" 

20 Rp. Lords of 
gold and 

30 Rp. Lords of 
silver & 

80 Rp, Lords of 
and blue 

1 Fr. Lords of 
gold and 

Designs:  Taken 
Stamp size:  28 x 

' EUROPA' STAMP  

SUCCESSES AT 'W I P Al  

Our heartiest congratulations to Dr. 
K. Strauss who won a Silver-gilt award 
for a wonderfully varied Swiss entry, 
which included a range of letters from 
Stans to Zurich used in 1852 and bearing 
Rayon II bisects (1 + 2  used as 15 Rp, 
franking). 

Also to our indefatiguable member, 
Mr, L. Moore of Leeds, who secured two 
bronze awards, one for his display of the 
Maggiore-Como Lake Posts (part of which 
some of us were lucky enough to see at 
the Seymour Hall in London earlier this 
year) and one in the Literature Class for 
the reprint brochure. 

Whatever your requirements in Swiss 
Stamps I can supply or submit material on 
approval. Try me for. ... 

J. - Jubilee stamps; Joined pairs 

S. - Strubelis 

A 	- Airmail stamps and covers 

R 	- Retouches 

M 	- Miniature sheets 

S - Sitting & Standing Helvetia 

T 	- Tete-beche 

R 	- Rayons 

0 	- Out-of-the-way items 

N - New issues 

G - Good quality material at 
competitive prices 

Send tot 14 Low Lane, Torrisholme 
MORECAMBE, Lanes, 

MEMBERSHIP 	LIST  

The following additions, amendments 
etc. should be noted: 

NEW MEMBERS 
GOLDSMITH, N., 4331, Beaconsfield Ave., 

Montreal 28, Quebec, Canada, 
HALL, V,W., Linden House, College Rd., 

Bath, 
PEARCY, F.W., 5, St, Ann's Court, 

Nizell's Avenue, Hove 2, Sussex. 
STUDER, P.R., 715, Berl 1 Court, 	-- 

Ontario, Calif. 91762, U.S.A. 
VOIZEY, A.E., 7, Cornwall Gardens, 

'Cliftonville, Margate, Kent, 

CHANGES OP ADDRESS  
KATZ, B., 1548, Roscomare Road, Los 

Angeles, Calif. 90024, U,S.A, 
ROSENTHAL, F,J,, 4321, Kentbury Drive, 

Bethseda, Maryland 20014, U.S.A. 

REINSTATED  
ELLIS, W.J. 	THORSELL, C.V. 

SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS  

Comptoir de Martigny du 25 sept, au 
3 oct, 1965. 	1920 Martigny to 2 Oct. 

WEGA Gewerbe- and Landwirtschaft- 
ausstellung Weinfelden 2-5 Okt. 1965 

8570 Weinfelden to 4 Oct. 
Ztispa 16. Z{lrcher Herbstschau 23 Sept. 
bis 3 Okt, 1965 Zurich 16/8 - 20 

OHA Oberltndische Herbstausstellung 
2-12 Sept, 1965 3600 Thun to 11 Sept. 

1865-1965 Davos 100 Jahre Fremdenort 
7270 Davos Platz on alt. days 

Basler Freilichtspiele 1965 16-31 August 
Das Kithchen von Heilbron 4000 Basel 

to 30 Aug. 
Braderie fete de la montre 4/5 Sept. 

1965 La Chaux-de-Fonds to 4. _Sept. 



The long awaited Vth Edition of the 

ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUE OF  SWISS POSTAL 
STATIONERY  

Will be published on August 24th. 
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LONDON GROUP:  Hon.Sec:Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley 

Owing to holidays the new programme 
is not quite complete and will be publish-
ed in our next 'News Letter'. 

Meanwhile Members should note that 
the first Autumn meeting will be on 

WEDNESDAY, 13TH OCTOBER 

at the Kingsway Hall, Kingsway, London 
W.C.2. (Room 31) at 6.30 p.m., when the 
subject for the evening will be 

TELL BOY & TELL ISSUES - 
Joint display by all members 

We hope to see a good attendance of 
old friends and will be particularly 
pleased to meet new members in the London 
area. 

RECENT AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS: 

Auto 1 Bern, Bundesfeier 
" 3 Zurich, Bundesfeier 

St, Gallen, Internationale 
Pferdesporttage 27.29.8. 

1 1874 Champéry, Congres de l'Inter-
national Stamp Centenary 
Association (ISCA) 	29 Aug. 
Gelterkinden - Norwestschweizer-
isches Landesschiessen 27/8-5/9 

TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS 

3076 WORB 1 (from 29 July 1965) 
9445 REBSTEIN - St.Galler Rheintal 

(from 16 Aug. 1965) 

YORKS/LANCS GROUP:  Hon,Sec.R,A. Hoyle, 
6, Limes Ave „Huddersfield Rd.,Halifax. 

Below is the programme for the Autumn 
session of our Northern Group; 

1965,  
Wed. Sept. 22 Visit to ROTHERHAM P.S. 
Sat. Oct. 2 MOBILE P.O's. & POSTAL COACH 

ROUTES - H.W. Robertshaw 
Sat, Nov. 6 CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY 
Sat. Dec. 	4 LABELS (P.O. ISSUES) - 

J.N. Highsted 
1966  
Sat. Jan. 1 GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL MAIL - 

Joint Study 
Sat. Feb. 	5 'STRUBELI' - L. Moore 
Sat. March 5 Competition for the HIGHSTED 

CUP 
Sat. April 2 LARGE LANDSCAPES - R.A.Hoyle 
Sat. May 	7 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
Sat, May 21 Yorkshire Phil,Association 

CONVENTION 

The Officers for the coming session 
are: 

Chairman: 
	

Mr, A. Gullis 
Vice-Chairman: 
	Mr$J.N.Highsted 

Hon. Secretary: 
	

Mr,R,A,Hoyle 
Hon.Treasurer: 
	

M±.J.A.Eastwood 
Hon. Librarian: 
	Mr,H,W,Robertshaw 

Hon.Pkt.Supt: 
	

Mr, I. Gilchrist 
Press Relations: 
	

Mr,L.Moore 
Hon. Translators: 
	Mr,L.Moore and 

Mr,U.J.F.Gosling 
Hon.Soc.Secretaries: 
	

Miss R.N.Solly & 
Miss N,Chatburn 

Y.P.A. Delegate: 
	

Mr. R.C.Tyreman 
Delegate to Congress: 
	

Miss R.N.Solly 

A STAMP  NORTH  WATCHING  ... 
The now obsolete Fr.2.20 definitive - 

Einsiedeln Abbey 

n 

On the same date the following 
will also be issued: 

ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUE EUROPE 1966. 
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN(Pocket Edn.) 

THE SPECIALISED CATALOGUE 
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1966, with 
its detailed notes on varieties, etc. 
and complete revision of prices will 
be published later in the year. 

ZUMSTEIN & 	CIE 
(Propr. Hertsoh & Co.) 

P.O. Box 1291) 

STAMPS 01 1, 
SWITZERLAND 

We have recently compiled 
a list of some of our stock which is 
available and will be happy to supply 
this list to any members, free, on 
request. 

We are always willing to make 
up approvals to meet your own 
special requirements. 

Just drop us a line giving 
details of what you require, 

We also welagme Wants Lists. 

l e-60S 
STPMP .CENT ,RE LID 

50 Great George Street, 
TRFDS  1, Yorks. 
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PRESIDENT: 	 Edward H. SPIRO 

Hon. Treasurer: 

MR. A.J. HARDING, f  
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19TH YEAR 

T.PO. OSTMPRKS OF THE 
PRIVPTE RPILWPYS OF SWLTZELPND 

by A. YATES 	 Part II. 

Continuing with details of the railway systems and cancellations in use: 

(5) LUGANO-PONTE TRESA RAILWAY  - FERROVIA  LUGANESE  

Across the road from the Swiss Federal Railway in Lugano is the subsidiary 
station from which start the trains of the narrow-gauge Lugano-Ponte Tresa railway, 
opened in 1912 and 72 miles long. The smart new blue and white PTT coach attached 
to the trains on this route to the frontier town of Ponte Tresa, provides a marked 
contrast to the rather old-fashioned coaches. At several small stations along the 
route the postal official jumps out smartly and collects the mail from the station 
post-box. 

Mail posted on the train is postmarked: LUGANO-PONTE TRESA AMBULANTE. 

(6) SOUTH-EASTERN RAILWAY - SUM BARN (S.O.B.)  

One of the standard-gauge independent rail-
ways in Switzerland, and one of the last to use 
steam traction, the South-Eastern railway, in 
conjunction with the Bodensee-Toggenburg line, 
provides an important link between Lucerne and 
the port of Romanshorn on Lake Constance. 

The original line from Wddenswil to the 
famous pilgrimage centre of Einsiedeln was opened 
in 1877 and with a total line system of 31 miles, 
the. railway now runs from the junction of Arth-
Goldau to Rapperswil, with a 3 mile branch line 
from Biberbrugg to Einsiedeln. 

The T.P.O. postmark used on this route reads: 
GOLDAU-RAPPERSWIL BAHNPOST. 

(7) BEX-VILLARS-BRETAYE RAILWAY  B.V.Bil 

Starting outside the Swiss Federal railway station in the town of Bex, the 
brilliant scarlet coaches of the Bex-Villars-Bretaye light railway run along the 
roads through the town to the suburb of Bevieux and then climb with rack & pinion 
assistance to Gryon, high above the Rhone valley. Beyond Gryon the line again 
becomes an adhesion roadside tramway to the alpine resort of Villars-sur-011on 
where it again uses rack and pinion assistance to Bretaye. 

The first section of this line from Bex station to Bevieus was opened in 1893, 
the rack section to Gryon in 1900 and the line was completed to Villars in 1901. 
In 1906 a further extension to Chesiéres was completed but this was closed in 1961, 
and replaced by buses due to the congestion of trams, trains and private cars on 
the narrow road. The line from Villars to Bretaye was opened as an independent 
line in 1913 and both systems came under single management in 1944. 

T.P.O. mail on this route is postmarked: REGIONAL BEX-VILLARS. 



SW' ZERAD 
Having just returned from 

"N A B R A" I have brought back some 
exceptional material - much of it unusual 

essays, proofs, varieties etc. 	... 
and I will be pleased to hear from coll-
ectors who would like to see any of it on 
approval. 

I would just add that this 
material did not form part of the Exhibit 
-ion and I was not forced to flee the 
country in haste :U 

B.P.A. 
P.T.S. H.L. KATCHER 	A.S.D.A. 

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD., 

151, Park Road, St.John's Wood 
London, N. W, 8, 

Telephone: 	JUNiper 0616 
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T.P.O. POSTMARKS OF THE PRIVATE RAILWAYS OF SWITZERLAND  (Continued) 

(8) FURKA-OBERALP RAILWAY (F.0.)  

The Furka-Oberalp railway, electrified between 1940 and 1942, runs from Brig 
to Andermatt and across the Oberalp Pass to Disentis, where it links up with the 
Rhaetian Railway. It has one extremely interesting feature. As it descends east-
wards from the Fork. tunnel the railway crosses a deep valley which is subject to 
avalanches and in the first winter of its operation the bridge over the Steffenbach 
gorge was swept away. This 
section of the line is 
closed from early October 
until late in May and a 
bridge has been constructed 
over the gorge which can be 
partially dismantled and 
folded back against the 
sides of the gorge during 
this period. Its method of 
construction is such that, 
given fine weather, it can 
be dismantled or reassem- 
bled in one day - an out- 	 V/Sp 
standing example of the ingen-
uity of Swiss Engineers in 
overcoming the hazards of 
nature. 

At Brig the line connects with the Visp (Vi6ge)-Zermatt Railway, The latter 
was opened in 1890/91 and a T.P.O. service operated from at least 1899 to 1930, A 
line from Brig to Visp was opened on 6th June 1930 and the T.P,O. route then became 
Brig-Zermatt, The Plirka-Oberalp and Visp-Zermatt lines are under a single management, 
which also controls the Sehollenen Railway, a short line from the Furka-Oberalp at 
Andermatt to the Swiss Federal Gotthard main line at Goeschenen. 

T,P,O, services on the Furka-0beralp lines use mainly the BAHNPOST-AMBULANT 
postmarks, identifiable only by the train number, but occasionally postmarks 
reading: BAHNPOST FURKABAHN and BRIG-ZERMATT BAHNPOST are used. 

(9) YVERDON-STE- CROIX RAILWAY (Y.SteC ) 

One of the smaller narrow-gauge railways in Western Switzerland with its own 
T.P,0, postmark is the Yverdon-Ste Croix railway. Its little railcars run from the 
picturesque old town of Yverdon on the southern shore of the Lake of Neuchatel up 
to Ste Croix, a manufacturing town and centre of the Swiss musical box industry near 
to the French frontier. 

Mail carried on this line is post-
marked: AMBULANT YVERDON-STE CROIX. 

(10)MARTIGNY-SEMBRANCHER-ORSIERES RAIL-
WAY (M.O.)  

The green and cream cars of the 
Martigny-Sembrancher-Orsieres railway 
run through one of the wildest of the 
southern valleys in the Valais. In 
recent years a new branch line has been 
constructed from Sembrancher up the Val 
de Bagnes for 34 miles to Le Chable, 
making easier access to the town of 
Verbier. 

The T.P.O, mail carried on this 
route is postmarked: MARTIGNY -LF,-
CHABLE (VS) AMBULANT. 

(11) SURSEE-TRIENGEN RAILWAY S.T.B. 

One of the smallest independent 
railways to use its own T.P,O, postmark 
is the 5z mile long Sursee-Triengen line 
in Canton Lucerne,which cowenced operat-
ions in November 1912. This standard 
gauge railway is also one of the very 
few remaining steam operated lines. 

T.P.O. mail is postmarked: SURSEE-
TRIENGEN-SURSEE BAHNPOST. 

(To be continued) 

CLETSCH 

FURKA OBE {ALP 

Q/SENTIS 



AUTOMOBILE CANCELS  

Auto 1  Bern - 75 Kongresa des . VerTarides 
Schweizer Philatelisten-Vereine 

4/5 Sept. 
2 Basel - 700 Jahre Btirgerspital 

Basel 	11/12 Sept. 
4 Zurich - Knabenschiessen 

11/13 Sept. 
2 Thun, Internationale Polizei- 

sternfahrt 	20 Sept. 
" 2 Zurich, 16. Ztircher Herbstschau 

(Ztispa) 	23.9 - 3.10 

RECENT SLOGAN CANCELS  

46e Comptoir Suisse 11-26 Sept, 1965 
1000 Lausanne 13 - 26 Sept. 

OLMA St. Gallen 7-17 Oktober 1965 -
9000 St, Gallen 1-30 Sept.on 
alternate days,'and then to 16 Oct, 

Davos 21/27 Februar 1966 Weltmdster-
schaften Kunstlauf - 7270 Davos 
Platz, 13 Sept.'65 - 27 Feb. 1 66 

Neuchatel 3 octobre 1965 Fetes des 
Vendanges - 2000 Neuchate1,13-30 
Sept on alternate days 

" 

n 

• 

We have recently compiled a 
list of some of our stock which is 
available and will be happy to 
supply this list to any member, 
free, on request. 

We are always willing to make 
up approvals to meet your own 
special requirements. 

Just drop us a line giving 
details of what you require. 

We also welcome Wants Lists. 

LE-CS STAN!' 
CENTRE LTD 

50, Great George Street, 

LEEDS 1., Yorks. 
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THE 1965 SRO PRTRIP STPMS.  

There has now been time to obtain and admire the latest 'Pro Patria' issue 
with its unusual designs, based on paintings from the ceiling of the Church of St. 
Martin at Zillis, This small village lies on the route from Chur over the Spifgen 
and S. Bernardino Passes, a place of very ancient origin. How came this small 
church to possess such a rich treasure, a painted ceiling with over 150 pictures? 
Zillis was at one time the centre of a vast diocese which included Schams, Rheinwald, 
the Hinterrhein Valley from the Via Mala to Splugen and probably as far as Avers. 
This 'ecclesia plebia' is recorded as far back as A.D. 830 as a royal possession and 
in 940 was gifted by Otto the Great to the Episcopate of Chur. 

The ceiling of the 12th cent, church consists of 17 rows of 9 panels, 153 
in all, each approx. 90 cm, square. They are arranged in an outer border (panels 
1-48), while the inner section (49-153) are read in lines from south to north. The 
outer panels are linked together by a design similar to that representing water on 
medieval maps, while at the corners are angels typifying the four winds. The 
majority of the fish-tailed animals, such as the wolf, bear, lion, deer, ram and 
elephant, represent the emblems of evil. The inner section is a vast picture book 
devoted to scenes from the Old and New Testaments and the life and teachings of Christ. 

The.last 7 scenes are from the life of St. Martin, showing a marked differ- 
ence in the quality of the workmanship and may have resulted from the death of the 
creator of this work, which was probably completed by a pupil. It is thought that 
the 'Hauptmeister' and his companions were. from Rh .tia and that the work was carried 
out between 1130 and 1140. 

It was not a simple task to select from this galaxy of pictures, scenes that 
could be reduced to the size of a postage stamp which, because of its purpose, must 
also include certain inscriptions and, for the printing, must not exceed 4 colours. . 
The commissioned artist, Hans Schwarzenbach, has succeeded admirably in combining the 
artistic and technical requirements with those of the post. The subjects were 
selected with the help of the art-historian, Dr. Chi.. Simonett, 	 E.J.R. 
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SEPTE VBER NEW ISSUES 	X0(i'i-iffis  J\ jiff-) 

Following our 'Stop Press' notice last 
month, here are the full details on the 
latest stamps: 

(a)EUROPA 'CEPT' 1965  
As is customary a common design has 

been adopted by most countries from the 
design by Hoerdur Karlsson  of Iceland, 
symbolising the growth of the organisation. . 

Value: 50 c. (1t.Blue/dk.blue/green) 

Design:  Twig with fruit 

Adapted  for Swiss issue by Werner Mthlemann 
of Bern. 

Stamp size:  29 x 24 mm. (26 x 21 mm.) 

(b)I.T.U. CONGRESS 1965. 
The International Telecommunications 

'Union, founded in Paris in 1865, is cel-
ebrating its centenary this year and a 
jubilee congress will be held at Montreux 
from 14th September to 12th November, which 
will be attended by delegates from all over 
the world. 

Values: 	10 c. (reddish-blue/yellow/grey/ 
red) 

30 0. (orange/grey/red) 

Design:  Symbolising the world-embracing 
field of telecommunications 

Designers  Andre Rosselet of Auvernier 

Stamp size:  36 x 26 mm. (33 x 23 mm.) 

(c)WORLD FIGURE SKATING CHAMPIONSHIPS 1966  
These will be held in Davos from 22-27 

February 1966, and the stamp is intended to 
publicise this great sporting event through-
out the world. 

Value: 5 c. (green/blue/grey) 

Design:  Pair of skaters 

Designer:  Water Haettenschweiler of Zug 

Stamp size:  36 x 26 mm. (33 x 23.mm.) 

Paper: With luminous  substance 
a, c & b 10 c - white with 

violet threads 
Without  luminous  substance: 
b 30 c) - white with red & blue 

threads 

Printing:  Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A. 

cylinder:  a 2 A , B) 
(a) & ( c 4 (A,B,C,D) 

sheet:  (a) 	50 
(b) & (c) 25 

All the stamps will be put on sale on 
14th September and will be on sale as long 
as stocks last. 

Specially designed covers will be avail-
able as usual, and all issues will bear the 
same first day cancellations: 'BERN - 
AUSGABETAG - 14.9.65' 

Occasionally you may see reference 
to !KOCHER STAMPS' or be fortunate enough 
to come across an example of these cur-
iosities, and may wonder how they came 
about. In actual fact they were the re-
sult of a mistake. 

In September 1907 the Swiss Post 
Office announced that business firms 
could, by arrangement, have their own 
envelopes, postcards, wrappers etc. 
printed with official stamp clichees, in 
the same way as the official postal 
stationery. Not surprisingly a large 
number of firms, such as banks, insurance 
companies and other business concerns, 
proceeded to make use of this innovation. 

Some time later, however, one firm 
had an even better idea. This was A. 
Kocher & Sons, ink manufacturers, who 
produced special vignettes, about 12x1*" 
in size, which were printed in sheets and 
perforated. In the centre was a blank 
rectangle of the same size as the then 
current stamps, while the frames, of var-
ious colours, carried the inscriptions 
'A. KOCHER & FILS - MAGASINS DE L'ANCRE - 
CONFECTIONS - NOUVEAUTES - LA CHAUX-DE-
FONDS - VEVEY'. The vignettes were sent 
in sheets to the Post Office, who very 
obligingly printed in the vacant spaces 
the stamp designs of the 2 c. and 5 c. 
Tell Boy and 10 c. Helvetia of 1909. 

Before long the Post Office had 
second thoughts and discovered that the 
regulations had been "erroneously inter-
preted." The production of such vig-
nettes, which amounted to advertising 
slogans, should never have been permitted. 
By this time, however, the firm had put 
them into use on its mail and, not un-
naturally, was unwilling to respond to 
the Post Office demand to surrender the 
remainder. As a result of this all 
applications thereafter by other firms 
were refused and the Kocher vignettes 
remain unique. 

A total of 16,000 of these stamps 
were produced: 2,000 each of the 2 c. 
and 10 c, and 12,000 of the 5 c. value, 
for which there was the most use. 

Each value was produced with frames 
of four different colours - violet, blue, 
green and red - making 12 in all, while 
the stamps were printed in the correct 
stamp colours of olive, green and red 
respectively. 

Kocher stamps are eagerly sought 
after by collectors, particularly 
examples on entices, which are especially 
rare. They appeared first in June 1909 
and were used by the firm for about three 
or four years. 

E.J.R. 

No, of sheets-per 

No, of stamps per 
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GOL D AND BRONZE STAMPS 
(Editor's Note: The following article, by the late DR. G. FULPIUS of Geneva 
one of the foremost Swiss collectors, was originally published in the 'Helvetia 
News Letter' in 1950, but may be of interest to many of our newer members). 

Few countries have issued stamps printed entirely or partly in gold, silver 
or bronze, probably because the intricate, slow and costly process in applying the 
metallic powder is not only expensive but also unsuitable for mass production. In 
fact, with the exception of South Africa (lam. Gold mine) these 'precious' stamps 
now belong to the past, (Note). 

The best known are the 3 Lira bronze of Sardinia 1861, the higher values of 
the 1909 set of Persia, the 1 Peso 1880 of the Dominican Republic, the 2, 3 & 5. 
Drachmas 1901 of Greece ,., and, of course, the 60 centimes and 1 Franc on white 
paper and the 1 Franc on granite paper in the 'Sitting Helvetia'issue of Switzer-
land. 

It was on the suggestion of Herr G. Fuchs, then Controller General Of the 
Swiss G.P.O. that the bronze and gold colours were used for these two highest val-
ues in l862', for the first perforated set of Helvetia. It was said that Herr J.P. 
Riess of Munich, the Bavarian engraver, who was entrusted by the Swiss G.P.O. to 
produce the set, did not take too kindly to Herr Fuchs' suggestion of using the 
metallic powder, He must have feared that his engraving would suffer in the process, 

The production was carried out at the Federal Mint in Bern. This was the pro-
cess as described in old documents preserved in the P.T.T. The sheets, of a size 
to take 400 stamps, were first gummed, then surface printed from 400 plates(cliches) 
in dark red for the 60 c., and in yellow-brown for the 1 Fr. value. Heavily inked 
with a mixture-of ink and size,'and still wet when leaving the press; the sheets were 
powdered by hand with bronze and gold powder respectively, the printers using a 
simple device, very much like a salt castor. They were then shaken and brushed to 
throw off the powder particles which did not stick to the wet surface of the paper. 
Finally the - sheets were put into the embossing machine and the design, including the 
value tablets and the words HELVETIA and FRANCO impressed. 

In. some cases, because the workmen thought that the embossing was not clear 
enough, the sheets were run twice through the machine. This resulted in the well 
known''double impressions', some of which were inverted, when once embossed sheets 
were put intö the machine.the wrong way. A number of the 1 Fr. sheets were em-
bossed on paper prepared for the 60 centimes. These are the rate 1 Fr, bronze, Of 
both values there are two distinct printings. For the first a rather poor size was 
mixed with the ink, and this resulted in a thin, easily rubbed off bronze or gold 
layer, because the powder did not adhere well. Later a size of better quality was 
used, and the metallic powder layer were, therefore, thicker and the stamps of more 
brilliant appearance. 

Of the 60 centimes, which was issued on August 1st, 1863, 990,222 copies were 
sold to the public. The value was mainly used for letters to Spain, which had a 
special postal rate. Although the stamp remained on sale until 1876, it was very 
little used during the last few years of its currency. The 1 Fr. on white paper 
was issued on the same day as the 60 c., and the total sales amounted to 5,823,433. 
In 1881 the 1 Fr. was re-issued on granite paper, and was with the whole granite 
paper set demonetised in October 1883. Huge remainders of this set were sold by 
tender to stamp dealers. Every collector interested in Swiss stamps knows that 
99% of the 1 Fr. granite used bear faked or back-dated postmarks. The genuine 
postmarks were obtained from obliging post-office clerks, who used back-dated 
obliterators. 

A third 'metallic' stamp of Switzerland is less well-known. 	It is the 3 Fr. 
Telegraph stamp of 1868 in gold and carmine. It is, incidentally the rarest of the 
three, now highly priced in the spedialised Swiss catalogue. But being a 'mere' 
telegraph stamp it encounters only limited interest from specialists. 

. .. 

Ed. Note: This comment, while relevant at the time, is no longer true. During 
the last few year very many countries have produced stamps incorporating 

the use of gold and silver, including the Swiss issues such as the 1960 Pro Patria 
and 1963 Pro Aero commemorative. Nevertheless, thè article is still of value in 
view of the greater interest now taken in the 'Sitting Helvetia'perf, stamps of 
1862/82 
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LONDON GROUP:  Hon, Sec. Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley 

Meetings held at Kingsway Hall, Kingsway, 
London, WW.?., 6.30-8-30 p.m. 

PROGRAMME i 1965/66, 

1965  
Oct. 13 (71) 

Nov. 10 (31) 

I n 66 

 25 

 (32) - Dec. 32 

Jan. 12 (31) 

Feb. 9 p2 
Mar. 9 313 

Apr. 13 (31) 

May. 11 (31) 

VISIT TO HAMPSTEAD PHILATELIC SOCIETY 

An invitation to visit Hampstead P.S. 
Thursday, November 	 has been 

accepted. Volunteers will be required 
to form a party and to give short displays. 
Frames are available holding 30 sheets each 
and it is suggested that if displays are 
limited to this number, a wider saection 
could be shown, 

In order to ensure as much variation in 
subject as possible, will members who would 
like to participate in the evening (7.30 - 
9,30 ,m. at Emmanuel School,Mill Lane, 
N.W.6) please let the Secretary know at the 
October meeting and state the proposed 
subject. 

ONASTTIN 

THE LONDON 	GROUP , 
hope tp see all Old Friends at the open-
ing of the Autumn Session on 

October 33th at 6.30 p.m. 
and extend a very hearty welcome to all 
new members and to those who may not have 
attended before. 

A Member's request 

WANTED  

- at reasonable prices - 

MODERN SWISS POSTMARKS 

AND SLOGANS 

Any quantity, but must be clean and with 
clear cancellations 

No meter markings 

N. A. V. PEELEN, 
3, Hurdwick Place, 	London, N.W.1. 

Telephone EUS.1648 

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS 

(a) 46th ICOMPTOIR  SUISSE' - Lausanne  
to be held from 11 - 26 Sept. will 

be marked by the use of a special postmark 

(b) I.T.U. ConE:ess - llithltatt_to  12th 
November in Montreux,  Mail posted 

during this period from the special post 
office in the Montreux-Palace will use a 
special cancel showing a globe with letters 
TIT' across it and the wording: 
'1820 MONTREUX - date - Conference de 

,plenipotentiares'. 

THE ZUMBTEIN SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
CATALOGUE 1 66 - Pocket  Edition  

The latest edition of the 'Small 
Zumstein' is again available and will be 
welcomed by those who like to keep in 
touch with Continental price changes. A 
complete listing of all issues,profusely 
illustrated and a very handy guide for 
quick reference. 

TELL BOY & TELL ISSUES - 
All members 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
HELVETIA have been invited 
to visit HAMPSTEAD P.S. 
(see below) 
MR.H.L.KATCHER ENTERTAINS 

SIX SHEETS (or 6d.) plus 
an AUCTION LOT 
LIECHTENSTEIN - Mr.J,Baken 
AIRMAIL COVERS - 

All Members 
POSTAGE DUES, OFFICIALS,eto. 

All Members 
ANNUAL CUP COMPETITION 

Now available 
The long awaited Vth Edition of the 

ZUMBTEIN CATALOGUE  OF SWISS POSTAL  
STATIONERY 

at 26/- + 1/6d, postage and packing. 

Also on Sale 

ZUMSTEIN CATALOGUE EUROPE 1966 
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN (Pocket Ed.) 

* * * * * * * 

The SPECIALISED CATALOGUE: 
SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1966 with its 
detailed notes no varieties etc., and 
complete revision of prices, will be 
published later in the year, 

* * * * * * * 
ZUlItISTEIN & CIE 

(Propr. Hertsch & Co.) 
P.O. Box 1291 

Bern 	 Switzerland 

AUTUMN is fast' 
approaching 	the s eason/Adisplays 
and competitions. 

Are your pages complete? 

Material is becoming soarcer;fij  
do not wait until you either oanndi;' or 
cannot afford to fill those blank 
spaces. 

Do you have those extra items .• 
varieties, shades etc., that can make 
a collection outstanding? 

Send details of your requirements, 
or want lists, for prompt attention to: 

Li.S,EMSTB 
14 Low Lane, Torrisholme 

MORE  
Lancs. 
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18TH YEAR 

In accordance with the Society's Rules NOTICE  is hereby given 

Annual- [geneU u 	eetiyzq  
will be held on WEDNESDAY,  NOVEMBER 10TH,  1965 (2nd Wednesday) at 6.45 P. , PROMPT 

at the Kingsway Hall, Kingsway, London W.C,2. 

that the 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6 , 

7. 

8, 

9 . 

NOMINATIONS:  

AGENDA  

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 11th November, 1964 

Matters arising from the Minutes. 

Chairman's ADDRESS 

REPORT by the Hon. Secretary 

Hon. Treasurer's REPORT AND STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS 

Hon. Packet Superintendent's REPORT 

ELECTION OF OFFICERS and Members of the Society's COMMITTEE for 1965/6. 

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS (see below) 

Any other business 

Nominations for the Election of Officers and Members of the Committee, 
i.e. Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon. Secretary, Hon. Treasurer, Hon. Pkt. 
Superintendent, Hon. Auditor and (not exceeding) TWELVE Members of'the 
Committee should be sent to the Hon. Secretary, Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley to 
reach her not later than Monday, 8th November, 1965. 

RESOLUTIONS:  Any Member desiring to move a Resolution or Motion at the Annual ; 	. 
General Meeting must GIVE NOTICE IN iVRITING, enclosing the text of 
the Resolution, to the Hon. Secretary, before the opening of the 
Annual General Meeting. 

' Since this occasion affords an opportunity for members to express 
criticism or to make suggestions which will help to improve the running of the Society 
and the facilities which are available to members, ANY MEMBER WHO CAN ATTEND THE 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING IS REQUESTED TO DO SO. 

After the business meeting, which is expected to last about one hour, 
members are invited to bring along short displays, such as 'Recent Acquisitions', or 
to seek assistance in solving queries. 

E.J. RAWNSLEY (Honorary Secretary) E.C. SLATE (Chairman) 

The attention of London Group Members is particularly directed to the 
notification on Page 56 of the change of venue of the December meeting. 
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SPECIMEN 	OVERPRINTS  

(Reprinted from an earlier 'News Letter?) 

A specimen is a sample, a part or piece 
which shows, or represents, the quality or 
the characteristic of the whole. This is 
the correct definition according to the 
Oxford Dictionary, though the word 
'SPECIMEN' is often used very loosely. 

In the case of 'SPECIMEN' overprints 
on earlier Swiss issues, an important diff-
erence must be made between postage stamps 
and postage dues, because only in the first 
instance can we speak of 'samples'; the 
postage dues bearing the overprints were 
not samples. They were ordinary, normal 
stamps, ready to be used for the purpose 
for which they had been produced. They 
were overprinted in comparatively large 
quantities after the Post Direction had de-
cided (by a decree of December 16, 1891) 
to sell postage due adhesives to collectors. 
Because every postage due stamp had to be 
accounted for by the postman or post office, 
all those sold to persons over the post 
office counter had to be made 'invalid'. 
Later on, at the request of philatelists 
(particularly dealers) postage dues were 
sold mint or cancelled to order. 

The collector will, of course, be very 
much more interested in the story of the 
real 'samples', the postage stamps of the 
1862-92 period, which were overprinted for 
one of the following three reasons: 
(1) to distinguish prihtore proofs; 
(2) to mark sheets of finished stamps 

which were used for the training of 
postal employees or for 
poses, and 
to mark 'Samples' which 
mitted to the Universal 
or postal authorities abroad. 

The SPECIMEN overprints were as follows: 

I. Black overprint, 3mm. high, 23.6 mm. 
long, always complete and clear on each 

stamp, from the left lower corner to the 
right upper corner. To be found on Z.29, 
30, 32, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43, 57, 58A , 

59A, 60A, 61A, 62A, 66A, 68A, 70A and 71A. 
On 69A the overprint is from the left upper 
corner to the right lower corner. 

II. Same overprint, but aslant in the middle 
of the stamp, the firat and last letter 

almost always missing, at least partly. This 
overprint is to be found on Nos.54, 56, 57, 
58A, 59A, 61A, 66A, 67A, 68A, 69A, 70A and 
71A. 

Finally there is a rarer overprint: 

III.Blue overprint, same size as above, but 
always applied horizontally or almost 

horizontally, near the top or the bottom of 
the stamp, often reaching over two half 
stamps. 	This overprint occurs on Nos. 29, 
30, 32, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 42, 43, but on 
Nos. 29, 30, 32, 40 and 43 only inverted 
overprints are known. 

---000---  

SWISS POSTAL AGENCIES ABROAD  

A most interesting discovery has 
just been reported to us by Dr. Felix 
Ganz of Illinois, USA (whose excellent 
article on railway postmarks was recent-
ly published in the'Swiss Philatelist), 

This new discovery, which was sent 
over for inspection, is of a hitherto 
unrecorded Swiss postal agency cancel 
reading: 

(P)ALLANZA 
12.IV.87 

(MESSAG)ERIE SVIZZERE 

on a 1 Fr, rose 'Standing Helvetia' 
stamp. The postmark is very clear. 

No previous reference has been found 
to an agency at Pallanza and it seems a 
little surprising, as Intra, which is 
situated so close to it, is a much larger 
place, a market centre and a ferry point 
across Lake Maggiore, was a recognised 
transfer point. 

If other members have similar 
cancellations from Pallanza it would be 
appreciated if they would drop a note 
to the Secretary, giving details and in 
particular, dates of use. 

We are pleased to 
announce publication of 

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR 
SWITZERLAND 

CATALOGUE 1966 

Practically every price revised, 
yet the majority of prices shown are 
substantially below to-day's Continenta 
levels - a great achievement in these 
days of acute material shortage. 

No collector of Swiss stamps can 
afford to miss this edition: 

Much has been written in the past 
about the rising prices of Swiss stamps 
but nothing, surely, has ever equalled 
the tremendous upsurge over the last 
twelve months. 

Price: U.K. & Europe: 12/6d. + i/- post. 
& packing. 

Overseas: 16/6d. or U.S. $ 2.35 
post free 

AVAILABLE MID - NOVEMBER MOM: 

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LIMITED, 

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood, 
London, N.W.8. 

Telephone: JUNiper 0616 

1 

(3) 

record pur- 

had to be sub-
Postal Union 

Without doubt the most important 
edition yet published of this well kno 
Catalogue. 

About 5,550  price revisions of 
which 5,200 are upward - an all-time 

; i record, leaving only a small percentage 
of price quotations unchanged; 

1 
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T.D.0 POSTMAR<S OFT-C PRIVATE  
RAILWAYS OF SWITZERLAND  

The Rhaetian  
railway system  
with 244 route  
miles, 480 
bridges and 117 
tunnels, covers 
the whole of the 
mountainous 
canton of the 
Grisons (or  
Graubunden). 

Chun, the 
chief town of the 
canton, is served 
by the S.B.B. 
from Zurich, but 
in order to reach 
the mountain 
resorts of Arosa, 

170TIRANO 	 Davos, St. Moritz  
AND MILAN'  

and Pontresina,  
it is necessary  

to change to trains of the metre gauge Rhaetian Railway at Chur, or at Landquart,  
where the rolling stock of the company is maintained. 

The main route of the Rhaetian Railway is from Chur through  
the Engadine to the Italian frontier town of Tirano, a distance 

4'101.57-68 	of 90 miles and a T.P.O. operating on this route from St. Moritz 
uses a postmark reading: ST. MORITZ-TIRANO BAHNPOST-AMB.  

%% 	 The T.P.O. service on the line from Chur to Arosa uses a 
^^ 

T ^ 
	postmark reading: BAHNPOST CHUR-AROSA-CHUR, while on other. 

sections of the line the postmark reads: BAHNPOST RH,T, BAHN and the route is only 
identifiable by the train number. 

(13) BERN-L8TSCHBERG-SIMPLON RAILWAY (B.L,S, ) 

The Bern.-Lötschberg-Simplon  

Ntu ATEL 	
Railway, or to use its full title,  

BERN 	 The Berner Alpenbahn - Bern- 

SUIW EMBURC  
TRW! 	 One of the most important of  

SPIEZ 	 _ 	the independent railways, the  
B.L.S. owns 73 miles of its own  
line with responsibility for the  
wdrking of 83 miles of other lines.  
It also operates the steamer  
services on the Lakes of Thun and  

'BERN Lf.." n  :,C = R 	 Brien,  

SIt-,^PLO‘i :Ai Lzä Y 	• COPPtN$7 IN 	 T.P.O. mail is usually postmarked _.^ 	
BAHNPOST AMBULANT with the actual  
route being identifiable only by the 
train number, although on one of its 
subsidiary lines, the Spiez-Erlenbach 
-Zweisimmen Railway (S.E.Z,) a post-
mark reading: SPIEZ-ZVEISIMMEN-SPIEZ 
is sometimes used, 

(Continued overleaf, 

by A. YATES 	 (Conclusion)  

To conclude the present article the followingkdetails of a few more  
of the private railway systems.  

(12) RHAETIAN RAILWAY - RHAETISCHE BAHN (Rh.B.)  

RIAET I 
	

IL` AY 

SCNULS  
TA RASP  

LBtschberg-Simplon Company, was 
constructed to provide a more dir-
ect route from Bern to Italy. 



oa/enuac 

Transport services in the French-speaking 
canton of Fribourg are mainly provided by rail 
and bus services of the Fribourg Railway Co. 

T.P.O. services operate on the standard 
gauge Bulle-Romont line and narrow gauge 
Palezieux-Bulle-Montbovon and Bulle-Broc lines, 
the latter being a distance of only 8 km., 
serving Broc village with an extension to the 
Keiller chocolate factory on the outskirts. 

T.P.O. postmarks in current 
use read: REGIONAL PALEZIEUX-
BULLE-MONTBOVON and BULLE-BROC 
POST AMB. 

The Palezieux-Bulle-Mont. 
bovon line is, however, one of 

RORSCNAC N 

49 	, ST. CALIEN 

ERr4SAU - 	 TEUFEN 

CA/S 

URNASCN 	
APPENZELL 

N 
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T.P.O. POSTMARKS OF THE PRIVATE  RAILIAYS (Continued): 

(14) FRIBOURG RAILWAY (G.F.M.)  

'3.I?CUiG 
f 

MONreOVON 	 the light railways under consideration for 
closure following a conference held in November 

1964 by the Director of Swiss Federal Transport. 

RAILWAYS  IN APPENZELLERLAND 	There are many local railways in the Canton of 
Appensell, and a few of them have their own T.P.O. postmarks: 

(15)ST.  GALLEN-APPENZELL  BAHDT (S.G.A.)  

Alongside the main 
S.B.B. station in St. Gall-
en is the small station of 
the St. Gallen-Appenzell 
Rly, which runs between St. 
Gallen, Gais & Appenzell. 

T.P.O. mail is post-
marked: ST. GALLEN-APPENZELL-
ST. GALLEN. 

(16)APPENZELLERBAHN  (A.B.)  

RAILWAYS IN APP ENZELLERLAND 

       

   

JUST PUBLISHED 	.......... 

  

    

1966  

  

 

Z UMSTEIN 

  

     

  

EUROPE  ... 	50/- 
With thumb index 55/- 

+ 3/- postage 

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN  

Pocket Edition: 2/6d. + 8d. postage 

CATALOGUE OF SWISS POSTAL STATIONERY 

26/- + 1/6d. postage 

Please order Catalogues from: 

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED, 
27, Maiden Lane, London, W.C.2. 

Supplements are published in the 
BERNER BRIEFMA.RKEN-ZEITUNG 
Annual fee: 24/- 

  

    

   

The SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
SPECIALISED CATALOGUE 
will be out in December 

  

  

For First Class stamps 	 
Rarities of Switzerland and Europe 

Send your Want Lists to 
ZUIVISTEIN & CIE, Propr. Hertsch 
& Co., P.O.B. 2585, 
CH.3001 BERN 1 Facher Switzerland 

 

       

       

WASSfRALIEN 

Linked with the above-
named line is the Appenzell 
Railway proper, with its 
bright red coaches. This 	90.4.64 6a 
began as a connection from 
Appenzell to Winkeln, open- 	

,
4,g e 

ed in the period 1875-1886. 
A. T.P.O. operated on this 
route until the section Herisau to Winkeln 
was closed on 1st Oct. 1913, and on this 
date a line from Herisau to Gossau opened, 
running from Gossau on the S.B.B. main line 
through Appenzell to Wasserauen; just under 
16 miles and a metre gauge line. 

The T.P.O. postmark is rather different 
from the type generally used, as it bears 
only the names: APPENZ1iLT,-GOSSAU, the word 
tBahnpost' being omitted. 

(17) FRAUENFELD-WIL  

The pale-brown coaches 
of the Frauenfeld-Wil Rail-
way run from the street out-
side the S.B.B. station in 
Frauenfeld to 111, this line 
having begun in 1887 as a steam 
tramway 11 miles long. T.P.O. mail is 
post-marked: FRAUENF ELD-WIL BAHNPOST. 

--- THE END --- 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO POSTMAKS 
by E. J. RAV7NSLEY 
	

PART I. 

Requests have been received for a reprint of the following article, 
which has been re-written in the light of further experience. It is hoped it 
will be of interest to our many newer members. 

Inevitably there comes a time when a collection reaches a certain degree 
of completion, beyond which items may be expensive or elusive, and to maintain 
interest new side-lines are sought. These may take many forms but one of the 
most rewarding is a study of postmarks, and once more even quite ordinary material 
yields results which might otherwise be overlooked. 

Because Switzerland was never a kingdom it is not as rich as other 
countries in very early postal history which may be said to have started with the 
Cantonal Messengers, a service which dates from the early XV century. These 
messengers of the 'Thirteen Ancient Places' - the original Confederation of'13 
Cantons; Uri, Schwyz, Unterwalden, Lucerne, Zurich, Glarus, Zug, Bern, Solothurn, 
Fribourg, Basel, Schaffhausen and Appenzell - were appointed to carry official ( and 
sometimes private) letters from one canton to another and occasionally to neighbour-
ing countries. They were privileged persons, of great integrity, wore costumes, 
often parti-coloured, of the cantonal colours, enjoyed almost diplomatic status, 
were given free lodging on their journeys and must be allowed to pass 'without let 
or hindrance'. Many of you know of the beautiful series of cards showing these 
costumes, some of which can be seen in the Postal Museum in Bern, and they are 
also depicted on the four lowest values of the current definitives. 

The earliest known cancels on letters were simple straight-line town 
names. True postal history, however, tends to date from the period of the 
Helvetic Republic, 1798-1803, when the country was occupied by the French during 
the Napoleonic era, and from the resulting bureaucracy the postal services 
developed rapidly. Mail of the Helvetic Republic, including the areas annexed 
by France, with the use of elaborate cachets, mainly official and often of a 
patriotic nature, is a subject in itself and was dealt with in detail in an article 
published in the 'Helvetia News Letter' in 1957. 

The first mention of the use of engraved postmarks, giving an indication 
of posting dates, occurs in a circular of November 15th, 1798, but they were not 
much used before about 1808 and then in the larger towns of Bern, Zurich etc. 

Old covers nave an infinite variety of markings in addition to the main 
cancellation, which were added to the letters by the respective post-offices 
either at the time of departure, arrival or during transit. Among the ones most 
frequently to be found are the following: 

P. 	Pays (Paid) 
P.P. 	Port Pay-6 (Postage paid) 
P.D. 	Pay6 usqu', destination 

(paid to destination) 
P.F. 	Pay6 usqu'A la frontiAre 

(paid to frontier) 
Franco Grenze Paid to frontier 
R.L. Rayon limitroohe 

p $$ 	 (limited zone) 
H 	Lettre Bfalois par HUiningue 

L.G. 	Lettre Genevois 
L.N. 	Lettre Neuchâteloise 
B.S. 	Bale Suisse 
B.H. 	Bale Helvetique 

The marks 'P' to 'P.F.' are to be 
with upright or slanting letters, unframed 

T.Z. 
R & Rte 
D.Bu 
P.A. 
N.P,Sch. 

Charg& 
Recommand6e 	Registered 
Recommandirt 
Boite Letter-box 
Zu wenig frankiert Insufficiently  Franco trop peu 	franked Timbre insuffisant 
Zu spaet - Trop tard - Too late 

found in many shapes and sizes, 
or framed in rectangles, circles or ovals. 

Transit Zurich 
Route 
Diligence Bureau 
Post Ausgabe(Postal delivery) 
NachPostschluss (after close 
Of post-office) 

Much of the mail, naturally, came from France, and was routed through 
the French agencies situated near the frontier. Of these probably the best known 
is the one which existed at Ferney and mail passing through was stamped first with 

GENEVE 	a two-line and later with a three-line box cancel- 

PAR 	 lation. Dr. Fulpius, in his book 'La Poste A 
Genhve' gives the date of the first mark as 1816 

and of the latter as 1829, but my own example of the three-line 
cancel is dated 1818, the date being confirmed inside the letter, so it would 
appear to have come into use earlier than the accepted date. --- Later circular cancels 
were used, usually in red, and may be found for Belfort, Besancon, Delle, Fernex, 
NHninLrna Pnn+Farl i ar 	 and Thnnnn 	(Mn lea nnn+i rniar3 

  

 

SUISSE 
PAR 

FERNEY 

 



YORKS/LANCS GROUP: Hon. Sec: R.A. Hoyle, 
6, Limes Ave.,Huddersfield Rd.Halifax. 

The enthusiasts of the North are never 
idle, even in the close season: Group 
member J.N. Highsted gave a greatly enjoyed 
display of Switzerland to the Bolton P.S. 
in July, while on Sept. 22nd, Chairman 
Gullis, with Dr, Ritchie, Miss Chatburn, 
Miss Solly and Messrs. Hoyle & Highsted, 
took a joint display to the Rotherham P.S. 

At the first 'home' meeting of the Group 
on October 2nd, Mr. H.W. Robertshaw gave 
his display on 'MOBILE P.O's. and POST 
COACH ROUTES', preceded by an informative 
paper which will appear in a future issue 
of the 'News Letter', but your reporter 
must mention some of the items on show. 

Cancellations of the mobile P.O's. used 
at almost all the known places were on view, 
including two in Romansch used at Scuol 
(Schuls-Tarasp) on different occasions, and 
most of the 'Sonderstempel' were to be seen. 
Also on view were time-tables of most of the 
Pass post-coach routes, with stamps cancell-
ed at the intermediate offices. This can be 
a most interesting side-line. The display 
was delightfully presented and profusely 
illustrated by coloured photographs, includ-
ing 5 different reproductions of the famous 
Koller picture of the Gotthard 5 spanner 
horse coach. 

The indefatiguable Mr. Robertshaw gave a 
display to the Otley P.S. on the same even-
ing. 

L.M. 

NUMBERS ISSUED:  Figures just released by 
the P.T.T. for the Pro Juventute  1964 are: 

	 riD 
STAMP CINTRE LTD 

50, Great George Street, 

LEEDS, 1. Yorks. 
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5 + 	5 RP. 15,640,604 
10 + 10 Rp. . .. 13,243,161 
20 + 10 Rp. 9,672,396 
30+ 10 Rp. , • 3,597, 098 
50 + 10 Rp. . .. 4,274,145 

LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec: Mrs.E.J,Rawnsley, 
32, Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex. 

The opening meeting of the autumn 
season saw a good gathering of old and 
new members, among whom it was a pleasure 
to welcome Mr. Robertshaw of the Yorks. 
Group and Mr. Hall of Bath. 

The subject for the evening was 'TELL 
BOY & TELL ISSUES', Mx. Harding set the 
scene by showing some excellent photo-
graphs of the Tell monument in Altdorf, 
from which the stamp design was taken, 
also scenes from the Tell play, and then 
the stamps themselves. 

Mr, Short showed an essay using the 
Tell monument, colour trials of Tell Boy, 
Kocher stamps, a complete booklet sheet 
of two values and many other interesting 
items pertaining to these issues. 

Mr. Robertshaw produced sheets of a 
detailed study of these stamps, and Miss 
Musselwhite slogan cancels and special 
cancellations. 

Mr, Lienhard showed well mounted sheets 
of the various issues and Mrs. Rawnsley 
concluded with items of postal stationery, 
customs and telegraph cancels etc. 

Altogether a most satisfactory evening. 

----oOo 	 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
The December meeting, on the 8th ---

MR. H.L. KATCHER ENTERTAINS --- will be 
held at the offices of The Amateur 
Collector Ltd., 151, Park Road, N,W.8., 
and NOT at the Kingsway Hall, 

Will those London Group members who 
wish to accept Mr. Katcher's invitation 
please advise the Secretary, Mrs.Rawnsley, 
not later than December 3rd, so that the 
necessary arrangements can be made. 

Member's request 	 

WANTED  
- at reasonable prices - 

MODERN SWISS POSTMARKS & SLOGANS 

Any quantity, but must be clean and with 
clear cancellations. 

No meter markings. 

N. A, van PEELEN, 
3, Hurdwick Place, London, N.W.l. 

. Tel: EUS. 1648 

Whatever your interest in Swiss 
philately, be it stamps of any issue, 
early to modern, mint or used, F.D.C., 
airmail and special flight covers, 
miniature sheets, special cancels, etc., 
etc., you will find approval selections 
from my extensive stock of the utmost 
value, 

Send now and enjoy the pleasure of 
making a careful choice at home, with 
your collection close at hand. This is 
essential when searching for shades and 
varieties. New issues supplied and Want 
Lists welcomE.:. 

14, Low Lane, 	M.STorr.olme, 
TRADT,Pt A1rDt T_, .....n 

The figures include 160,420 stamp book-
lets and those used for official purposes. 

SWITZERLAND 
We have recently compiled a list 

of some of our stock available and 
will be happy to supply this list 
to any member, free, on request. 

We are always willing to make up appro-
«.vals to meet your own special require-
-ment s . 

Just drop us a line giving details of 
what you require. 

We also welcome Wants Lists. 
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NOVEMBER 
	

18TH YEAR 

PRO JUVENTUTE 1965  
The Pro Juventute stamps for 1965 will be issued on 1st December and this 

year sees the start of a very attractive new series entitled 'NATIVE WILD ANIMALS', 
depicting the fauna of Switzerland. Another changè is that the customary portrait 
has been omitted and all five stamps will show animals. 

90=A of the proceeds from the additional charge will go to the Pro Juventute 
Foundation and the remaining 10j',  is intended for other national tasks in aid of Youth. 
Details are as follows: 

5 + 5c, HEDGEHOG (Erinaceus curopsus) 
10 + lOc,. ALPINE MARMOT (Marmota marmota)- 
20 + 100. RED DEER (Cervus elaphus) 	- 
30 + 10c, BADGER (Melee meles) 	 - 
50 + 10c. ALPINE HARE (Lepus timidus) 	- 

De-signer; - Hans Erni, paint, - .of Meggen  

Printing: Photogravure by Courvoisier S.A. of La Chaux-de-Fonds. 

Paper: 	White, with luminous substance, lightly coated, with violet fibres. 

Stamp size: 24 x 29 mm, 	(21 x 26 mm,) 

No. of stamps per cylinder: 2 (A & B) No, of stamps per sheet: 50 

Lettering on sheets: 'Pro Juventute 1965'; names of animals in four languages and 
statements of value. 

The stamps will be on sale at all post-offices and mobile post-offices from 
1st - 31st December and will have unlimited postal validity. 

The first day cancellation depicting a marmot reads: 'BERN - 1.12.65 - 
PRO JUVENTUTE - AUSGABETAG'. A special first day cover, also with a vignette of 
a marmot, is being issued by the Pro Juventute Foundation at a cost of 30 c., or 
Fr. 2.10 with the stamps. 

The usual F.D.C. cancels will be used by the Philatelic Agencies in Bern, 
Basle and Zurich, and collection sheets and folders will also be available. 

A stamp booklet in a gold-coloured envelope has been prepared at the request 
of the Pro Juventute Foundation. It contains twelve 5 + 5 c., twelve 10 + 10 c. and 
four 20 + 10 c. stamps, and is available through the Foundation or Philatelic Agencies 
at a cost of Fr. 5.- including 20 c. cost of production. 

SPECIAL REMINDER 
	

LONDON GROUP 
	

DECEMBER MEETING  

Members are reminded once more that there will be NO MEETING at the 
Kingsway Hall in December. If anyone, other than those who have already done so 
wishes to accept Mr. Katcher's invitation to visit him at 151, Park Road, N.u7.8., 
will they be good enough to advise the Secretary not later than December 3rd. 

THE OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE OF THE HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY  
take this opportunity of sending 

^ ^ Uc?stzVe eotsoii  
To all Members Overseas.  

red/dark brown/light brown 
bluish-green/grey/light brown 
brown/dark brownrey 
yellow-brown/dark grey/blue 
blue/grey/brownish-grey 
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LIECHTENSTEIN - 'NWT ISSUES  

The following will be issued on 7 Dec. 

Commemorating FERDINAND NIGG,  artist 
and professor: 

10 Rp. The Annunciation - dk grn/ 
yell.grn 

30 Rp. The Three Kings - brn/brn.or. 
Fr.1.20 	Jesus in the Temple 

blue-grn/ultramarine 
Designer:  Louis Jager, Vaduz - from 

motives by Ferdinand Nigg 

75 Rp. Portrait of PRINCESS  GINA and 
Prince Franz Josef Wenzel 

grey/lt.red/gold 
Design: 	From the painting by Pedro 

Leitao, Lisbon 

20 Rp. International Telecommunications 
Union U.I.T.) - technical 
elements for transmitting news 

Designer:  Georg Malin, Mauren 

Printing:  Heliogravure by Courvoisier 
S .A. 

26 x 41 mm. 
41 x 26 mm. 
28x33.5mm. 
36 x 26 mm. 

The stamps will be on sale in all post 
offices from 7th Dec. & from the Philatelic 
Agency, Vaduz. 

Special covers have been prepared for 
each issue and a First Day cancellation 
will be used. 

In addition to recant pur- 
chases of fine Swiss general 
material we have acquired on 
volume of the WORLD-FAMOUS 
LEHMAN  GOLD-MEDAL ESSAY 
COLLECTION.  

This contains Essays of the period 189 
to the early 1930's, among which are many 
ABSOLUTELY UNIQUE ITEMS, including proposed 
designs for Fr.3.-,  10,-; 20.- and 25.-
values and others. 

At present we are offering this volume 
as an entity. Later, if no buyer is found, 
we shall split the collection into groups 
and finally, groups remaining unsold will 
be split into singles. Collectors interest 
ed in this type of material are invited to 
contact us. 

PRICE: £ 3,500  

We have also purchased the RAILWAY 
STAMP portion of the LEHMANN ESSAY COLLECT- 
ION. This also contains very unusuzil and, 
in part, quite unique material. Being of a 
compact nature it can be sent on approval. 

PRICE: E 500 
(which we consider an outstanding bargain ) 

. L. KATCHER, P.T.S., B.P.A., A.S.D.A., 
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LIMITED 

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood, N.W.9. 

Tel: JUNiper 0616 

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS  - OCT./NOV. 

1. U.I.T. On 8th Oct. a special cancel 
was used to commemorate the centenary 

of the International Telecommunications 
Union. This depicted a globe and reads: 
'3000 BERN 8.10.65 - UIT - 1865-1965'. 

2. International Philatelic Meeting  in 
Basel - "Dreilander Jumelage'.  A 

meeting of the Swiss Phil. Ass., the Stamp 
Collecting Ass.of Lorrach & the Mulhouse 
Phil.Soc. was arranged for 23-24 Oct. The 
event was marked by the use of an attract 
-lye cancel showing the coats-of-arms of the 
3 cities and the wording: '4000 BASEL -
JUMELAGE PHILATELIQUE EUROPEEN - 23/24.10.65. 

3. 20th Anniversary  of the United Nations  
Charter,  A special cancel was used on 

24th Oct. and was applied to Swiss stamps 
and also those of UNO, OMS & Q.MM. It de-
picted the U.N. emblem (globe and laurel 
leaves) and read: '1200 GENEVE -24.10.65  
CHARTE DES NATIONS UNIES 1945 - 1965'. 
4. OLMA St. Gallen 196. A circular 

pictorial cancel was used for this 
annual event (Auto 4) from 7-17 October. 

5. 650th Anniversary of Battle of  
Morgarten.:.  A pictorial cancel was 

applied in Morgarten only (Auto 4) on 
15th November reading: '6311 MORGARTEN - 
15.11.65. - 1315-1965'. 

6. 150 Years of ENGELBERG bei OBWALDEN - 
To mark the 150th year of the 

inclusion of Engelberg in Ct. Obwalden a 
special cancel will be used on 24th Nov. 
1965 only. This depicts the arms of 
Engelberg and the Canton of Obwalden. 
with the inscription '6390 ENGELBERG -
1815 OBWALDEN 1965'. 

7. DAY OF THE STAMP 1965  
will this year be held at Bulle (Ct. 

Fribourg) on 5th December. The special 
cancel will depict the symbol'of the 
region, the white crane, and will read: 
'1650 BULLS - 5.12.65 - JOURNEE DU TIMBRE'. 

POSTAL HISTORY  

FIRST DAT COVERS  

AIRMAIL AND FIRST FLIGHT COVERS :: 

BUNDESFEIER & PRO PATRIA CARDS :::: 

DAY OF THE STAMP CARDS :::: 

These and many other aspects of 
Swiss Philately provide new themes to 
add interest to your Collection. 

For the best material to achieve 
this end, send for approval selections 
from my stock ... or submit Wants Lists 

Prompt attention given. 

J.S.Rnms 
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme, 

MORECAMBE, Lands, 

Stamp sizes:  a) 10 & 30 Rp, 
Fr. 1.20 

1 75 Rp. 
20 Rp. 

RANG 
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
was duly held at the Kingsway Hall, Kingsway, London, i.C.2., on Wednesday, 10th 
November, 1965, at 6.45 p.m. 

Apologies for absence were received from Messrs. Brooks, Hale, Lienhard, Pearson, 
Short & Stiles. 

1, MINUTES  OF THE PREVIOUS A.G.M.  These were read by the Secretary and agreed. 

2, MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES. Nil 

3. CHAIRMAN'S  ADDRESS 

Mr. Slate said he hoped members would agree that it had been a successful 
season. There had been some excellent displays, notably those by Prof. Landau and 
Dr, Strauss, as well as those put on by other members, Once more, however, it was 
necessary to remark on the attendances, except on such special occasions. It was 
felt that the Society should have more active support by members in and around the 
London area, and he hoped te, see this put into praotioe in the coming season. From 
the programme arranged there should be something to interest everyone, although, of 
course, when dealing with one country only, there was bound to be a certain amount 
of repetition, but the larger the attendance the more points of view could be expressed 
and discussed. Mr, Slate also thanked the Officers for all their hard work during the 
past year. 

4. HON. SECRETARY'S REPORT 

Mrs. Rawnsley said that in general it had been a very good year, with the 
addition of 31 new members, of whom 20 were in Britain and 11 overseas. There had, 
of course, also been some losses, among them one of the Founder Members, I.Ir, E.M. 
Hamilton of Manchester. The question of attendances was again stressed. Members in 
the provinces envy the London Group's opportunities to meet, to see and discuss stamps 
and it seems a pity that more use is not made of these opportunities. By contrast 
the Yorks/Lancs Group continues to do sterling work with their usual enthusiasm and 
never lose an opportunity to make the Society more widely known. 

With regard to the 'News Letter', despite increases in the cost of duplicat-
ing and postage, a 6 page issue had been produced each month. This was largely due 
to help given by members in providingarticles, including some new contributors; it 
was hoped they would continue this help, for without a steady flow of articles it is 
difficult to keep going. Articles on any aspect of the hobby that members find inter-
esting or think may interest others, as well as odd items and snippets of newswill be 
most welcome. 

5. HON. TREASURER'S REPORT & STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS 

Mr. Harding stated that the Balance Sheet had been circulated to all members and 
would be seen to be very satisfactory. The biggest increase in expenditure had been 
on the 'News Letter', which was only right, since its issue was the chief function of 
the Society. With the present financial situation the Society could go ahead with 
confidence. Adoption of the Accounts was proposed by Miss Musselwhite and seconded 
by Mr. Prior. 

6. HON. PKT. SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT 

Mr. Short was unfortunately away on business and unable to attend, but had 
sent in the following report which was read by the Secretary: 

"During the 1964/65 season it has been possible to put only 2 Packets into 
circulation, due to the acute shortage of material, a shortage resulting from the 
present day rising values, especially for really worth while material, which nowadays 
no-one wishes to part with. Both Packets were seriously delayed during circulation. 
One, when finally retrieved, was not put hack into circulation as it had almost com-
pleted its round, the other is still in circuit. An approximate amount covering 
commission has been paid to the Treasurer and any balance due will be carried forward 
to the current season. 

"A certain amount of material is on hand, but not sufficient for a complete 
Packet, both on grounds of value and quantity, Some better grade material is urgent-
ly required, when it will be possible to put out one packet, whereas 3-4 are really 
required to cover all members. Unless more material is forthcoming, members just 
cannot expect to receive Packets." 

Mr. Short went on to say that he was willing to continue as Pkt. Superintend-
ent at least for this season, but might wish to be relieved of the post later next year. 
Therefore, the Society might like to consider finding a successor in due course. He 
also wished to record his thanks to all members who have written in appreciation of the 
packets they have received. 	 ••. 
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING  (Cont.) 

Following the reading of this report 
a discussion was held to obtain the views 
of members present and to try to suggest 
ways and means of remedying the situation. 
The matter would be considered by the 
Committee, in conjunction with Mr. Short 
to see what could be done. 

7, ELECTION OF OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE 
FOR 1965-66  

The following were elected 'en bloc': 

Chairman 	... MR. E.C. SLATE 
Vice Chairman ... MR. L,E, STILES 
Hon. Treasurer .,. MR. A.J. HARDING 
Hon. Secretary ... MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY 
Hon. Pkt. Supt. 	MR. J.H. SHORT 
Hon. Editor 	... 1?4RS. E.J. RAWNSLEY 
Hon. Auditor 	... MR. T.C. BROOKS 

Committee: MR. J.A. EASTWOOD 
MR. J.N. HIGHSTED 	Yorks 
MR. L. MOORE 	 Group 
MR. H,W. ROBERTSHAW 
MR. W.D. HOWDEN 	- London 

The proposal was put by Mr. J.K. 
Symonds and seconded by Mr. T.W. Prior 

8. MOTIONS & RESOLUTIONS  - Nil 

9. ANY OTHER BUSINESS  - Nil 

The A.G.M. closed at 8.10 p.m. and 
the remainder of the time was used in 
general discussion. 	 E.J.R. 

RECENT ADDITIONS TO LIBRARY LIST 

SC WEIZ. LUFTPOST-KATALOG 1965/66 (Swiss 
Airmail Catalogue). Revised edition. 

ZUMSTEIN SMALL CATALOGUE - Schweiz/Liechten-
stein 1966 - Reprint from Europa Catalogue. 

ZUMSTEIN GANZSACHEN KATALOG SCHWEIZ 1965 
(Postal Stationery Catalogue). The long 
awaited new edition. 

PEN SCHWEIZ. AUTOMOBIL POST KATALOG (Swiss 
Automobile Post Catalogue, (Ger./Fr.) 

DIE EDLE KUNST DES STAHLSTECHENS .... 
'The Noble Art of Steel Engraving' by Hans 
E. Gaudard, Head of the Postage Stamp and 
Printing Dept. of the P.T.T. A 44 page 
booklet with 398 illustrations showing re-
productions of a wide selection of studies, 
first designs and final stamp pictures 
pertaining to the civil engineering and 
landeoape issues of 1949, 1960 definitives 
and the Evangelists. Text in 4 languages. 

The above may be borrowed by G.B. 
members on the usual terms of 6d. per volume 
+ postage both ways where necessary. 
Applications to the Secretary. 

Copies of the above P.T.T.Publication 
may be obtained dureot from the P.T.T. at 
a cost of S;;a.Fr.5.- + postage, or through 
The Amateur Collector Ltd., at 17/6d.post 
free. 

ADDITIONS & AMENDMENTS TO MEMBERSHIP LIST  

NEW MEMBERS  

BOWMAN, J., Albert Mansions, Albert Road, 
Bexhill-on-Sea, Sussex. 

CARASCO, P., P.O.Box 155, Kampala, 
Uganda, E. Africa. 

DAY, C., 54, Dale View Crescent, 
N.Chingford, London, E.4, 

GURR, K.B., 'Copperleas', Ottinge, 
Canterbury, Kent. 

KAGANSON, S., 22, Cumnor Ave.,Kenilworth, 
Cape Province, South Africa. 

LEWIS, L.C., 419, E. Church Street, Santa 
Maria, Calif. 93454, U.S.A. 

MARSTON, R.R., 'Brambling', Fremington Rd, 
Seaton, Devon. 

PETRE, M.B., 16, Walton Place, London SW3. 

TOMLIN, DR. J.E., 6, Pentley Close, 
Welwyn Garden City, Herts. 

TREVILLION, D.S., 13, Pendle Road, 
Streatham, London, S.a.16, 

WEINER, M., 5700, Melling Avenue, Cote St. 
Luc, Montreal 29,Qu.ebec,Canada. 

WHITELEY, R.M., 'Vealhayes', Kilmington, 
Axminster, Devon. 

DELETIONS:  

ARSENAULT, H.P., Norfolk, Masa, U.S.A. 

CHANGES OF ADDRESS ' 

CHIQUOINE, A., 843, Parkridge Drive, 
Media, Pa. 19063, U.S.A. 

DAVIS, P.D., 70, Farquhar Road, London, 
S.E.19. 

HENLEY, D.B., 36, Bruce Avenue,''Worthing 
Sussex. 

HIGLEY,. G.R., 22, Ash Tree Avenue, 
Nettleham, Lincoln. 

LUCHSINGER, P.P., 8723, West Chester Pike, 
Apt.D,3, Upper Darby, Pa.19082. 

STAUGLER, Capt,F.W., 302, George Street, 
Lubbock, Texas, U.S.A. 

THOMPSON, H., 94, South Ella uVay, 
Kirkella, E. Yorks._ 

We deal in SWISS STAMPS and 
have a good range of SWISS AIRMAILS - 
mint and used. 

A list of some of the stock 
available has recently been compiled 
and we will be happy to supply this 
list to any member, free, on request. 

We are always willing to make up 
Approvals to meet your own special 
requirements. 

Just drop us a line giving details 
of what you require. 

We also welcome Wants Lists, 

50, Great George Street, ... 
... 	LEEDS 1., Yorks. 
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N I NTRODUCTION TO QOSTMARKS 
by E.J. RAWNSLEY 
	

Part II 

The straight-line cancellations in use during this period are to be found 
in many different types, with upright or slanting letters, in script and even a few 
Gothic, such as Auvernier and Hasle. Many are to be found within a frame, which 
again may be of varying shape, and some include the date beneath the town name. 

Circular postmarks, which had been adopted by the French Post Office and 
introduced into Switzerland, came intn use in the early 1830's. The earliest 
example quoted in the textbooks in 1833. According to the records, on 15th November 
1833, the Postal Dept., at Bern ordered 28 dated postmarks from a Paris engraver, 
M. Fouquet, at a cost of 20 gold francs each, an exceedingly high price for those 
times. These were large, 28-31 mm. in diameter; a few were of the single circle 
type, but the majority consisted of two circles, with the name of the city at the 
top, a cost-of-arms or other ornamental device at the bottom and the date in the 
centre, and were in use in the larger towns. Worth searching for are those reading 
'NEUCHATEL-en-SUISSE' to differentiate it from 'Neufchatel' which was in France. The 
cancellations seem to be mainly in blue. Possibly these large cancellers were found 
to be too expensive for general use, for very soon after smaller and more modified 
circular cancellers began to be used, some simplified to the extent of omitting the 
year altogether. Again these may be single or deuble. 

Meanwhile, in 1843, following the example set by Great Britain, the famous 
Zurich 1 4' & '6', Switzerland's first adhesive stamps, were issued, followed shortly 
afterwards by those of Geneva and the 'Basle Dove'. The circular postmark was still 
used on the cover, but a means had to be found to cancel the stamps to prevent their 
re-use, and so the 'rosette' cancellations appeared, which were used on the stamps of 
Zurich and Geneva. Basle, for some reason, preferred the use of a circular cancel, 
generally in red. Of the 'rosettes' there was one type for Zurich, known in red, 
for the city of Zurich, and in black for rural post-offices, and also in blue in one 
or two places (e.g. Regensberg and Stafa). Geneva used two types, each with its own 
modifications, giving 5 types in all, and these are also found in black, red and blue. 
It must be remembered that instructions were still being obeyed in a very haphazard 
manner and both stamps and cancellations were used in ways other than those intended. 

With the setting up of the Federal Constitution in 1848 the Cantonal and 
private posts were taken over by the Confederation, but it took a number of years 
and the solving of many problems before a national postal service was established. 
This period between 1848 and 1850 is again very confusing, as so many different 
types of postmark were being tried out. 

In 1849 a decree was issued which stated that all letters must be cancelled 
with a postmark showing the place of posting and the date and also by applying, in 
the presence of the sender, a seal with the word 'FRANCO' - implying that the postal 
rate had been paid. 	If no such 'seal', i.e. canceller, was available, then it must 
be written in ink. A variation of this is 'FRANCO GRENZE', meaning that the postage 
had been paid only to the frontier, the rest apparently was up to the recipient. 

Further, the amounts of pre-paid postage were supposed to be written on the 
back of the cover in red. In actual fact the majority of manuscript markings are to 
be found on the front of the covers - another instance of how instructions were dis-
regarded. It should be noted, however, that not all such manuscript markings were 
of Swiss origin; some for example, were French and were added while the letter was 
in transit. 

With the introduction of adhesive stamps new regulations came into force. 
In 1850, during the 'transition' period, while Federal stamps were being introduced, 
and the so-called 'Vaud', Zurich 22 Rp. (Winterthur) and 'Neuchatel' stamps were in 
use at the same time as the first Federal issue, the 'ortspast' and 'Poste Locale' - 
a decree stated that the stamps should be covered with a dated postmark so that the 
cancellation should be clearly visible, or they could be cancelled by means of a cross 
in black ink. 

The postal service, however, was now growing at such a rate that the regulat-
ions were not observed and stamps were being cancelled by any and every means. At the 
end of 1850 there were more than 1,000 post offices and over 3 times as many so-called. 
postmarks of all types and sizes were in use. Is it any wonder that the task of try-
ing to arrange a postmark collection in any sort of logical sequence becomes almost 
impossible; 

(To be continued) 

A 
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CIRCULAR TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS. 

From 	October: 
6834 MORBIO INFERIORE - Santuario S. Maria 

dei Miracoli 
From 21st October: 

9452 ALTSThTTEN S.G. - Markort im Rheintal 
8911 JONEN - Wohlfahrts - Kapelle Jonental 

From 28th October: 
1180 ROLLE - Sur le Leman 
6311 MORGARTEN 
6671 BOSCO/GURIN - Da$ \Valserdorf im Tessin 
8713 UERIKON - RitterhLuser 

TOURIST 'FLAG' CANCEL  

From 2nd November: 
SIERRE - Sejour - excursions 

WANTED 

- at reasonable prices - 

MODERN SWISS POSTMARKS 

AND SLOGANS 

Any quantity, but must be clean and 
with clear cancellations. 

No meter markings. 

N.A. van PEELEN, 
3, Hurdwick Place 
London, N.W.1. 

Telephone: 	EUS, 1648. 

NOW AVAILABLE 	 

Z U' M S T E I N 	1966  
E U R O P E  	 50/- 

With thumb index: 55/-
+ 3/- postage. 

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 

Pocket Edition: 	2/6d. + Sd. postage 

CATALOGUE OF SWISS POSTAL STATIONERY  
27- + 1/6d. postage 

Please order Catalogues from: 
HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED, 
27, Maiden Lane, London, W.C.2. 

Supplememts are published in the BERNER 
BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG. Annual fee: 24/-. 

The SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
SPECIALISED CATALOGUE  will be 

published in December. 

For First Class stamps 	 
Rarities of Switzerland and Europe 	 

send your Want Lists to 

ZUMSTEIN & CIE, Propr, Hertsch & Company 

P.04;B. 2585, 

CH. 3001 

BERN 1. 

Father, Switzerland.  

RECENT SLOGAN CANCELS  

Schwyz - Morgarten 14-15 November 1965 -
650 Jahrfeier der Schlacht am Morgarten. 

6430 Schwyz 15 Oct. - 15 Nov. 
5-16.X - 40esimo Locarno conferenza della 

pace 1925-1965 6000 Locarno 5 -16 Oct. 
20eme anniversaire de l'entrde en vigeur 

de la Charte des Nations Unies 1945-1965 
Expo philatdlique Palais des Nations 
Gendve 23-24 ootobre 1965 

1200 Geneva to 24 October 
Gendve 13-21 Nov, 1965 Concours hippique 

international officiel - 1200 Geneva 
20 Oct.-20 Nov. (20-30 Oct. on 

alternate days) 
Journée des Nations Unies, Gendve 24 oct. 

1200 Geneva 20-30 Oct. alternatively 
with above 

AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS 

Auto 3 Neuchatel - Fete des Vendanges 
2-3 Oct. 

" 3 Basel - Tagung des Deutschen 
Kfiltetechnischen Vereins and des 
Schweizerischen Vereins ftir 
Kdltetechnik 13-16 October 

R 3 BERN - Feier zur unterirdischen 
Einfuhrung der SZB-Bahn in den 
Bahnhof Bern. 20 November 

AMATEUR COLLECTOR CATALOGUE 
1966 

As usual the Society will be hold-
ing a stock of this new edition, expect-
ed around the end of the month. 

We shall beleased to supply at 
12/6 per copy + 1/- post & packing. 

Orders to the Secretary. 

BIELLA ALUMS 
,.. Make an excellent Christmas present 
(even if you have to buy it for yourself)  

The following are available: , 

2830S - Linen covered hardboard,142 pages 
exciefl.ent white paper, size 11 x 12". The 
album for the average collector ... 

65/- + 4/- post and packing. 

2777S  - As above but rexine bound, gold 
blocked title, superior quality. Leaves 
free from woodulp. An album for life 

£6. + 4/6 post and packing 
2777CS - The above album split into two 
volumes, with Bristol cartridge leaves - 
your dream album 

£9. + 6/6 post and packing. 

THE DIRECTORS AND STAFF OF THE 
AMATEUR COLLECTOR LIMITED 

would like to take this opportunity of 
wishing all Helvetia Members a Happy 
Christmas and Prosperous New•Year. 

H.L. KATCHER, P.T.S., B.P.S., A.S.D.A., 
151 Park Road, London, N.W.8. 

Telephone: JUNiper 0616 
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HER ENTERTAINS 
The inclement weather outside was soon forgotten 

by the members who attended at 151, Park Road, on the 8th. 
December. True to his promise to entertain, Mr. Katcher 
showed some very unusual material: the one volume of the 
extensive Lehmann Essay Collection which he has been lucky 
enough to acquire. 

The first section was of essays by Girardet 
prepared during the period 1885-1900 approx..and consisted 
of trials and die proofs in a very advanced stage of pro-
duction, which just missed being adopted as stamps and 
some of these are very rare. 

The Cinderella of the essays and the one most 
commonly found is the Rtitli essay, an early attempt at a 
small pictorial design, depicting the famous Rtitli meadow, 
sPene of the taking of the Oath by the Confederates. Even 
here, however, an unusual item was 5 essays, perforated and 
on thicker paper, something never seen before, Also an 
example of the design on an envelope intended as printed 
stationery. One of the finest pages in the volume was of 
Ruth essays in various colours. 

It would take far too long to try to describe 
even a fraction of the pages which were shown, but briefly 
other designs were based on the Rfttli Oath, Tell Boy and 
the Tell Monument at Altdorf, also the Winkelried Monument 
at Stans, followed by the Medallion, Swiss shield and Tell 
Chapel designs. 

In 1908 came another variation of the Rtitli Oath 
in small format for 25 c. stamps and large horizontal 
format for a Fr,3.- value. Next came large pictorial essays, 
both vertical and horizontal, with values up to Fr.20. The 
date of these essays is unknown but was probably around 1910, 
A recess printed essay of a Fr.5.- stamp depicted the Matter-
hrn and there were also three beautiful line-engraved essays 
for 5, 10 & 25 Fr, stamps. 

This amazing collection, although only a portion of 
the whole Lehmann Essay Collection is so unique and has been 
put together with such care that it will only be split up if 
it is absolutely necessary and members will recall from the 
November 'News Letter' is on offer at a price of £3,500. 

A noticeable feature was a vague familiarity with 
some of the designs, suggesting that they were kept in re-
serve and later adapted in part for stamps which were event-
ually issued. 

There was a break in the proceedings for refresh-
ments during which time members not only had a chanoe to get 
their breath back, but were able to seek help in solving 
queries and to discuss the state of the philatelic market in 

MR <ATC 
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MR. KATCHER ENTERTAINS (Continued): 

general. Since the demand far exceeds th 
supply Mr, Katcher is of the opinion that 
only a disastrous financial slump could 
cause any significant fall in the value o 
stamps. Even the Swiss themselves, who 
have always been almost fanatically fasti-
dious in relation to condition, are now 
accepting stamps which previously they 
would not have looked at. 

The old, old controversial questions 
of unmounted mint and cancelled to order 
were discussed at some length. 

To wind up Mr. Katcher also showed 
the rest of the Lehmann volume which con-
sisted of colour trials of the Swiss Rail 
-way stamps, mostly in large blocks or 
panes. The majority were without a value 
figure, but among the later sheets were a 
number of extremely interesting large 
blocks in which some rows were without 
value and the remainder with value, often 
in more than one colour. 

This collection is also on offer as 
a whole at £500 and is made up of most 
unusual material. How Dr. Lehmann ac-
quired these collections is not known, 
but most certainly if they are once dis-
persed they could never again be built up. 

A very appreciative vote of thanks 
was given to Mr. Katcher and his staff 
for their hospitality and the opportunity 
to see, in a more leisurely manner than 
is afforded at an ordinary meeting, such 
outstanding material.. 

E.J.R. 

SUBSITIIP71 NS 
The Annual 	 iption 

of 10/- or $1.40 

becomes due on January 1st, and it would 
be greatly appreciated if Members would 
remit promptly to the Treasurer or Sec-
retary (addresses on front page). 

To make things easier a renewal form 
is enclosed, except in the case of new 
members or those who have paid in advance. 

See note on form re dollar payments. 

NEW AMATEUR COLLECTOR  CATALOGUE  ... 

The Society is now holding a stock 
of the new 1966 Edition. 

Every Member should have this in 
order to keep up with the latest market 
valuations. 

Copies are obtainable from the Sec-
retary at 12/6d. + 11- post and packing. 

NEXT LONDON GROUP MEETING 

Will be held in Room 31, Kingsway 
Hall, London, W.C.2., at 6.30 p.m., on 
Wednesday, January 12th. 

The subject? SIX SHEETS (or 6d.)  
AN AUCTION LOT,  the All Member evening 

which was such a success last year. 

Come along this time and join in the 
fun and don't forget some Auction lots. 

NOW AVAILABLE,  

ZUMS TEIN ... 1966. 

EUROPE .., 	50/- 
with thumb index 55/- 

+ 3/- postage. 

SdVITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 

Pocket Edition: 2/6d. + 8d,postage. 

CATALOGUE OF SWISS POSTAL STATIONERY 

26/-d. + 1/6 postage 

Please order Catalogues from: 

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LIMITED, 
27, Maiden Lane, London, '<J.C.2. 

Supplements are published in the BERNER 
BRIEFMARKEN-ZEITUNG. Annual Fee: 24/-d. 

The SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
SPECIALISED  CATALOGUE will be 
published this month. 

For First Class stamps 
Rarities of Switzerland and Europe 	 

send your Want Lists to: 

ZUMSTEIN & CIE, Propr. Hertsch & Co., 
P.O.B. 2585, 
CH.3001, BERN 1 FRcher, Switzerland.  

Our 1966 Catalogue 
proves in black and white 
that by far the largest per-
centage increase on prices 
takes place in stamps cata-
loguing from one to ten 
shillings. 

While demand for all 
Swiss material is tremendous, it stands 
to reason that the cheaper priced stamps 
enjoy even wider popularity, being accept 
-able to a larger number of collectors, 

Printing figures are 
mostly quite inadequate to fill future 
demands. 

LOOK UP THESE GAPS IN 
YOUR COLLECTION AND FILL THEM N 0 W 1 

MY STAFF WILL BE 
PLEASED TO FILL YOUR WANTS LISTS WITH 
THE ACCENT ON 'SERVICE'. 

H.L. KATCHER 	B.P.A. P.T.S. 

The Amateur Collector Ltd., 
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood, 

LONDON N. M.  8. 

A.S,D.A. 
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AN INTRODUCTION TO POSTMARPKtII  
Efforts were still being made to secure some uniformity in the methods of 

cancelling and by an order dated 9th September 1850 the Federal Post Office instructed 
postmasters to cancel stamps  with either 'FRANCO' or 'P.P.' (Port Paye). A month 
later authority was given to use 'P.P.' (Pay!, a la frontiére) and 'R.L.' (Rayon 
limitrophe) - the latter covering mail which was going only a short distance beyond 
the frontier, i.e. within a limited zone. The dated postmarks were to be used solely 
on the envelopes, but as usual the instructions were interpreted very loosely and for 
a very long time to come the 'P.P.', 'P.D.' and other similar markings were applied 
in any position on the covers and rarely on stamps after the 'Strubeli' issues. All 
these marks are to be found in an infinite variety of types, with letters of many 
sizes, with and without stops, upright or slanting, unframed, in square or rectangular 
frames, circles or ovals. An unusual variation which can be found very occasionally 
has the 'P.P.' or 'P.D.' in a tab extending below a circular cancel.. 

The 'P.P.' and others mentioned above continued in use until 1874 when the 
Universal Postal Union was established and were then discontinued. 	'P.P.', however, 
remains even today, although with a slightly different meaning, being now used for 
bulk mailing, 

It was found, nevertheless, that there was still much confusion and accord-
ingly, on August 1st, 1853, an entirely new type of cancellation, the 'grille' or 
'lozenge', came into use. Again it was some time before these were supplied to all 
post offices and, therefore, these and already existing types of cancellers were in use 
at the same time. 

Various types of 'grille' were used, including the slanting 'lattice', now 
one of the rarer types, and they exist in all shapes and sizes, from the 5 bars used 
in the district of Yverdon, and the 7 or 9 bars used mainly in District VII (Lucerne), 
to the 15 bars in black and blue although a few do exist in red or green - which were 
used generally in all 11 postal districts. They appear sporadically on Cantonal and 
Transitional stamps, then from October 1854 to June 1857 on the 'Strubel' issues. The 
St. Gallen grille differs from all the rest in that it alone has the letters 'St.G.' in 
the centre. A few exist in an oval or other irregular form. 

The 11 postal districts mentioned are as follows: 

I Geneva 	IV Neuchatel 	VII Lucerne 	X Chur 
II Lausanne 	V Basle 	VIII Zurich 	XI Bellinzona 
III Bern 	VI Aarau 	IX St. Gallen 

and have remained unchanged until the present day, although it is possible there may 
have to be an amendment when the four figure postal coding, no being introduced, 
becomes complete over the whole country. 

The 'grille' cancellers were in use until 1857, and on May 28th of that year, 
all post offices were instructed to return grille and other old cancellers to head-
quarters. Postmarks were now to be circular, of a diameter of 20-23 mm., with the 
lettering in latin type. They are best seen on the later 'Strubeli' issues, at first 
the single circle, which gradually developed into the double circle type. 

Despite the various instructions which were issued, many different types of 
postmarks were being used, and during the 1850-1860 period, in the era of the 'grille' 
cancels, circular postmarks were being quite widely used, among which were those desig-
nated as 'horseshoe' cancels, and may have been based on cancellations of that name 
used in parts of Germany around the same time, and in which the inner circle terminates 
in two little curls, usually but not always, about two-thirds towards the base. 

Also worth looking for among postmarks of 1860-1870 are the 'dwarf' or 
'thimble' cancellations, small sized circular cancels of only 18-20 mm. diameter. There 
are several types, Many of these emanated from small post offices which were issued 
with simple cancelling devices having discs only for the day and the month, but omitt-
ing the year, while others did include the year. These thimble marks are found occas-
ionally on 'Strubeli' stamps but more usually on the 'Sitting' Helvetia perf. issue, 
and also on early postal stationery. 

Because of pressure of work it was not possible to prepare in time suitable 
illustrations, but next month a selection of the postmarks described in this article 
will be included, 

(To be continued) 

.. . 



The November meeting was devoted to 
the Chairman's Display, when A. Gullis 
(for several years Hon. Secretary of the 
Group) showed 'PRO JUVENTUTE' from the 
Fore-runners complete right up to 1964. 

 The P.T.T. propaganda leaflet on the 
1965 issue of Animals was also on view.  

Mr. Gullis covered the subject very  
completely in a paper giving the history  
of the Pro Juventute Fund. 	The stamps  
were complete with varieties and special  
Pro Juventute f.d,o's. of all the recent  
issues, together with the special post- 
cards for the earlier years. These,  
together with many other pictorial items  
of interest gave the display a most  
attractive appeal, confirming once more  
Mr. Gullis' flair for presentation and  
thoroughness.  

WANTED  
A Member urgently requires - for  

completion of the set -  

60 centime PAX stamp  

in a centrally cancelled block of four,  
and will pay any reasonable price.  

Offers in the first instance to  
the Hon. Secretary.  

AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS  

Auto 3 Journee du Timbre 5.12,65 - 
Bulle 5/12  

3 Pro Juventute 1965 -  Frohe  
Weinaçhten - Joyeux Noel - Buon  
Natale - Zurich 11/12  

4 Escalade - Geneve - 1602-1965 -  
Geneva 11/12  

PICTORIAL TOURIST CANCELLATIONS  

From 2nd December:  

It  

5737 MENZIKEN - 
3981 RIEDERALP - 
3532 Z4ZIWIL -  

im Wynental 
am Aletschgletscher 
Emmentaler Gastlichkeit 

GREETINGS  
` A ``"S1 	for the,'. 	'i^^; •  

.. FEST IVE 	SEAS ON E..  *̂r  

.5.; 	RIVflra  R 	
1. ‘7.,:,:...,:r  
,fV .  
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 J 
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who will give every assistance in the 
coming year to build up your collection. 

Approvals of all issues of 

SWISS 	STAMPS 

and prompt attention given to Wants Lists 
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6, Limes Avenue, Huddersfield Road, 
Halifax.  

According to the syllabus the combined 
study and display for December was 'OFFICIAL 
LABELS' and your report, who is something 
of an old 'square' (full margins but badly 
thinned and much creased.) went to the meet-
ing in a spirit of avuncular tolerance, 
rather than anticipation of philatelic enjoy-
ment. He now admits that he grossly under-
rated the capability, ingenuity & diligence 
of Messrs. Highsted, Robertshaw, Hoyle, 
Gilchrist and Dr. Ritchie, who from this seem 
-ingly unattractive title produced a fantastic 
display. The joint exhibitors whowed several 
hundred items, mostly on cover bearing PTT 
instruotions labels of many different classes, 
of which here are just a few: Registration 
labels including railway registration, with 
an illuminating paper by Mr. Robertshaw giving 
details of printing processes involved; 
Express, Nachnahme, Urgent, Zur Abholung, 
Zoll, Gebuhrenfrei, Franco, Transit, Refuse, 
Firma erschlossen, Umgezogen, Abgereist, 
Animaux, Contenu perissable, Nicht eingel8st, 
Gestorben, Inconnu, ' lertangabe, Auslagen, 
Leitzettel (Feldpost & Zivilpost) etc. Most 
of these labels were in 3 languages and some 
4 -  with Romansch in addition to the normal 
three. Certain classes of label appeared 
in many different types, and it is hoped the 
team will collaborate to produce a helpful 
check list similar to the work on 'Express 
Labels' by Mr. Tillen. 

Your reporter woke up to the fact that 
printed adhesive labels carried on this field 
of Postal History beyond the original manu-
script markings and later handstruck stamps 
of 187071 'GRATIS' and Red Cross Comite 
stamps of Basle and Geneva. Many insured  

covers were addressed to Dr. Fulpius in Geneva, 
apparently containing items for expertising 
and one was from Otto Hiltpold of Ins, who 
was the model for 'Portrait of a Boy' by 
Albert Anker on the 5c. Pro Juv. stamp of 1952 
and signed by Hiltpold on the front. 	L.M. 
Note The date of the next meeting will be 
Jan.8th and NOT Jan. 1st. Subject: Joint dis-
play and study  of 'Government Official Mail.' 

LEO 	CiJffl   r  
!7U  

We deal in SWISS STAMPS and have a good  
range of SWISS AIRMAILS, mint and used.  

A List of some of the stock available has  
recently been compiled and we will be happy to  
supply this list to any member, free on request  

We are always willing to make up approvals  
to meet your own special requirements. Just  
drop us a line giving details of what you re-
quire.  

We also welcome Wants Lists.  

From the YORKS/LANCS GROUP: Hon.  Sec: R.A. Hoyle, 

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme, MORECAMBE 
Lancs. 

50, Great George Street,  
T TIEDS 1, , YORKS.  
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